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Introduction

Chapter 1

1.1 Background
The world population increased over the past decades to seven billion,1 which,
combined with an economic uprise of developing countries, poses a major claim on
earth’s limited resources. Fossil fuels for energy production and metals and rare earth
elements for construction and production of luxury goods are mined excessively.
Devastation by mining activities and global warming arising from emission of greenhouse
gasses are worldwide threats to the environment. In addition, the foreseen depletion of
some of these resources in the short term and midterm,2 make it inevitable to change the
way energy and goods are produced. Given that the homo sapiens population is estimated
to grow to ten billion by 2050,1 a sustainable and peaceful future global society involves
production in an energy and material efficient way, with abundant materials and from
sustainable resources.
Organic materials based on carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, and, to a lesser
extend sulfur and phosphorus, form an interesting alternative. Nature shows the
versatility of these elements with countless different molecules that have biological and
physical function and organic chemistry extends the possibilities with the synthesis of new
materials such as pharmaceuticals, dyes, and plastics. Since the discovery that plastics
based on conjugated polymers can have semiconducting and metallic properties,3 they
have attracted attention for application in organic photovoltaics (OPVs)4‐7 field‐effect
transistors (OFETs)8‐10 and light‐emitting diodes (OLEDs).11,12 OPV and OLED devices can
contribute to a more sustainable future by converting sunlight into electricity (OPV) and
offering energy efficient lighting and display applications (OLED). The possibility to process
these materials from inks allows for flexible, cheap, roll‐to‐roll printing with minimal
energy and material usage.
The research in OLED technology has already resulted in brightly colored displays and
lighting applications that are commercially available in mobile phones, tablets, televisions,
and in designer lighting. For OPV and OFET however, there is still a need for better
performing materials, i.e. higher power conversion efficiency (PCE) for OPV and better
charge mobility for OFET applications.
A promising and relatively new class of semiconducting polymers for both OPV and
FET applications is formed by polymers based on diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP). As a result
there is a fast‐growing interest in DPP‐based polymers as evidenced from the yearly
number of publications (Figure 1.1). Ketopyrrole, or lactam, is the defining chemical
structure in this type of polymers. The lactams make conjugated systems highly colored
8
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due to the push‐pull interaction of the nitrogen and carbonyl moieties with the
conjugated π‐electrons. Furthermore they are electron deficient, flat, and are likely
enhancing stacking via dipole interactions. There are many ways imaginable to
incorporate lactams in conjugated polymers (Figure 1.1) and derivatives such as isoindigo
and thienopyrroledione have been investigated from 2010 onwards. For the design of high
performing materials it is of interest to explore the synthesis, properties, and application
in (opto)electronic devices of novel lactam‐based π‐conjugated polymers. This is the prime
objective of this thesis.
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Figure 1.1 – Top: Structures of pyrrolo[3,4‐c]pyrrole‐1,4‐dione (or diketopyrrolopyrrole, DPP),
benzo[1,2‐b:4,5‐b']dipyrrole‐2,6(1H,5H)‐dione (BDP), thieno[3,4‐c]pyrrole‐4,6‐dione (TPD),
isoindigo (II) and thienoisoindigo (TII). Bottom: Number of publications per year on
diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP, black), isoindigo (II, hatched) and thienopyrroledione (TPD, white) as
found by a search on Web of Science (September 2014) with these search terms.

1.2 Organic photovoltaics
1.2.1 Historic overview
That light can have electrical effects in materials was first recognized in 1839 by
Becquerel.13 The so called photovoltaic effect was used more than a century later, in 1954
9
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by Chapin et al.14 in Bell Laboratories, to make the first silicon‐based solar cell. This marks
the start of the silicon solar cell technology that currently dominates the commercial
market. Nowadays an efficiency of 25.6% can be realized with single crystal silicon,15
which is approaching the Shockley – Queisser limit of ~30% for a single junction solar cell
with a 1.1 eV band gap absorber.16 In this theoretical study the maximum achievable
efficiency is approximated assuming that every photon from the AM1.5G solar spectrum
with energy higher than the band gap, contributes one electron to the photocurrent at a
voltage similar to the band gap.
Many other materials and techniques have been developed in the past decades based
on III‐V materials such as gallium arsenide (GaAs, 28.8%), chalcogenides such as copper
indium gallium selenide (CIGS, 20.5%) and cadmium telluride (CdTe, 19.6%), hybrid
organic inorganic dye sensitized solar cells (11.9%), perovskites (17.9%),17 and organic
photovoltaics (9.5%).18 The high price of scarce elements such as indium and gallium or
the public’s opinion on the use of toxic elements such as cadmium or lead (perovskites)
can threaten the wide application of these high performing techniques. For organic‐based
techniques commercialization only becomes viable when higher efficiencies can be
realized.

1.2.2 Working principle
The development of OPV starts with the Nobel Prize winning discovery of conjugated
(semi) conducting polymers.3 The first solar cells based on conjugated molecules however
showed really low performance <1%.19 Absorption of light in organic molecules excites an
electron from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO). Due to the low dielectric constant of organic materials this
results in strong Coulombically bound electron‐hole pairs known as excitons (Figure 1.2,
step 1). This in contrast to the inorganic semiconductors where light absorption results in
the excitation of an electron from the valence band to the conduction band, where the
electron and hole are only weakly bound (< kT) and easy to separate by a p‐n junction. To
separate the charges of the strongly bound exciton an additional driving force is needed.
An effective way to provide this driving force is to place a different molecule with stronger
electron affinity, i.e. a lower LUMO, in close vicinity of the exciton so that it can diffuse to
the interface (step 2). At the interface an energetically more favorable state is present for
the electron, i.e. the LUMO of the acceptor. This results in charge (electron) transfer from
the donor molecule to the acceptor molecule (step 3). In 1986 Tang was the first to
10
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demonstrate this by applying a bilayer of copper phthalocyanine (donor) and a perylene
tetracarboxilic derivative (acceptor) as active layer in a solar cell with PCE = 1%.20 Later the
same photoinduced electron transfer was shown for conjugated polymers and
fullerenes. 21 The hole and electron are now spatially separated and can move
independently through the donor phase and acceptor phase as free charges (Step 4).
Charges are transported to their electrodes under influence of an internal electric field
that arises from the different work functions of the electrodes (step 5) where they are
finally collected to deliver power to an external circuit (step 6). Note that the
complementary process, i.e. absorption in the acceptor and hole transfer to the donor, is
equivalent and results in the same charge transfer state (step 3).
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Figure 1.2 – Schematic energy diagrams for the basic operation steps in OPV. (1) Excitation of an
electron by the absorption of light and formation of an exciton. (2) Diffusion of the exciton to a
donor – acceptor interface. (3) Charge transfer by hopping of the electron to the lower LUMO of
the acceptor. (4) Charges are separated as free charges. (5) Transport of charges to their
respective electrodes. (6) Charge collection at the electrodes, delivering power to an external
circuit.
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1.2.3 Morphology
In order to achieve a good efficiency every exciton should reach an interface where it
dissociates in free charges that can contribute to the photocurrent. Decay via radiative
and non‐radiative processes make that excited states have a limited lifetime and therefore
can only diffuse a maximum distance of about 5−10 nm.22‐24 This implies a maximum layer
thickness of 10−20 nm. This is, however, insuﬃcient to absorb all the light. The bulk
heterojunction (BHJ) concept, intimately mixing conjugated polymers as donor with C60
fullerene acceptors (see magnification Figure 1.3), was introduced in 1995.25‐27 The BHJ is
now widely applied with a better soluble C60 derivative [6,6]‐phenyl‐C61‐buteric acid
methyl ester (PC60BM)28 and its PC70BM derivative for better light absorption properties
(Scheme 1.1).29
The mixing of donor and acceptor materials is a crucial parameter for the PCE as a
10−20 nm thick intertwining network with good percola on to the electrodes has to be
created. Molecular properties such as molecular weight, 30 polydispersity, 31 regio‐
chemistry,32,33 and purity34‐36 determined during synthesis play an important role, but
processing conditions such as concentration, solvent choice,37 co‐solvent,38‐41 and drying
time42,43 also have strong influence on the initial morphology formation, while post
processing techniques such as thermal annealing44 or solvent annealing45 can further
manipulate the morphology.

LiF/Al
Active layer
PEDOT:PSS
ITO
Glass

Figure 1.3 ‐ Schematic device layout of OPV devices: glass substrate, transparent indium tin oxide
(ITO) contact, transparent hole conducting layer of poly(3,4‐ethylenedioxythiophene):
poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS), bulk heterojunction active layer schematically represented
in the magnification, top electrode with lithium fluoride and aluminum.
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1.2.4 Characterization
To characterize the performance of solar cells a current density – voltage (J – V) curve
is measured, sweeping the voltage while the sample is illuminated with 100 mW/cm2
simulated AM1.5G solar spectrum. This is a standard spectrum and intensity that
represents the light of one sun that has passed through 1.5 times the thickness of the
earth’s atmosphere. The resulting curve is described by a few characteristic points that are
described in Figure 1.4. The voltage at zero current density is called open‐circuit voltage
Voc and similarly the current density at zero voltage is called short‐circuit current density
Jsc. These represent the maximum photocurrent density and the maximum photovoltage
that can be obtained from the solar cell without external bias. The power density
delivered by the cell is given by equation 1.
(1)
Therefore the power density is zero when the cell operates at Voc or Jsc, but moving
along the J – V curve the product of current density and voltage somewhere reaches a
maximum. This point is called the maximum power point (MPP) and the corresponding
voltage and current density are denoted as Vmpp and Jmpp.
(2)
To express the maximum power output of the cell in terms of easy measurable
quantities like Voc and Jsc the fill factor (FF) is defined as the ratio between the maximum
power and the virtual power when the maximum current density would be achieved at
the maximum voltage. The FF is the ratio between the areas of the two rectangles in
Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4 – Typical J – V characteristic of an OPV device under illumination with performance
parameters indicated.

FF

(3)

The efficiency of a cell can now be denoted in terms of Voc, Jsc, and FF. The power
conversion efficiency (PCE) is the ratio of the power that is delivered by the cell and the
input power from the solar radiation.

PCE

(4)

Since it is experimentally challenging to exactly simulate the AM1.5G spectrum and
measure precisely at 100 mW/cm2, the measured J – V curve has to be corrected for
spectral and light intensity mismatches. Therefore the spectral response of the cell is
measured and compared to that of a calibrated reference cell to determine the external
quantum efficiency (EQE) of the cell. The EQE is the efficiency by which the cell converts
photons of a specific wavelength that arrive at the front side of the cell into electrons in
the external circuit. By integrating the product of the EQE and the spectral irradiance of
the AM1.5G spectrum over all wavelengths, the correct Jsc can be estimated and used to
determine the PCE of the cell under standardized conditions.
14
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EQE

AM1.5

(5)

1.2.5 Design rules for optimization
The efficiency limits for a traditional solar cell were outlined by Shockley and Queisser
from a detailed balance analyses assuming that every photon with an energy higher than
the optical band gap (E > Eg) is absorbed and contributes one electron to the photocurrent
at a voltage similar to the band gap.16 Based on these assumptions an optimum band gap
for solar cells can be determined based on the AM1.5G spectrum. A high band gap will
result in low currents as most of the photons will be lost as they have insufficient energy
to excite an electron. A smaller band gap increases the number of absorbed photons, and
therefore the current. However it decreases the voltage and all high energy photons will
lose a significant part of their energy via thermalization to the lowest excited state (Figure
1.5). This set of assumptions and the thermodynamic limits have been translated to the
operation principle of organic solar cells both empirically and fundamentally, as reviewed
by Janssen and Nelson.46
Scharber et al. were the first to formulate clear design rules for donor polymers in
polymer/PCBM BHJ solar cells.47 Based on the empirical relation between Voc and the
difference between the HOMO level of the donor and LUMO level of the acceptor (ΔEHL).
0.3

0.3

(6)

The 0.3 eV loss is attributed to losses in the transport and charge collection at the
electrodes. Furthermore a minimum required LUMO – LUMO offset (ΔELL) and HOMO –
HOMO offset (ΔEHH) of 0.3 eV were assumed for efficient charge transfer. Equivalently, the
Voc can be directly related to Eg describing the total energy loss. In this description, all
losses larger than 0.6 eV can be considered as avoidable.
0.6 eV

15

(7)
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To predict power conversion efficiencies an EQE of 0.65 and a FF of 0.65 were taken
as realistic estimates. Such analysis shows that theoretical efficiencies over 10% can be
expected for polymers with a band gap of ∼1.5 eV and ΔELL = 0.3 eV.46,47
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Figure 1.5 – (a) Absorption and transmission of photons from the AM1.5G spectrum for different
Eg and (b) energy level diagram of a donor‐acceptor solar cell and the important offsets in material
optimization.

Thermodynamic losses can be reduced using a tandem or multi‐junction device
layout. Absorption of high energy photons with a wide band gap material reduces thermal
losses while transmitted photons can be absorbed by a second small band gap material
and still contribute to the output power. The same design rules used for single junction
cells can be applied to tandem solar cells, leading to predicted efficiencies of about 15%
for a tandem with band gaps of ∼1.6 eV and ∼1.3 eV.48

1.3 Field‐effect transistors
Field‐effect transistors form the main electronic component in virtually all modern
electronic circuits. In their most fundamental form they consist of a metal electrode that is
separated from a semiconductor by an insulator (MISFET). Despite the wide application of
silicon‐based FETs, there is an interesting niche market for printable and flexible
applications that has been explored extensively over the past decades.10,49 Here π‐
conjugated organic materials can function as the semiconducting active layer in these
devices as was shown already in the 1980s for organic thin film transistors (OTFT).50‐52
By applying a voltage to the gate electrode a thin layer of charges, either electrons or
holes, can be induced in the active layer. If a voltage over de source and drain is present, a
16
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current will flow between the source and drain that can be modulated by the gate voltage,
allowing for more or less charges in the active layer. Key property for high performance
are the mobility µ of the charges in the active layer and the on/off ratio of the transistor.
The current – voltage relation is given by the following two equations.

(8)

2
for

(linear regime)

(9)

2
for
Here

0 (saturated regime)

is the source‐drain current, µ is the charge mobility,

is the capacitance of

the gate dielectric that separates the gate electrode from the semiconductor channel,
and

are respectively the width and length of the channel, and

,

, and

are the

voltages between gate and source, the threshold voltage, and voltage between source and
drain, respectively.
The charge mobility µ can vary over several decades for different materials but also
depends on specific device architecture. Four different device layouts are commonly used:
i.e. bottom‐gate bottom‐contact (coplanar), bottom‐gate top‐contact (staggered), top‐
gate bottom‐contact (staggered), and top‐gate top‐contact (coplanar) (Figure 1.6). Each
has its own advantages and disadvantages but generally higher mobilities are measured in
devices with a staggered structure, because the electric field over the active layer can
enhance charge injection compared to coplanar architectures.53
For most conjugated polymers only hole transport is measured, while electron
transport is less common but dominates in e.g. fullerenes. Recently, ambipolar materials
have been developed by decreasing the band gap that can be operated as electron or hole
conducting device.54
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Figure 1.6 – Different organic thin film transistor device architectures. (a) Bottom‐gate bottom‐
contact device layout. (b) Bottom‐gate top‐contact device layout. (c) Top‐gate bottom‐contact
device layout and (d) top‐gate top‐contact device layout.

1.4 Designing polymers
The archetype polymers for organic electronics are poly(p‐phenylenevinylene)55 and
poly(3‐alkylthiophene) (P3HT)56 (Scheme 1.1). These are however poorly adjusted to the
design rules outlined in previous paragraphs, mainly due to their wide band gaps. In
designing new conjugated polymers, several parameters must be considered. The most
relevant electronic parameters are the optical band gap, redox levels, and charge carrier
mobility, but materials properties such as solubility, molecular weight, and tendency to
form ordered aggregates or semi‐crystalline domains are likewise important.
One design strategy to lower the band gap, i.e. reduce the bond length alternation, is
to stabilize the quinoid resonance structure. Introduction of fused rings to the polymer
backbone that are not in the main chain and that gain aromaticity when the polymer
adopts a quinoid form, effectively reduces the energy difference between both states and
results in small band gap materials such as polyisothianaphthalenes (Scheme 1.1).57
The leading design motif for controlling the optical band gap and energy levels of
conjugated semiconducting polymers is the alternation of electron rich and electron
deficient units along the chain as pioneered by Havinga58,59 and Tanaka.60 To first order
this can be explained by a simple molecular orbital representation. Hybridization of the
frontier orbital levels of the donor and acceptor monomers results in new molecular
orbitals with a significant decrease of the band gap (Scheme 1.1). In these push‐pull
systems the LUMO of the acceptor primarily determines the LUMO of the resulting
polymer whereas the HOMO is mainly determined by the HOMO of the donor. This gives

18
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easy control because individual orbital levels can now be adjusted by exchange with a
stronger or weaker donor or acceptor monomer.
For the electron rich unit conjugated oligomers are often used. These commonly
combine benzene, thiophene, pyrrole, furan, or combinations thereof as building blocks,
sometimes in fused ring configurations. Fusing rings enhances co‐planarity which is
favorable for good π‐π stacking and π‐conjugation along the backbone.
For the electron deficient unit, aromatic heterocycles such as quinoxalines, 61
thienopyrazines,

62

thieno(3,4‐b)thiophenes, 63

, 64

and benzothiadiazole that contain

electron withdrawing nitrogen atoms have been effective.7,65,66 Note that most of these
acceptors also have fused rings to stabilize quinoid resonance structures. In recent years,
the incorporation of cyclic amids or imids has been established as a very effective way to
combine strong electron accepting properties with a tendency to provide close
intermolecular packing. This favors small optical band gaps and high charge carrier
mobilities and has resulted in exceptionally good performance in OFETs and OPV
cells. 67 , 68 Examples of these new acceptor units are diketopyrrolopyrrole, 69 ‐ 71
benzodipyrrolidiones,72 thienopyrroledione,73‐75 and isoindigo76‐79 as shown in Figure 1.1.

Scheme 1.1 – Chemical structures of poly(p‐phenylenevinylene) (PPV) and poly(3‐hexylthiophene)
(P3HT) as archetype wide band gap conjugated polymers. Polyisothianaphthalene (PITN) in its
ground state with non‐aromatic benzene and its quinoid resonance structure with aromatic
benzene rings. Structure of electron acceptor PC60BM and PC70BM. Schematic energy level
diagram of the recombination of molecular orbital levels in a donor‐acceptor system. Thiophene
and benzothiadiazole are shown as typical example.
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1.4.1 Current top materials based on lactam acceptors
The fast development of new lactam‐based materials in the past 4 – 5 years (Figure
1.1) is accompanied with many milestone achievements. A thorough review on the many
amide and imide derived materials was recently published, giving an excellent overview.80
Some of the highlights for different acceptors are summarized here.
Careful fine tuning of the frontier orbital levels in DPP‐based terpolymers with two
different donor segments resulted in devices with PCE of 8% (Scheme 1.2).30 Isoindigo‐
based materials recently also surpassed the 8% PCE mark with a copolymer incorporating
a dithienocarbazole (DTC) donor unit.81 For polymers with thienopyrroledione (TPD) and
benzodithiophene a PCE of 8.5% has been achieved after careful optimization of the side
chain length and branching point.82

Scheme 1.2 – Lactam‐based materials that all show over 8% PCE in OPV devices.

Also the application of lactam‐based materials in OFETs has seen major
improvements over the past years. With development of new materials, mobilities in the
order of 1−10 cm2/Vs have been achieved.83 For a DPP‐based polymer with flanking
thienothiophenes a hole mobility (µh) of 1.95 cm2/Vs was achieved (Scheme 1.3).84 Further
fine tuning of co‐monomer and side chain branching point have resulted in a DPP polymer
with µh = 12 cm2/Vs.85 That tuning the branching point can help improve the hole mobility
was also shown in isoindigo‐based materials were in a PII2T polymer µh = 3.62 cm2/Vs was
measured when the branching point was at the fourth carbon in the side chain.86 That the
20
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isoindigo motif is a promising structure was further shown for a thienoisoindigo that,
when copolymerized with naphthalene affords mobilities as high as µh = 14.4 cm2/Vs.87

Scheme 1.3 – Lactam‐based materials with high hole mobilities with PDPPDTSE and PTIIN even
2
surpassing 10 cm /Vs.

1.5 Outline of this thesis
Inspired by the good performance of DPP‐based materials in optoelectronic devices, it
is the aim of this thesis to explore different electron‐deficient lactam‐based units in
donor‐acceptor conjugated polymers and assess their properties and performance in OPV
and OFET devices.
The influence of increasing donor blocks on solubility and OPV device performance is
assessed for isoindigo‐based polymers in Chapter 2. Synthesis of a thiophene‐flanked
isoindigo monomer and polymerization with thiophene, thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene, and
benzo[1,2‐b:4,5‐b']dithiophene is presented. The influence of aggregation and solubility
on processing conditions and device performance are investigated.
In Chapter 3 thienoisoindigo is developed as a structural derivative of isoindigo. The
properties of different copolymers with thienoisoindigo are compared with their isoindigo
analogs and tested in OFET devices to assess their conducting properties.
In the next chapter benzodipyrrolidone (BDP) is developed as a lactam acceptor unit
with a quinoid ground state. The combination of these features make BDP a strong
21
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acceptor that can be used in ambipolar OFETs. Here the influence of different
oligothiophene (nT) donors on electron and hole mobility in OFETs is investigated in
copolymers with BDP.
The donor – acceptor and aromatic – quinoid approach are generally used design
principles to obtain small band gap materials and influence the HOMO and LUMO levels.
In Chapter 5 the influence of cross conjugation in conjugated donor – acceptor polymers is
investigated as an additional tool to manipulate optical and electrochemical properties.
The influence of cross conjugation on optical and electrochemical properties of four
isomeric isoindigo and thienothiophene model polymers is investigated both
experimentally and theoretically with density functional theory (DFT) calculations to
obtain insight in the underlying principles at work.
In Chapter 6 a new lactam‐based acceptor with five fused heterocycles is explored
that is a promising candidate for wide band gap materials in tandem solar cell front cells.
To reduce the high energy loss that these polymers exhibit, the pentacyclic lactam
acceptor is combined with co‐monomers that have different electron affinity.
Polymerization with strong donors (thiophene, thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene, and dithiophene),
weak donors (benzene and benzo[1,2‐b:4,5‐b']dithiophene) and a strong acceptor
(benzothiadiazole), was performed and the resulting polymers were assessed in OPV
devices.
The last chapter explores thienopyrroledione (TPD) acceptors for wide band gap
materials in tandem front cells. Three new copolymers with thiophene, thienothiophene,
and benzene were made with a thiophene‐flanked TPD monomer and applied in single
junction devices. Furthermore a different TPD polymer with benzodithiophene was
adapted from literature and applied in a tandem solar cell that was modeled and
measured experimentally.
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Chapter 2.
Increasing fused ring systems in
isoindigo‐based π‐conjugated polymers

Isoindigo (II) has recently emerged as a successful electron deficient unit in conjugated
polymers for organic photovoltaics. High performing materials with suitable frontier
orbital energy levels and excellent electronic properties have been obtained when II
alternates with oligothiophenes (nT). Here we assess the influence of incorporating fused
aromatic ring systems (X = thiophene, thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene, or benzo[1,2‐b:4,5‐
b']dithiophene) as electron rich unit in alternating copolymers with II as electron deficient
unit. These polymers show increased aggregation behavior and decreased solubility when
increasing the fused ring system. The polymers were used as electron donor in polymer
solar cells in combination with PC70BM. Power conversion efficiencies up to 5.6% were
achieved for a polymer with thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene.

Chapter 2

2.1 Introduction
Already in ancient times mankind made use of the natural blue pigment indigo and
nowadays it is still used as the blue dye coloring denim.1 Indigo has a strong red‐shifted
absorption because of the conjugated system of donor (NR3) and acceptor groups (C=O)
linked by the central double bond.2 The benzene rings can be π‐conjugated to this
chromophore via tautomerization (Scheme 2.1). 3 Such conjugation is needed for
electronic interaction over this unit in π‐conjugated polymers. However N‐alkylation for
solubilizing side chains hampers the tautomerization, and hence breaks the conjugation
along the polymer backbone. To meet both requirements, solubility and conjugation along
the chain, without using N‐alkylation is synthetically challenging. A structural isomer of
indigo, isoindigo (II), is already fully conjugated without tautomerization, leaving the
possibility for N‐alkylation and hence incorporation in soluble conjugated polymers.
Isoindigo was first synthesized and patented as a dye in 1921 by Stollé.4,5

Scheme 2.1 – From left to right structures of: the cross‐conjugated alkylated indigo; the natural
pigment indigo; the tautomerized fully conjugated indigo; isoindigo (II); and diketopyrrolopyrrole
(DPP).

The lactam rings of II, are similar to those in the successful electron acceptor
diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP),6 which performs excellent in donor‐acceptor (D‐A) conjugated
polymers for various organic electronic applications.7 The first application of II in organic
photovoltaics (OPV) made use of D‐A‐D conjugated molecules.8 These triads (Scheme 2.2)
showed reasonable good power conversion efficiencies (PCE) up to 1.76% demonstrating
the feasibility of II‐based materials. Later, efficiency of OPV devices with small molecules
incorporating II gradually increased to a present maximum of 3.3%.9‐16
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Scheme 2.2 – First isoindigo‐based D‐A‐D small molecule (top left) and subsequent high
performing isoindigo‐based materials for DSSC (top right), bulk heterojunction polymer/PCBM
OPV and OFET.

Polymer‐based materials generally show a higher PCEs in OPV owing to some inherent
features such as a long conjugation length, higher viscosity which helps in the formation a
good blend morphology, and good interconnectivity between crystalline domains. The
first D‐A copolymers combining II with different donors were synthesized shortly after the
first small molecules.17 The vast number of possible donors resulted in many more
examples of II‐based polymers that were tested in OPV.18‐36
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Polymers incorporating thiophene donors stand out with excellent PCEs that go up
from 6.3% for a PII3T25 and to 7.25% for a PII6T.37 Interesting chemical modifications such
as the introduction of polystyrene side chains38 and halogenations of II39 yielded polymers
that also performed over 7%. Alternating the II unit with a different acceptor in D‐A1‐D‐A2
systems also showed good results40,41 and, interestingly, a polymer using II as conjugated
side chains to the conjugated backbone was able to give a 6.51% PCE.42 The ultimate II
copolymer so far is achieved when II is combined with a dithienocarbazole (DTC) to give
7.2% PCE in a regular device and a PCE of 8.2% in an inverted geometry (Scheme 2.2).43
Not only has II proven its value in bulk heterojunction solar cells, but also dye
sensitized solar cells (DSSC) have benefited from new sensitizing dyes based on II,44‐46
showing a very promising 7.55% PCE for II with a diphenylamine donor.47
Besides the use in OPV materials, II has also been applied to OFET devices48‐56 where it
gives high and balanced ambipolar charge mobility in a polymer with chlorinated II (µh =
0.81 and µe = 0.66 cm2/Vs).57 Furthermore it was shown that the hole mobility can be
increased to 3.62 cm2/Vs by systematically moving the branching point in the alkyl side
chains further away from the polymer backbone (Scheme 2.2).58

2.2 Aim
The work in this chapter is largely based on the early high PCE polymer PII3T that is a
promising candidate for further development and fine tuning. Besides well‐tuned band
gap and frontier orbital energy levels, it was already shown that good performing
materials need a balance between high molecular weight, which requires solubility during
polymerization and processing, and good π‐π stacking with minimum electronically
insulating alkyl side chains. We investigate this by systematically increasing the donor
block from a central thiophene via thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene, of which a promising 4.7%
example has been published meanwhile, 59 to a benzo[1,2‐b:4,5‐b']dithiophene core and
evaluating the effect on OPV performance.
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2.3 Results and discussion
2.3.1 Synthesis of isoindigo polymers
II can be synthesized from the 6‐bromoisatin and 6‐bromooxindole by an Aldol
condensation under acidic conditions.60 This affords unsubstituted II 1 (Scheme 2.3) in
good yield. From the possible E and Z isomers only the E isomer is formed as is evidenced
by IR and

13

C NMR. Alkyl side chains are attached at the amide nitrogen of the poorly

soluble 1 using branched alkyl bromides with different length. For good solubility of the
polymers, 2‐hexyldecyl or even longer 2‐octyldodecyl side chains are used to give 2a and
2b respectively. The isoindigo is then extended using 4,4,5,5‐tetramethyl‐2‐(4‐
octylthiophen‐2‐yl)‐1,3,2‐dioxaborolane via a Suzuki cross coupling reaction to give 3a and
3b that were both brominated with N‐bromosuccinimide (NBS) resulting in extended
isoindigo monomers 4a and 4b, similar to the method used by Wang et al.25 For 4a and 4b
a silica column and subsequent recrystallization from ethanol gives the required purity for
polymerizations.
Using the extended II monomers various alternating co‐polymers were synthesized
using donor blocks with increasing size: thiophene (T), thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene (TT), and
benzo[1,2‐b:4,5‐b']dithiophene (BDT). For convenience the polymers are named PII3T‐HD,
PIITTTT‐HD, PIITTTT‐OD, and PIITBDTT‐HD, where HD and OD are respectively the 2‐
hexyldecyl and 2‐octyldodecyl side chains on the II (Scheme 2.3). Prior to polymerization
all monomers were recrystallized to ensure the highest possible purity. Stille coupling was
used with tris(dibenzylideenaceton)dipalladium(0) (Pd2dba3) and triphenylphosphine
(PPh3) (1:4) as catalyst in toluene/dimethylformamide (DMF) to afford purple polymers.
These were purified using Soxhlet extraction to remove residual catalyst and low
molecular weight fractions and finally precipitated in methanol.
Already during product collection after Soxhlet extraction some differences in
solubility became apparent. Both PII3T‐HD and PIITTTT‐OD could be collected in hot
chloroform, but for PIITTTT‐HD and PIITBDTT‐HD chlorinated solvents with higher boiling
point were needed such as ortho‐dichlorobenzene (ODCB) and 1,1,2,2‐tetrachloroethane
(TCE) respectively.
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Scheme 2.3 – Synthesis of thiophene‐extended isoindigo monomers and polymers. (i) HCl, AcOH,
120 °C, 15‐18 h, 94%. (ii) 2‐hexyldecyl‐1‐bromide or 2‐octyldodecyl‐1‐bromide, K2CO3, DMF, 100 °C,
15‐18 h, 80%. (iii) 4,4,5,5‐tetramethyl‐2‐(4‐octylthiophen‐2‐yl)‐1,3,2‐dioxaborolane, K3PO4,
Pd2dba3, PPh3, Aliquat 336, toluene/water (9/1), 115°C, 15−18 h, 59−86%. (iv) NBS,
dichloromethane (DCM), 0 °C to room temperature, to completion, typical ~85%, (v) Equimolar
quantities of 2,5‐bis(trimethylstannyl)thiophene, or 2,5‐bis(trimethylstannyl)thieno[3,2‐
b]thiophene, or 2,6‐bis(trimethylstannyl)benzo[1,2‐b:4,5‐b']dithiophene and 4, Pd2dba3, PPh3,
toluene/DMF (9/1), 115 °C, overnight.

2.3.2 Characterization of isoindigo polymers
From the UV‐vis‐NIR absorption spectra, measured for chloroform solution and thin
films on glass, the optical band gaps of these polymers are determined. The polymers with
thiophene and thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene show very similar absorption spectra with band
gaps of 1.58 eV for PII3T‐HD and PIITTTT‐HD and 1.62 eV for PIITTTT‐OD, while the
benzo[1,2‐b:4,5‐b']dithiophene copolymer has a somewhat larger band gap of 1.67 eV
(Figure 2.1 and Table 2.1). The spectra in solution and thin film look very similar for all
polymers, indicating strong aggregation in solution. PIITTTT‐HD and PIITBDTT‐HD show
clear vibrational features as shoulders on both sides of the peak maximum. This is
indicative for the anticipated better π‐π stacking for polymers with extended aromatic
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electron‐rich co‐monomers. The other polymers show less distinguished features. The
clear difference between PIITTTT‐HD and PIITTTT‐OD demonstrates that solubility is
another key parameter governing the stacking behavior.
The strong tendency of these polymers to aggregate in solution makes it challenging
to determine the correct molecular weight via gel permeation chromatography (GPC). At
room temperature some materials are insoluble, others are eluded as aggregates at short
retention volumes, overestimating the molecular weight. However, these aggregates can
be molecularly dissolved by raising the temperature. Figure 2.2 a shows the
chromatograms of PIITTTT‐HD recorded at different temperatures, using chloroform as
eluent. At low temperature, two distinct peaks are obtained; the one at low retention
volume is attributed to polymer aggregates, as it reduces in relative intensity with
increasing temperatures. At a temperature as high as 145 °C, only the peak of the
molecularly dissolved polymer chain remains. 61 PIITTTT‐OD displays very similar
temperature dependent behavior. The main difference is the retention volume for the
aggregate peak, which is, in contrast to the peak of the molecularly dissolved material,
substantially larger than for PIITTTT‐HD. This indicates that the aggregates of the better
soluble PIITTTT‐OD are significantly smaller than that of PIITTTT‐HD. However, no
quantification of the size of the aggregates can be made, since the elution volumes are
outside the range of reliable weight determination for this column.
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Figure 2.1 – UV‐vis‐NIR absorption of isoindigo polymers (a) as thin films on glass and (b) in
chloroform solutions.
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Figure 2.2 – Gel permeation chromatography of PIITTTT‐HD (a) and PIITTTT‐OD (b) in CHCl3 at
different temperatures showing the breakup of aggregates. From the different onsets of aggregate
elution larger aggregates for PIITTTT‐HD can be expected.

For a quantitative comparison of all PIIX materials, GPC measurements were carried out at
a fixed elevated (140 °C) temperature, using ODCB as eluent. The polymers show number
average molecular weights of 97.7, 33.4, 45.0, and 21.5 kg/mol for PII3T‐HD, PIITTTT‐HD,
PIITTTT‐OD, and PIITBDTT‐HD, respectively. The lower molecular weight for the poorly
soluble polymers is most likely the result of precipitation during the polymerization
reaction. As soon as the polymer precipitates its elongation is terminated.
Cyclic voltammetry was used to determine the onsets of oxidation and reduction
potentials of the respective PIIX polymers versus the ferrocene/ferrocenium redox couple.
Using these redox potentials the HOMO and LUMO levels were estimated using E = −5.23
– qEredox (Table 2.1).62 For PII3T the HOMO is determined to be at −5.43 eV and the LUMO
at −3.90 eV versus the vacuum level. This implies that the offset to the LUMO of [6,6]‐
phenyl‐C71‐butyric acid methyl ester (PC70BM) (−4.15 eV), which is commonly used as
acceptor in polymer solar cells, is slightly less than the minimum of 0.3 eV, required for
photoinduced electron transfer. For PIITTTT‐HD and PIITTTT‐OD very similar HOMO (−5.42
and −5.41 eV) and LUMO levels (−3.76 and −3.78 eV) are found. The slightly higher LUMO
can increase the driving force for charge separation and increase Jsc while similar Voc can
be expected based on the HOMO levels. For PIITBDTT‐HD a significantly lower HOMO is
found at −5.53 eV, which should lead to higher Voc but since the LUMO level is lowered to
−3.94 eV the LUMO‐LUMO offset with PC70BM drops well below 0.25 eV.
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Table 2.1 – Characteristics of PIIX polyisoindigo polymers

Polymer

Mn

PDI

λmaxfilm

Egsol

Egfilm

EHOMO a

ELUMO a

Egcv b

nm

eV

eV

eV

eV

eV

kg/mol

a

PII3T‐HD

97.7

4.2

648

1.63

1.58

−5.43

−3.90

1.53

PIITTTT‐HD

33.4

2.0

647

1.61

1.58

−5.42

−3.76

1.66

PIITTTT‐OD

45.0

2.7

642

1.64

1.62

−5.41

−3.78

1.62

PIITBDTT‐HD

21.5

2.0

621

1.69

1.67

−5.53

−3.94

1.59

+

Onset potentials vs. Fc/Fc converted via: E = −5.23 − qEredox.

b

Egcv

= q(Eox − Ered).

2.3.3 Organic photovoltaics
The HOMO and LUMO levels and related band gaps of the PIIX isoindigo polymers
make them very suitable candidates to be combined with PC70BM as electron acceptor in
junction solar cells.63 Photovoltaic cells were made and optimized in a regular polarity
device architecture with a stack design of glass/ITO(115 nm)/PEDOT:PSS(35 nm)/active
layer(80−120 nm)/LiF(1 nm)/Al(100 nm). Although these polymers are electronically very
similar, device optimization led to quite different optimal processing conditions for all
polymers. Their different solubility requires different solvent combinations and
temperatures to achieve optimal film morphology blends with PC70BM. The current
density – voltage (J−V) characteristics and external quantum efficiency (EQE) of all
optimized devices are shown in Figure 2.3 and the relevant solar cell parameters are
collected in Table 2.2.
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Figure 2.3 – J – V Characteristics of optimized solar cells (a) and the corresponding EQE of the
devices (b).
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The processing conditions for PII3T‐HD were optimized by spin coating the
photoactive blend from chloroform or ODCB, using diiodooctane (DIO) or ODCB as co‐
solvents, respectively. Also the PII3T‐HD concentration, polymer:PC70BM ratio, and active
layer thickness were optimized. This led to a maximum PCE of 4.8% for a cell processed
from ODCB:DIO (2.5% v/v), a PII3T‐HD:PCBM weight ratio of 1:1.5, and a layer thickness of
100 nm. These are exactly the same conditions as found by Wang et al.22 for this polymer.
Device performance however lagged somewhat compared to this literature example
mainly due to a significantly lower short‐circuit current density (Jsc) of 10.0 mA/cm2 versus
a reported 13.1 mA/cm2 and the lower fill factor (FF) of 0.63 versus 0.69. Only the open‐
circuit voltage (Voc) of 0.76 V is higher compared to the reported 0.70 V. The high current
density and a maximum EQE > 50% indicate that the LUMO‐LUMO energy offset between
this polymer and PC70BM is still large enough for efficient charge carrier generation, in
spite of the relatively small estimate of ~0.3 eV indicated by the CV measurements.
Table 2.2 – Characteristics of optimized PIIX:PC70BM solar cells

Polymer

Polymer:

Solvent

PC70BM

Jsc

Voc

mA/cm2

V

FF

PCE
%

PII3T‐HD

1:1.5

ODCB:DIO 2.5% (v/v)

10.0

0.76

0.63

4.8

PIITTTT‐HD

1:1.5

TCE:ODCB 10% (v/v)

11.2

0.78

0.64

5.6

PIITTTT‐OD

1:1.5

CHCl3:DIO 4% (v/v)

9.5

0.77

0.62

4.5

PIITBDTT‐HD

1:1.5

TCE:ODCB 10% (v/v)

6.4

0.86

0.59

3.3

For PIITTTT‐HD the low solubility in chloroform and ODCB prevented processing from
these solvents. Solubility in 1,1,2,2‐tetrachloroethane (TCE), on the other hand, was
sufficient to spin coat layers. To reach a layer thickness of around 100 nm a concentration
of 10 mg/ml was needed, over to the solubility limit as evidenced from small chunks of
polymer that were observed in the spin coated layers. Despite the poor film quality, the
performance of the devices was remarkably good albeit with low short circuit current
densities (Jsc = 3.6 mA/cm2). Adding ODCB (10% v/v optimized) as a co‐solvent increased Jsc
to 11.2 mA/cm2, giving a maximum PCE of 5.6% with a Voc of 0.78 V and a FF of 0.64. A
maximum EQE of 0.54 was measured at 650 nm, indicating efficient charge collection from
absorbed photons in the polymer. Compared to PII3T‐HD both the Jsc and the FF improved,
pointing at improved charge carrier collection.
Device optimization for the PIITBDTT‐HD polymer suffered from the low solubility of
this material and even films spun from TCE showed substantial scattering after drying,
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indicating the formation of large domains. Spin coating from hot solutions hardly
improved this but cells from TCE with 10% ODCB (v/v) showed a Voc = 0.86 V, which is
almost 0.1 V higher than for any of the other PIIX polymers, with Jsc = 6.4 mA/cm2, FF=
0.59, and hence a PCE of 3.3%. The higher Voc can be explained by a 0.1 eV lower lying
HOMO. The observed low current density and corresponding low EQE of this cell could be
the result of the bad film morphology due to the partially dissolved polymer and/or to the
relatively low lying LUMO energy level and hence lower driving force for electron transfer
from the polymer to the PC70BM. This hypothesis is supported by the spectrally resolved
EQE data. Particularly in the spectral region above 550 nm where the polymer absorbs the
EQE is comparatively low, whereas it remains high at shorter wavelengths where PC70BM
is the main absorber, indicating that photoinduced hole transfer from the fullerene to the
polymer is still efficient.
Overall, increasing the size of the aromatic electron rich co‐monomer improved the
optimized efficiency, going from a single thiophene to a thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene ring. This
is tentatively assigned to improved solid state electronic properties as a result of
enhanced π‐π stacking. Further increasing the size of the aromatic co‐monomer to a
benzo[1,2‐b:4,5‐b']dithiophene unit rendered a material which turned out to be too
insoluble to allow further efficiency improvements.
As the best material in hand, PIITTT‐HD relied on quite harsh processing conditions a
more soluble PIITTTT‐OD was synthesized, which has somewhat larger solubilizing alkyl
side chains. This polymer displayed a promising high molecular weight, with good
solubility in chloroform and ODCB. However, processing optimization yielded devices with
Jsc = 9.5 mA/cm2, Voc = 0.77, FF = 0.62, and a PCE of only 4.5% using active layers spin
coated from chloroform with DIO (4% v/v). External quantum efficiency (EQE)
measurements revealed that the lower Jsc is mainly caused by a lower contribution of
PIITTTT‐OD in the region 500 – 800 nm compared to PIITTTT‐HD (Figure 2.3). This may be
due to a somewhat large fraction of the PC70BM molecules molecularly mixed in the
polymer rich domains, facilitated by the larger side chains. Excitation of the polymer near
such isolated acceptor molecules could yield charge separated states from which the
electron will be very hard to extract.

2.3.3.1 Mixing PIITTTT‐HD and PIITTTT‐OD
Since the active layers of PIITTTT‐HD were coarsened by chunks of undissolved
material as a result of the low solubility, we hypothesized that blending this polymer with
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the more soluble PIITTTT‐OD with higher molecular weight might improve the layer
quality. Cells with mixed polymer layers were made, using PIITTTT‐HD/OD ratios of 1:3,
1:1, and 3:1 and compared with the pure PIITTTT‐HD and PIITTTT‐OD devices. For all cells
TCE with 10% ODCB was used as processing solvents, because the optimal solvent
combination for PIITTTT‐OD (chloroform:DIO) is unable to dissolve the PIITTTT‐HD.
Figure 2.4 shows the resulting J − V characteristics and the relevant parameters are
collected in Table 2.3. The best results were obtained with pure PIITTTT‐HD. Owing to the
unfavorable processing solvent, PIITTTT‐OD gave the lowest performance which was
considerably poorer than when processed form chloroform:DIO, as shown above. The
performance of the mixed polymer devices varies more or less linearly with the polymer
ratio, decreasing with increasing PIITTTT‐OD content. Despite the improved layer
formation the best blend, with the highest PIITTTT‐HD content, performs less than the
100% PIITTTT‐HD device.

Table 2.3 – Characteristics of (PIITTTT‐HD/PIITTTT‐OD):PC70BM solar cells

HD/OD

PIITTTT:PC70BM

Jsc

Voc
2

FF

PCE

ratio

ratio

mA/cm

V

0/1

1:1.5

1.4

0.77

0.47

0.5

1/3

1:1.5

2.3

0.77

0.57

1.0

1/1

1:1.5

3.3

0.77

0.61

1.5

3/1

1:1.5

7.4

0.77

0.62

3.5

1/0

1:1.5

11.2

0.78

0.64

5.6
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Figure 2.4 – J – V Characteristics of (PIITTTT‐HD/PIITTTT‐OD):PC70BM solar cells with PIITTTT‐HD
and PIITTTT‐OD in different ratios.

2.4 Conclusion
A series of isoindigo conjugated polymers of the form PIITXT was synthesized where X
was varied from thiophene to thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene and benzo[1,2‐b:4,5‐b']dithiophene.
Increasing the rigid blocks by fusion of more π‐conjugated rings together, leaving the
length of solubilizing side chains constant, gradually decreases the solubility of these
polymers. Concomitantly, the molecular weights along this series of polymers reduced,
likely due to earlier precipitation during polymerization. After optimization of the
processing conditions of the polymers in combination with PC70BM the highest efficiency
of 5.6% was achieved for PIITTTT‐HD. This is attributed to the property of this material to
possess the most balanced solubility; sufficiently poor to enhance π‐π stacking and
improve the electronic properties of the material and generate a favorable morphology,
yet sufficiently good to allow processing, albeit from hot TCE. A minimal increase of the
solubilizing side chains from PIITTTT‐HD to PIITTTT‐OD increased the solubility and
afforded a higher molecular weight (Mn from 33.4 kg/mol to 45.0 kg/mol). However,
despite the higher Mn the improved solubility rendered less efficient optimized devices.
Possibly, the increased solubility and/or the bulkier side chains hamper the aggregation of
the polymer in the solid state which is needed for optimal electronic properties.
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2.5 Experimental
2.5.1 General procedures
All starting materials and reagents were purchased from commercial suppliers unless
stated otherwise. All 1H NMR and 13C NMR spectra were recorded on a 400 MHz Varian
Mercury Spectrometer using CDCl3 as solvent with tetramethylsilane (TMS) as internal
standard. The given values are in ppm relative to TMS (0 ppm). UV‐vis‐NIR optical
absorption spectra were recorded on a Perkin‐Elmer Lambda 900 spectrometer in a
chloroform solution in a quartz cell or a thin film spin coated on a glass substrate. Cyclic
voltammetry (CV) was conducted under inert atmosphere using an Autolab PGSTAT30
with a three electrode setup equipped with a platinum disc working electrode, silver
counter electrode and a silver electrode coated with silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) as quasi
reference electrode in combination with ferrocene/ferrocenium (Fc/Fc+) as internal
standard. A 1 M solution of tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAPF6) in ortho‐
dichlorobenzene (ODCB) was used as the electrolyte. Matrix‐assisted laser desorption
ionization time‐of‐flight (MALDI‐TOF) was measured on a PerSeptive Biosystems Voyager
– DE PRO spectrometer using either α‐cyano‐4‐hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA) and/or trans‐
2‐[3‐(4‐tert‐butylphenyl)‐2‐methyl‐2‐propenylidene]malononitrile (DCTB) as matrices.
Molecular weights for the polymers were determined with two high temperature GPC
setups, a Shimadzu LC‐20AD Prominence Liquid Chromatograph equipped with a SPD‐20A
UV‐Vis detector and a RID‐10A refractive index detector and a Mixed‐D (200‐400.000 Da
versus polystyrene standards) column running on chloroform at 110 °C and an Agilent high
temperature GPC equipped with a PDA detector, RI detector and LS detector and with a
Plgel 10μm Mixed B column using ODCB at 140 °C as eluent.

2.5.2 Solar cell fabrication and characterization
Photovoltaic devices with an active area of 0.09 and 0.16 cm2 were fabricated by spin
coating poly(ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) (Clevios P, VP
Al4083) (40 nm) on pre‐cleaned, patterned indium tin oxide (ITO) glass substrates
(Naranjo Substrates). The back electrode consisted of LiF (1 nm) and Al (100 nm) which
were deposited by evaporation under high vacuum (3 × 10‐7 mbar). J–V characteristics
were measured with a Keithley 2400 source meter under ~100 mW/cm2 white light
illumination from a tungsten‐halogen lamp filtered by a Schott GG385 UV filter and a Hoya
LB120 daylight filter. Short‐circuit current densities under AM1.5G conditions were
estimated by integrating the EQE with the solar spectrum. EQE measurements were
conducted under 1 sun operating conditions by using a 532 nm solid state laser (Edmund
Optics) for bias illumination. The device was kept in a nitrogen filled box behind a quartz
window and irradiated with modulated monochromatic light, from a 50 W tungsten‐
halogen lamp (Philips focusline) and monochromator (Oriel, Cornerstone 130) with the
use of a mechanical chopper. The response was recorded as a voltage over a 50 Ω resistor
using a lock‐in amplifier (Stanford research Systems SR830). A calibrated silicon cell was
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used as reference. The thickness of the active layers was determined on a Veeco
Dektak150 profilometer.

2.5.3 Synthesis
(E)‐6,6’‐dibromo‐[3,3’‐biindolinylidene]‐2,2’‐dione (1).
6‐Bromo‐2‐oxindol (1.000 g, 4.72 mmol) and 6‐bromoisatin (1.067 g, 4.72 mmol) were
dissolved in a mixture of AcOH (30 ml) and concentrated HCl (0.2 ml) and heated to 120°C
for 24h. After cooling down to room temperature the reaction mixture was filtered. The
solid phase was washed with water, EtOH, EtOAc and dried under vacuum to give the
essentially pure product (1.865 g, 4.44 mmol, 94%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO‐d6, ppm): δ
7.00 (d, J = 2.0, 2H), 7.19 (dd, J = 2.0, 8.6, 2H), 9.00 (d, J = 8.6, 2H), 11.11 (s, 2H). 13C NMR
(100 MHz, DMSO‐d6, ppm): δ 112.88, 121.29, 124.46, 126.12, 131.36, 133.10, 145.97,
171.74.
(E)‐6,6'‐dibromo‐1,1'‐bis(2‐hexyldecyl)‐[3,3'‐biindolinylidene]‐2,2'‐dione (2a).
In dry DMF (9.5 ml) 1 (1.032 g, 2.46 mmol) was dissolved together with K2CO3 (1.70 g,
12.3 mmol) under argon atmosphere. After stirring for 30 min, 1‐bromo‐2‐hexyldecane
(1.646 g, 5.41 mmol) was added and the reaction was heated to 100 °C for 15h. After
cooling down, diethyl ether was added and the organic phase was washed three times
with water and brine and dried over MgSO4. The solvent was removed under reduced
pressure and the crude product was purified by silica column chromatography using a
heptane/DCM (80/20) to give the pure product (1.754 g, 2.02 mmol, 82%). 1H NMR (400
MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 9.06 (d, J = 8.6, 2H), 7.15 (dd, J = 2.0, 8.6, 2H), 6.88 (d, J = 2.0, 2H),
3.60 (d, J = 7.4, 4H), 1.87 (s, 2H), 1.27 (m, 48H), 0.86 (t, J = 7.4, 12H). 13C NMR (100 MHz,
CDCl3, ppm): δ 168.07, 146.18, 132.53, 131.01, 126.64, 125.06, 120.36, 111.51, 44.67,
36.07, 31.85, 31.78, 31.48, 29.96, 29.62, 29.52, 29.27, 26.34, 26.31, 22.65, 22.62, 14.10,
14.07.
(E)‐6,6'‐dibromo‐1,1'‐bis(2‐ octyldodecyl)‐[3,3'‐biindolinylidene]‐2,2'‐dione (2b).
The same procedure as for 2a but using an equivalent amount of 1‐bromo‐2‐
octyldodecane instead of 1‐bromo‐2‐hexyldecane. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 9.07
(d, J = 8.6, 2H), 7.16 (dd, J = 1.6, 9.0, 2H), 6.90 (d, J = 1.2, 2H), 3.62 (d, J = 7.4, 4H), 1.88 (s,
2H), 1.27 (m, 64H), 0.86 (m, 12H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 168.11, 146.20,
132.58, 131.00, 126.65, 125.09, 120.37, 111.55, 44.68, 36.07, 35.41, 31.90, 31.87, 31.86,
31.47, 29.97, 29.62, 29.61, 29.58, 29.53, 29.34, 29.27, 29.02, 26.34, 22.65, 22.68, 14.12,
14.10.
(E)‐1,1'‐bis(2‐hexyldecyl)‐6,6'‐bis(4‐octylthiophen‐2‐yl)‐[3,3'‐biindolinylidene]‐2,2'‐
dione (3a).
Toluene (4.6 ml), water (0.58 ml) and one droplet of Aliquat 336 were added to a
mixture of 2a (0.390 g, 460 µmol), 4,4,5,5‐tetramethyl‐2‐(4‐octylthiophen‐2‐yl)‐1,3,2‐
dioxaborolane (0.445 g, 1.38 mmol) and K3PO4 (0.488 g, 2.3 mmol) under argon
atmosphere. The mixture was degassed for 30 min with argon before adding Pd2dba3 (21
mg, 23 µmol) and PPh3 (15.2 mg, 58 µmol). The solution was heated to 115 °C and stirred
overnight. After cooling down, CHCl3 was added and the organic phase was washed 3
times with water, brine, and dried over MgSO4. The solvent was evaporated under
reduced pressure and the crude product was purified by silica column chromatography
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using a heptane/CHCl3 gradient (100/0  50/50) to give the product (0.297 g, 270 µmol,
59 %). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CHCl3, ppm): δ 9.15 (d, J = 8.6, 2H), 7.26 (m, 4H), 6.95 (s, 4H),
3.69 (s, 4H), 2.63 (t, J = 7.4, 4H), 1.92 (s, 2H), 1.67 (m, 4H), 1.13‐1.47 (m, 68H), 0.86 (m,
18H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 168.64, 144.69, 131.90, 130.10, 125.56, 125.54,
120.92, 120.85, 119.06, 119.04, 44.44, 36.41, 31.89, 31.87, 31.79, 31.77, 30.64, 30.48,
30.02, 29.68, 29.61, 29.46, 29.40, 29.39, 29.32, 29.30, 26.66, 26.65, 22.69, 22.65, 14.12,
14.09, MALDI‐TOF m/z: 1098.85 (M+∙, 100%).
(E)‐1,1'‐bis(2‐octyldodecyl)‐6,6'‐bis(4‐octylthiophen‐2‐yl)‐[3,3'‐biindolinylidene]‐
2,2'‐dione (3b).
The same procedure as for 3a but using an equivalent amount of 2b instead of 2a. 1H
NMR (400 MHz, CHCl3, ppm): δ 9.15 (d, J = 8.2, 2H), 7.26 (t, J =7, 4H), 6.95 (d, J = 6.2, 4H),
3.69 (d, J = 7.4, 4H), 2.63 (t, J = 7.4, 4H), 1.93 (s, 2H), 1.65 (m, 4H), 1.20‐1.43 (m, 84H), 0.86
(m, 18H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 168.88, 145.66, 144.67, 143.67, 138.00,
131.92, 131.24, 130.07, 125.54, 120.83, 113.24, 104.92, 31.91, 31.88, 31.75, 30.64, 30.62,
30.47, 30.10, 30.00, 29.45, 29.41, 29.37, 29.36, 29.31, 29.28, 29.02, 26.64, 24.77, 24.74,
22.68, 22.67, 14.11, 14.10. MALDI‐TOF m/z: 1210.93 (M+∙, 100 %).
(E)‐6,6'‐bis(5‐bromo‐4‐octylthiophen‐2‐yl)‐1,1'‐bis(2‐hexyldecyl)‐[3,3'‐
biindolinylidene]‐2,2'‐dione (4a).
In DCM (10 ml) 3 (0.226 g, 0.206 mmol) was dissolved and cooled to 0 °C. NBS (0.073
g, 0.411 mmol) was added to the solution in portions and the solution was stirred at room
temperature until TLC indicated that the reaction was completed. Diethyl ether was added
and the organic phase was washed three times with water, brine and dried over MgSO4.
The solvent was removed under reduced pressure and the crude product was
recrystallized from EtOH to give the pure product (0.221 g, 176 µmol, 85 %). 1H NMR (400
MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 9.16 (d, J = 8.2, 2H), 7.18 (d, J = 8.2, 2H), 7.09 (s, 2H), 6.86 (s, 2H),
3.69 (d, J = 6.3, 4H), 2.58 (t, J = 7.4, 4H), 1.91 (s, 2H), 1.63 (m, 4H), 1.14‐1.47 (m, 68H),
0.78‐0.96 (m, 18H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 168.52, 145.74, 143.56, 143.23,
137.05, 131.93, 130.24, 124.94, 121.15, 118.63, 109.90, 104.50, 44.42, 36.37, 31.87,
31.74, 29.99, 29.75, 29.70, 29.66, 29.59, 29.38, 29.30, 29.24, 26.61, 22.65, 22.63, 14.09.
MALDI‐TOF m/z: 1256.64 (M+∙, 100%).
(E)‐6,6'‐bis(5‐bromo‐4‐octylthiophen‐2‐yl)‐1,1'‐bis(2‐octyldodecyl)‐[3,3'‐
biindolinylidene]‐2,2'‐dione (4b).
The same procedure as for 4a but using an equivalent amount of 3b instead of 3a. 1H
NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 9.16 (d, J = 8.2, 2H), 7.19 (dd, J = 1.2, 8.6, 2H), 7.09 (s, 2H),
6.87 (s, 2H), 3.70 (d, J = 7.4, 4H), 2.58 (t, J = 7.4, 4H), 1.92 (s, 2H), 1.63 (m, 4H), 1.18‐1.43
(m, 84H), 0.86 (m, 18H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ168.88, 145.98, 144.80, 143.67,
139.10, 135.55, 124.98, 121.19, 113.70, 111.66, 108.13, 104.43, 31.91, 31.87, 31.74,
31.16, 30.58, 30.00, 29.65, 29.63, 29.59, 29.38, 29.31, 29.28, 29.25, 26.62, 22.68, 22.66,
14.09. MALDI‐TOF m/z: 1369.74 (M+∙, 100 %)
PII3T‐HD.
To a mixture of 4a (48.29 mg, 38.4 μmol) and 2,5‐bis(trimethylstannyl)thiophene
(15.74 mg, 38.4 μmol) dry toluene (0.9 ml) and DMF (0.1 ml) were added under argon
atmosphere and argon was bubbled through the reaction mixture. After 30 min. Pd2dba3
(0.703 mg, 0.768 μmol) and PPh3 (0.802 mg, 3.07 μmol) were added and the reaction
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mixture was heated to 115 °C for 18 h. Trimethyl(thiophen‐2‐yl)stannane (49 µl, 153.6
μmol) and 2‐bromothiophene (30 µl, 307 μmol) where added with an interval of 30 min.
to end cap the polymer. After 30 min. the reaction was allowed to cool to room
temperature and was precipitated in methanol and filtered through a Soxhlet thimble. The
polymer was extracted with acetone, hexanes and chloroform and the chloroform fraction
was purified by passing it through a short silica plug and precipitated in methanol. The
polymer was filtered over a PTFE filter and dried overnight in a vacuum oven at 40 °C to
give 39 mg of the polymer. GPC (140 °C ODCB): Mn = 97.7 kg/mol and PDI = 4.2. λmax = 639
nm.
PIITTTT‐HD.
To a mixture of 4a (68.33 mg, 54.3 µmol) and 2,5‐bis(trimethylstannyl)thieno[3,2‐
b]thiophene (25.31 mg, 54.3 µmol) dry toluene/DMF (9/1) (1 ml) were added under argon
atmosphere and argon was bubbled through for 15 min. Than Pd2dba3 (0.99 mg, 1.09
µmol) and PPh3 (1.14 mg, 4.35 µmol) where added and the reaction mixture was heated
to 115 °C overnight. Trimethyl(thiophen‐2‐yl)stannane (69 µl, 217 μmol) and 2‐
bromothiophene (42 µl, 435 μmol) were added with an interval of 30 min. to end cap the
polymer. After 30 min. the reaction was allowed to cool to room temperature and was
precipitated in methanol and filtered through a Soxhlet thimble. The polymer was
extracted with acetone, hexanes, chloroform, and chlorobenzene. The chlorobenzene
fraction was evaporated to a minimal amount and precipitated in methanol. The polymer
was filtered over a PTFE filter and dried overnight in a vacuum oven at 40 °C to give 45 mg
of the polymer. GPC (ODCB, 140 °C): Mn = 33.4 kg/mol and PDI = 2.0. λmax = 651 nm.
PIITTTT‐OD.
To a mixture of 4b (49.98 mg, 36.5 µmol) and 2,5‐bis(trimethylstannyl)thieno[3,2‐
b]thiophene (17.00 mg, 36.5 µmol) dry toluene (0.9 ml) and DMF (0.1 ml) were added
under argon atmosphere and the reaction mixture was bubbled through with argon. After
30 min Pd2dba3 (0.668 mg, 0.73 µmol) and PPh3 (0.76 mg, 2.92 µmol) were added and the
reaction mixture was heated to 115°C for 64 h. Trimethyl(thiophen‐2‐yl)stannane (69 µl,
217 μmol) and 2‐bromothiophene (42 µl, 0.435 mmol) where added with an interval of 30
min. to end cap the polymer. After 30 min. the reaction was allowed to cool to room
temperature and was precipitated in methanol and filtered through a Soxhlet thimble. The
polymer was extracted with acetone, hexanes, chloroform and chlorobenzene. The
chlorobenzene fraction was evaporated to a minimal amount and precipitated in
methanol. The polymer was filtered over a PTFE filter and dried overnight in a vacuum
oven at 40 °C to give 46 mg of the polymer. GPC (ODCB, 80 °C): Mn = 45.0 kg/mol and PDI
= 2.7. λmax = 651 nm.
PIITBDTT‐HD.
In a Schlenk tube 4a (97.5 mg, 77.5 μmol) and 2,6‐bis(trimethylstannyl)benzo[1,2‐
b:4,5‐b']dithiophene (40.0 mg, 77.5 μmol) together with Pd2dba3 (1.42 mg, 1.55 μmol) and
PPh3 (1.63 mg, 6.20 μmol) were put under argon and dissolved in a toluene/DMF (9/1)
mixture (2 ml). Argon was bubbled through the mixture for 15 min. prior heating to 115 °C
overnight. The formed polymer was then precipitated in methanol and filtered in a Soxhlet
thimble. Subsequently the polymers were extracted with acetone, heptane,
dichloromethane, and finally chloroform to afford 57 mg of product after precipitation in
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methanol, filtration over a PTFE filter and vacuum drying. GPC (140 °C ODCB): Mn = 21.5
kg/mol and PDI = 2.0. λmax = 621 nm.
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Chapter 3.
Thienoisoindigo for small band gap
polymers*

Using Stille and Suzuki polymerization reactions thienoisoindigo was incorporated as
an acceptor co‐monomer in a series of alternating π‐conjugated copolymers with
combinations of benzene, thiophene, and carbazole as donor co‐monomers. By changing
the nature and length of the donor segments, the optical band gap of these soluble TII
copolymers can be varied over a large range from 1.52 eV down to 0.87 eV. The
semiconducting properties of the TII copolymers were established in bottom‐gate bottom‐
contact field‐effect transistors that provide hole mobilities for these materials in the range
of 10‐3 to 10‐2 cm2/Vs.

*

This chapter is based on G.W.P. van Pruissen, F. Gholamrezaie, M.M. Wienk, and R.A.J.
Janssen, J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 20387‐20393.

Chapter 3

3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter it was shown that isoindigo (II) based small molecules1,2 and
polymers3‐10 can be used as promising materials in OPV devices. The application in FETs11
and organic memory devices12 was also shown in literature. Reports on the molecular
conformation of different II derivatives in single crystals leave ambiguity on the planarity
of these molecules. X‐ray diffraction of single crystals of unsubstituted II and N‐N’‐dibutyl
substituted II showed fully planar conformations13,14 while a 22.3° twist over the central
double bond was reported for N‐N’‐dimethyl substituted II.15 Density functional theory
(DFT) based calculations showed that both conformations are energetic minima with very
little (< kT) difference and that the twisted conformation is the overall minimum.16 By
replacing the benzene ring of II with a stronger electron donating thiophene to give a
thienoisoindigo (TII) the steric hindrance will be reduced and the internal donor acceptor
interactions increased (Figure 3.1, II and TII). This will enhance planarity and reduce the
bond length alternation, resulting in lower band gaps, better packing, and higher charge
mobilities. For OPV application a TII‐based polymer was predicted to give a PCE over 10%
in a DFT study17 based on the Schraber model for energy levels and efficiency (Figure 3.1,
PTII2TPD).18

Figure 3.1 – Isoindigo (II) with the steric hindrance of two benzene protons that can cause twisting
around the central double bond. Thienoisoindigo (TII) without steric hindrance and no twisting.
PTIIBT gives ambipolar charge mobility, see ref. 20. PTII2TPD is predicted to give over 10% PCE in
OPV, see ref. 17. PTBII2T combines II and TII, see ref. 22. PTIIN gives record hole mobility of 14.4
cm2/Vs, see ref. 28.
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This appealing structure was first described in a patent19 that formed the starting
point of the work on TII in this chapter. Concurrently the potential of TII‐based materials
was also subject of investigation in other groups and the first polymer published in
scientific literature was a TII and benzothiadiazole (BT) copolymer with high ambipolar
charge mobilities (Figure 3.1, PTIIBT).20
After publication of the work described in this chapter,21 the control of backbone co‐
planarity in II received further attention and hybrid isoindigo derivatives with one
thiophene ring and one benzene ring (TBII) (Figure 3.1, PTBII2T) were described.22 TII‐
based materials were subsequently further investigated for their extreme small band gaps
to make near infrared absorbing OPVs22,23‐26 although efficiencies were never over 2%,
primarily due to the very short exciton lifetimes in these small band gap TII copolymers.22
The low LUMO and high HOMO of these materials proved more useful in OFETs27 where it
can give ambipolar behavior20 and reach a record hole mobility of 14.4 cm2/Vs in a TII
copolymer with naphthalene (Figure 3.1, PTIIN).28

3.2 Aim
The synthesis of five new TII‐copolymers is presented in which TII is alternating with
benzene, thiophene, carbazole, and combinations thereof. This new class of TII‐based
materials is compared to their II counterparts and explored for their semiconducting
properties. The TII polymers show band gaps in the range 0.87−1.52 eV and hole
mobilities of 10‐3 to 10‐2 cm2/Vs in bottom‐gate bottom‐contact FETs.

3.3 Results and discussion
3.3.1 Synthesis
The synthesis of the TII monomer starts with an Ullmann coupling of 3‐
bromothiophene with 2‐hexyldecan‐1‐amine to give 1 (Scheme 3.1),19,20 followed by a
Friedel‐Crafts reaction with oxalyl chloride to give the thiophene derivative of isatin (2).
The isatin derivative was dimerized with Lawesson’s reagent to give 3, following a
procedure previously used for various pyrrole‐2,3‐diones.29 This procedure is known to
give exclusively the E isomer, which is confirmed for 3 by six sp2 carbon signals in the 13C
NMR spectrum indicating a single isomer and a single IR band at 1667 cm‐1 of the C=O
stretch vibration. For the Z isomer symmetrical and anti‐symmetrical vibrations would be
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expected. Bromination of the coupled product 3 with NBS provided the TII‐monomer 4 as
a dark purple solid. Using 4 an extended TII‐derivative was made by coupling 3‐
dodecylthiophene via a Suzuki reaction and bromination of 5 with NBS to give the dark
blue extended TII‐monomer 6.
Based on monomers 4 and 6 a series of new TII‐based polymers was synthesized via
Stille and Suzuki couplings using different co‐monomers (Scheme 3.2). PTIIT and PTII3T
were synthesized by Stille coupling with 2,5‐bis(trimethylstannyl)thiophene because
polymerization reactions with thiophene tend to give higher molecular weights with Stille
reactions compared to Suzuki polymerizations.30 For the co‐polymerizations aimed at
incorporating benzene (PTIIP and PTIITPT) or carbazole (PTIICb) the Suzuki coupling
generally gives higher molecular weights. All polymerization reactions used end‐capping
with mono functionalized thiophene stannanes and bromides or phenyl boronic acid
pinacol esters and bromobenzenes depending on the type of polymerization to remove
reactive end groups.31

Scheme 3.1 – (i) CuI, DMAE, 90 °C; (ii) Et3N, DCM, 0 °C; (iii) Lawesson’s reagent, toluene, 65 °C; (iv)
NBS, DCM 0 °C; (v) Pd2dba3, PPh3, K3PO4, Aliquat 336, toluene/H2O, 115 °C; (vi) NBS, DCM, 0 °C.
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In many optoelectronic applications of conjugated copolymers the molecular weight
is a critical factor because it controls the morphology and interchain ordering in the
material. For PTIITPT, PTIICb, and PTII3T the molecular weight was determined with GPC
to be respectively Mn = 32.4 kg/mol, 33.1 kg/mol and 13.4 kg/mol versus polystyrene
standards with PDIs of 2.5, 2.5, and 4.0 as summarized in Table 3.1. For PTIIT and PTIIP,
GPC measurements of the molecular weight gave inconclusive results because these
polymers showed a strong interaction with the column material. The three copolymers,
PTIITPT, PTIICb, and PTII3T that do not suffer from this problem have extra side chains
attached to the donor units probably inhibiting the interaction with the column.

Scheme 3.2 – (ii) and (iv) Pd2dba3, PPh3, toluene/DMF, 110 °C; (i), (iii) and (v) Pd2dba3, PPh3, K3PO4,
Aliquat 336, toluene/H2O, 115 °C.
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Figure 3.2 – Normalized absorption spectra of TII‐based polymers in chloroform solution (a) and as
thin films on glass (b).

3.3.2 Optical and electrochemical properties
The absence of a bathochromic shift in the spectra of these polymers between the
solution and thin film samples shows that there is a strong tendency to aggregate already
in solution. The optical band gaps for these materials, measured as the onset of
absorption, range from 0.87 eV for the PTIIT polymer to 1.52 eV for the PTIICb polymer
(Table 3.1). Relevant optical data for thienoisoindigo (PTIIX) polymers from this work and
isoindigo (PIIX) polymers available from literature are collected in Table 3.1 and reveal
that the optical band gaps of PTIIX derivatives are smaller than for PIIX. The difference is
very pronounced for PTIIT (Eg = 0.87 eV) and PIIT (Eg = 1.65 eV).3 For none of these
polymers significant fluorescence could be observed.
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was used to determine the onsets of oxidation and reduction
potentials versus the Fc/Fc+ redox couple of the copolymers is solution. Using the redox
potentials the HOMO and LUMO levels were estimated using E = −5.23 − qEredox.32 The
results are summarized in Table 3.1. The high HOMO levels for PTIIT (−4.82 eV) and to a
lesser extend for PTIIP (−4.99 eV), PTII3T (−5.03 eV), and PTIITPT (−5.03 eV) make these
polymers strong electron donors that can easily be oxidized. PTIICb is the only polymer
that has a somewhat deeper HOMO (−5.24 eV). Compared to the corresponding isoindigo
(II) analogs PIIT (PT‐ID1,3 −5.92 eV), PIICb (PCzID,6 −5.66 eV) and PII3T (P3TI,33 −5.71 eV),
which were measured as thin films, a large difference of up to 1.1 eV for the HOMO level
is observed.
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Figure 3.3 – (a) Cyclic voltammetry of TII‐based polymers recorded in ODCB with TBAPF6 as
supporting electrolyte. Linear (VD = −2 V) and saturated (VD = −20 V) transfer characteris c of spin‐
coated field‐effect transistors. The channel length is 40 µm and channel width is 1000 µm. To
prevent parasitic leakage currents, ring geometry was used in all cases. (b) PTIIP, (c) PTIITPT, (d)
PTII3T and (e) PTIICb.

The differences between optical and electrochemical properties of the TII and II
polymers are induced by the stronger electron donating properties of the thiophene ring
compared to the benzene ring. In addition, co‐planarity with the neighboring aromatic
units is easier whilst steric hindrance is reduced, especially when a phenyl or carbazole is
used as aromatic unit adjacent to II.

3.3.3 Electrical characterization
The electrical transport of conjugated polymers discussed above was investigated in
field‐effect transistors. In the transfer curves of the polymers PTIIT, PTIIP, PTIITPT, PTII3T,
and PTIICb measured immediately after spin‐coating, i.e. prior to thermal annealing, a
large hysteresis was observed and the threshold voltage was not at zero gate bias. After
annealing the transistors at 180 °C overnight, the performance improved for all polymers
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except PTIIT. Note that for small band gap polymers often ambipolar transport is observed
and has been reported for a related TII‐based conjugated polymer.20 In the FETs of PTII‐X
hole transport was observed but no electron transport. Figure 3.3 shows the typical
transfer characteristics of a ring transistor for the four other polymers measured at room
temperature after annealing. The curves for PTIIP, PTIITPT, PTII3T, and PTIICb show almost
no hysteresis and have threshold voltages at zero voltage as well as high on‐off ratios with
a current modulation of almost five to six decades for all these four copolymers. The linear
and saturated mobilities are quite similar and are about 5 × 10‐3 cm2/Vs for PTIIP, 8 × 10‐3
cm2/Vs for PTIITPT, 2 × 10‐3 cm2/Vs for PTII3T, and 5 × 10‐3 cm2/Vs for PTIICb.
Table 3.1 – Molecular weight, optical and electrochemical data of the TII‐based and II‐based
copolymers.

Mn

Polymer

PDI

kg/mol

λmaxsol Egsol Egfilm Eoxa
nm

eV

eV

V

Ereda Egcv b EHOMOc ELUMOc Ref
V

eV

eV

eV

Thienoisoindigo polymers (PTII‐X)
PTIIT

n/a

n/a

1006 0.92 0.87 ‐0.41 ‐1.45 1.04 ‐4.82 ‐3.78

PTIIP

n/a

n/a

872

1.21 1.18 ‐0.24 ‐1.60 1.36 ‐4.99 ‐3.63

PTIICb

33.1

2.5

746

1.57 1.52 0.01 ‐1.49 1.50 ‐5.24 ‐3.74

PTII3T

13.4

4.0

768

1.36 1.29 ‐0.20 ‐1.51 1.31 ‐5.03 ‐3.72

PTIITPT

32.4

2.5

742

1.53 1.45 ‐0.20 ‐1.48 1.28 ‐5.03 ‐3.75

2.1

684

1.68 1.65 0.69 ‐

1.5

576

1.80 1.75 0.43 ‐1.20 1.63 ‐5.66 ‐4.03 6

2.9

645

1.63 1.50 0.48 ‐1.18 1.66 ‐5.71 ‐4.05 33

Isoindigo polymers (PII‐X)
PIIT (PT‐ID1) e 17.2
PIICb (PCzID)
PII3T (P3TI)

e

e

8.9
73.0

a

d

+ b

‐

‐5.92

3

Egcv

Onsets, potentials vs. Fc/Fc .
= q(Eox − Ered). c E = −5.23 − qEredox. d Values may differ slightly
from those stated in the cited papers due to small corrections (e.g. for reference potentials) made to
e
allow direct comparison. The acronyms used in the cited references are included between
parentheses. Values for the PII‐X polymers were measured for thin films in refs 3, 6 and 33.

3.4 Conclusion
A first series of TII‐based π‐conjugated polymers has been synthesized, extending the
class of polymers incorporating a lactam functionality as an acceptor in its backbone. The
TII unit influences the energy levels significantly when compared to PII‐X polymers by
raising the HOMO levels and therewith lowering the optical band gap to as low as 0.87 eV.
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The FET mobilities are in line with other well performing polymers showing that these
amide derived materials can be valuable in many organic electronic devices.

3.5 Experimental
3.5.1 General procedures
See paragraph 2.5.1.

3.5.2 OFET fabrication and characterization
OFETs were fabricated on a heavily doped silicon wafer as common gate electrode,
covered by 200 nm thermally grown silicon dioxide passivated with HMDS as gate
dielectric and gold source and drain electrodes were defined using conventional
photolithography and a 10 nm Ti adhesion layer. The polymers were applied via spin
coating at 1000 rpm for 30 s with acceleration of 100 rpm/s from chloroform solution and
thermally annealed for 24 h at 180 °C in vacuum before measuring. The electrical
transport was measured using a HP 4155C semiconductor parameter analyzer in vacuum
of 10‐6 mbar. To compare the current all measurements were done on a 40 µm channel
length and channel width is 1000 µm.

3.5.3 Synthesis
2‐Hexyldecan‐1‐amine.
Triphenylphosphine (36.5 g, 139 mmol) and phthalimide (20.5 g, 139 mmol) were
suspended in DCM and cooled to 0 °C. Then 2‐hexyl‐1‐decanol (30.6 g, 126.4 mmol) was
added and stirred for 30 min. before the dropwise addition of diisopropyl
azodicarboxylate (28.1 g, 139 mmol) while keeping the temperature under 10 °C. Upon
the complete addition the mixture was stirred for another hour at room temperature
before it was concentrated in vacuo. After redissolving in hexanes and filtration the
resulting oil was subjected to a short silica column and concentrated. Then hydrazine and
THF were added and the mixture was refluxed overnight. After cooling 2 M KOH was
added and the product was extracted with ethyl acetate, washed with brine and dried
over MgSO4 before the crude oil was subjected to distillation. The product was distilled at
180 °C and 2 x 10‐1 mbar to give 17.3 g (57%) 2‐hexyldecan‐1‐amine as a colorless oil. 1H
NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 2.60 (d, J = 4.7 Hz, 2H), 1.36 – 1.18 (m, 25H), 1.08 (s, 2H),
0.88 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 6H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 45.25, 40.93, 31.88, 31.54,
30.09, 29.76, 29.61, 29.32, 26.78, 26.75, 22.66, 14.08.
N‐(2‐hexyldecyl)thiophen‐3‐amine (1).
A mixture of 3‐bromothiophene (11.023 g, 67.6 mmol), 2‐hexyldecan‐1‐amine (16.3 g,
67.6 mmol), CuI (1.3 g, 6.8 mmol) and grinded K3PO4 (43.0 g, 200 mmol) in
dimethylaminoethanol (30 ml) was heated to 90 °C for 2 days under an argon atmosphere.
The reaction was cooled to room temperature and filtered. The residue was washed with
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ethyl acetate and the filtrate concentrated and subjected to silica column chromatography
(gradient heptane/DCM 0 ‐ 100%) to give 7.7 g (35.5%) of the desired air sensitive
compound. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 7.13 (dd, J = 5.1, 2.9 Hz, 1H), 6.61 (dd, J =
5.1, 1.5 Hz, 1H), 5.91 (dd, J = 3.0, 1.5 Hz, 2H), 3.56 (s, 1H), 2.97 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 2H), 1.70 –
1.52 (m, 1H), 1.45 – 1.12 (m, 24H), 0.88 (t, J = 6.7 Hz, 6H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, ppm):
δ 149.10, 124.94, 119.90, 94.76, 49.87, 37.82, 32.22, 32.21, 31.90, 31.88, 30.07, 29.74,
29.60, 29.33, 26.79, 26.76, 22.69, 22.68, 14.10.
4‐(2‐hexyldecyl)‐4H‐thieno[3,2‐b]pyrrole‐5,6‐dione (2).
To a solution of oxalyl chloride (2.6 ml, 30 mmol) in DCM (20 ml) was added dropwise
a solution of 1 (7.7 g, 24 mmol) in DCM (40 ml) while cooling the reaction at 0 °C. After 30
min. a solution of Et3N (6 ml) in DCM (40 ml) was added dropwise after which the reaction
was warmed to room temperature and stirred overnight. The mixture was concentrated
and purified by silica column chromatography using a heptane/DCM 70/30 mixture as
eluent to give 5.9 g of 4‐(2‐hexyldecyl)‐4H‐thieno[3,2‐b]pyrrole‐5,6‐dione as an orange oil
in 70% yield. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 8.00 (d, J = 5.0 Hz, 1H), 6.76 (d, J = 4.7 Hz,
1H), 3.53 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 1.81 – 1.74 (m, 1H), 1.36 – 1.18 (m, 24H), 0.87 (td, J = 6.8, 2.2
Hz, 6H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 172.96, 165.50, 161.72, 143.77, 113.11,
111.01, 46.44, 36.96, 31.83, 31.73, 31.38, 29.88, 29.55, 29.47, 29.24, 26.34, 26.31, 22.63,
22.59, 14.08, 14.04.
(E)‐4,4'‐bis(2‐hexyldecyl)‐[6,6'‐bithieno[3,2‐b]pyrrolylidene]‐5,5'(4H,4'H)‐dione (3).
Lawesson’s reagent (1.9 g, 4.72 mmol) was put under argon and a solution of 2 (3.342
g, 9.44 mmol) in dry toluene (20 ml) was added. The reaction was heated to 65 °C and
stirred until complete conversion was seen on TLC. After cooling, water was added and
the product was extracted with chloroform, washed with brine and dried over MgSO4.
After removal of the solvent the crude product was subjected to silica column
chromatography with hexane/DCM as eluent to give 1.238 g of the title compound in
36.3% yield. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 7.52 (d, J = 5.1 Hz, 2H), 6.78 (d, J = 5.1 Hz,
2H), 3.69 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 4H), 1.93 – 1.85 (m, 2H), 1.35 – 1.21 (m, 48H), 0.92 – 0.81 (m, 12H).
13
C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 171.28, 151.51, 134.19, 121.04, 114.20, 111.32, 46.12,
37.13, 31.87, 31.85, 31.76, 31.46, 29.93, 29.60, 29.49, 29.25, 26.40, 26.37, 22.68, 22.64,
22.61, 14.09, 14.05. MALDI‐TOF m/e: 722.43 (M+•, 100%). FT‐IR: 1667 cm‐1 (C=O).
(E)‐2,2'‐dibromo‐4,4'‐bis(2‐hexyldecyl)‐[6,6'‐bithieno[3,2‐b]pyrrolylidene]‐
5,5'(4H,4'H)‐dione (4).
A solution of 3 (280 mg, 0.53 mmol) in DCM was added NBS (189 mg, 1.06 mmol) at 0
°C. Upon completion the reaction mixture was washed with water and brine and dried
over MgSO4 before it was purified over silica column with an heptane/chloroform mixture
to give 366 mg of the desired monomer (79% yield). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ
6.81 (s, 2H), 3.62 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 4H), 1.87 – 1.78 (m, 2H), 1.38 – 1.19 (m, 48H), 0.91 – 0.82
(m, 12H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 170.20, 150.07, 122.97, 119.50, 114.88,
114.62, 46.13, 37.19, 31.86, 31.77, 31.41, 31.38, 29.93, 29.62, 29.50, 29.28, 26.34, 22.66,
22.63, 14.10, 14.07. MALDI‐TOF m/z: 880.26 (M+•, 100%).
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(E)‐2,2'‐bis(4‐dodecylthiophen‐2‐yl)‐4,4'‐bis(2‐hexyldecyl)‐[6,6'‐bithieno[3,2‐
b]pyrrolylidene]‐5,5'(4H,4'H)‐dione (5).
Under argon atmosphere toluene (3 ml), water (0.3 ml) and one drop of Aliquat 336
were added to 4 (100 mg, 114 μmol), 2‐(4‐dodecylthiophen‐2‐yl)‐4,4,5,5‐tetramethyl‐
1,3,2‐dioxaborolane (171.7 mg, 454 μmol) and K3PO4 (106 mg, 500 μmol). Then argon was
bubbled through for 30 min. before adding Pd2dba3 (4.6 mg, 5 μmol) and PPh3 (3.3 mg,
12,5 μmol). The reaction mixture was heated to 115 °C and stirred overnight. After
extraction with chloroform and water the organic fraction was washed with brine and
dried over MgSO4 before it was subjected to column chromatography using a
heptane/chloroform gradient. Product containing fractions where combined to give 123
mg of the title compound (88% yield). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 7.25 (s, 2H), 6.93
(s, 2H), 6.80 (s, 2H), 3.63 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 4H), 2.61 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 4H), 1.87 (s, 2H), 1.64 (q, J =
7.2 Hz, 4H), 1.47 – 1.05 (m, 84H), 0.99 – 0.67 (m, 18H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ
170.59, 151.36, 145.04, 144.72, 137.40, 125.61, 120.36, 118.81, 113.27, 107.03, 45.77,
37.15, 31.95, 31.91, 31.84, 31.40, 30.46, 30.44, 30.00, 29.72, 29.68, 29.57, 29.52, 29.40,
29.38, 29.36, 26.34, 26.32, 22.70, 22.69, 13.88. MALDI‐TOF m/z: 1222.86 (M+•, 100%)
(E)‐2,2'‐bis(5‐bromo‐4‐dodecylthiophen‐2‐yl)‐4,4'‐bis(2‐hexyldecyl)‐[6,6'‐
bithieno[3,2‐b]pyrrolylidene]‐5,5'(4H,4'H)‐dione (6).
A solution of 5 (123 mg, 100.7 μmol) in dichloromethane (4 ml) was cooled to 0 °C
and wrapped in aluminum foil. Then NBS (36.23 mg, 201.3 μmol) was added. When
complete conversion was observed by TLC the solvent was removed in vacuo and the
crude product subjected to silica column chromatography with heptane/DCM 75/25 to
give 107 mg of the extended monomer (76.8% yield). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ
7.03 (s, 2H), 6.62 (s, 2H), 3.61 (dt, J = 7.4, 3.9 Hz, 4H), 2.53 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 4H), 1.80 (p, J = 6.5
Hz, 2H), 1.60 (p, J = 7.2 Hz, 4H), 1.45 – 1.23 (m, 42H), 0.95 – 0.80 (m, 18H). MALDI‐TOF
m/z: 1378.66 (M+•, 100%)
PTIIT.
To a mixture of monomer 4 (99 mg, 112.7 μmol) and 2,5‐
bis(trimethylstannyl)thiophene (46.2 mg, 112.7 μmol) under argon atmosphere was added
dry toluene (2 ml) and dry dimethylformamide (0.2 ml). Argon was bubbled through for 30
min. before addition of Pd2dba3 (4.1 mg, 4.5 μmol) and PPh3 (2.4 mg, 9 μmol) and heating
the reaction mixture to 110 °C. After 2 h subsequently tributyl(thiophen‐2‐yl)stannane (42
mg, 112.7 μmol) and 2‐bromothiophene (37 mg, 225.2 μmol) were added with 30 min.
interval to end cap the polymer. After another 30 min. the reaction mixture was cooled,
precipitated in acetone and filtered through a Soxhlet thimble. The polymer was extracted
with acetone, hexanes, dichloromethane and chloroform. The dichloromethane fraction
was concentrated to minimal amount, precipitated in methanol, filtered over a PTFE filter
and dried in a vacuum oven at 40 °C to give 85 mg of the title polymer. GPC (both
chloroform 110 °C and 80 °C ODCB) was inconclusive as the polymer had interaction with
the column. λmax (CHCl3) = 1006 nm.
PTIIP.
To a mixture of 4 (49.5 mg, 56.4 μmol), 1,4‐bis(4,4,5,5‐tetramethyl‐1,3,2‐
dioxaborolan‐2‐yl)benzene (18.6 mg, 56.4 μmol) and K3PO4 (48 mg, 225.6 μmol) under
argon atmosphere was added toluene (0.8 ml), 0.1 ml demi water (0.1 ml) and a 50:50
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mixture of toluene and Aliquat 336 (0.1 ml). Argon was bubbled through this solution for
30 minutes before addition of Pd2dba3 (2.75 mg, 3 μmol) and PPh3 (2 mg, 8 μmol). The
reaction was started in a preheated oil bath at 115 °C and stirred at that temperature for 3
h. Then subsequently 4,4,5,5‐tetramethyl‐2‐phenyl‐1,3,2‐dioxaborolane (46 mg, 225.6
μmol) and bromobenzene (48 μl, 451.2 μmol) were added with 30 min. intervals to end
cap the polymer. After another 30 min. the reaction was cooled and quenched by
precipitation in methanol (100 ml). The polymer was redissolved in chloroform and stirred
overnight with diethylthiocarbamate solution (4 g/l, 50 ml). After extraction the organics
were washed with water, concentrated to a minimal amount and precipitated in
methanol. The precipitates were filtered through a Soxhlet thimble and extracted under
argon with methanol, heptane, dichloromethane and chloroform. The dichloromethane
fraction contained most of the polymer and was precipitated in methanol after which the
precipitates were filtered over a PTFE filter and dried in a vacuum oven at 40 °C to give 36
mg of dark polymer. GPC (both chloroform 110 °C and 80 °C ODCB) was inconclusive as
the polymer had interaction with the column. λmax (CHCl3) = 872 nm.
PTIICb.
To a mixture of monomer 4 (72 mg, 82.0 μmol), 9‐(heptadecan‐9‐yl)‐2,7‐bis(4,4,5,5‐
tetramethyl‐1,3,2‐dioxaborolan‐2‐yl)‐9H‐carbazole (53.9 mg, 82.0 μmol) and K3PO4 (87
mg, 410 μmol) was added under argon atmosphere toluene (3 ml) and water (0.3 ml)
together with one drop of Aliquat 336. Argon was bubbled through for 30 min. before
addition of Pd2dba3 (3.0 mg, 3.3 μmol) and PPh3 (1.7 mg, 6.6 μmol) after which the
reaction was heated to 115 °C for 3 h. Then subsequently 4,4,5,5‐tetramethyl‐2‐phenyl‐
1,3,2‐dioxaborolane (16.7 mg, 82.0 μmol) and bromobenzene (17.3 μl, 164 μmol) are
added with 30 min. interval to end cap the polymer. After another 30 min. the reaction
was cooled and quenched by precipitation in acetone. Filtration through a Soxhlet thimble
and subsequent extraction with acetone, hexane and chloroform gave most of the
polymer in the chloroform fraction. Reducing the volume and precipitation in methanol
followed by filtration over a PTFE filter and drying the polymer in a vacuum oven at 40 °C
resulted in 88 mg of the desired polymer. GPC (CHCl3, 110 °C): Mn = 33.1 kg/mole and PDI
= 2.5. GPC (ODCB, 80 °C): Mn = 42.7 kg/mole and PDI = 2.3. λmax (CHCl3) = 746 nm.
PTII3T.
To monomer 6 (52 mg, 39.2 μmol) and 2,5‐bis(trimethylstannyl)thiophene (16.06 mg,
39.2 μmol) under argon atmosphere was added dry toluene (3 ml) and dry DMF (0.6 ml).
Argon was bubbled through for 30 min.before Pd2dba3 (1.44 mg, 1.57 μmol) and PPh3
(1.03 mg, 3.9 μmol) were added. The reaction was heated to 110 °C and stirred overnight.
Then the polymer was end capped with subsequently tributyl(thiophen‐2‐yl)stannane
(14.9 mg, 40 μmol) and 2‐bromothiophene (13 mg, 80 μmol) with 30 min. interval. After
another hour the reaction was cooled, precipitated in methanol and filtered through a
Soxhlet thimble and washed with acetone. The polymer was subjected to Soxhlet
extraction under argon atmosphere with acetone, hexane and chloroform to give 33 mg of
the desired polymer. GPC (CHCl3, 110 °C): Mn = 13.4 kg/mol and PDI = 4.0. GPC (ODCB, 80
°C): Mn = 14.3 kg/mol and PDI = 2.1. λmax (CHCl3) = 768 nm.
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PTIITPT.
To 6 (45.2 mg, 32.7 μmol), 1,4‐bis(4,4,5,5‐tetramethyl‐1,3,2‐dioxaborolan‐2‐
yl)benzene (10.8 mg, 32.7 μmol) and K3PO4 (27.8 mg, 130.8 μmol) under argon
atmosphere was added THF/water 5/1 (3.6 ml). Argon was bubbled through this solution
for 15 minutes after which Pd2dba3 (1.2 mg, 1.3 μmol) and tBu3PHBF4 (0.8 mg, 2.6 μmol)
were added. The mixture was then heated to 80 °C and stirred overnight at this
temperature. Then bromobenzene (27.5 μl, 261.6 μmol) was added 1 h after the addition
of 4,4,5,5‐tetramethyl‐2‐phenyl‐1,3,2‐dioxaborolane (26.7 mg, 130.8 μmol) to terminate
all reactive end groups. After 1 h the reaction was quenched by precipitating the polymer
in methanol including the solids that had already formed in the reaction mixture. After
filtration the residue was subjected to Soxhlet extraction with acetone, heptane,
dichloromethane, chloroform, chlorobenzene and ortho‐dichlorobenze. Approximately 20
mg of the polymer remained as solids in the Soxhlet timble. The chloroform fraction was
concentrated to give 2 mg of the desired polymer. (CHCl3, 110 °C): Mn = 29.5 kg/mol and
PDI = 2.5. GPC (ODCB, 80 °C): Mn = 32.4 kg/mol and PDI = 2.5. λmax (CHCl3) = 737 nm.
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Chapter 4.
High ambipolar charge carrier mobility
in benzodipyrrolidone conjugated
polymers*

A

series of alternating donor‐acceptor polymers,

consisting

of

diphenyl‐

benzodipyrrolidone (BDP) and oligothiophene was synthesized and used in top‐gate
bottom‐contact organic field‐effect transistors and solar cells. The BDP polymers exhibit
ambipolar charge transport with high and balanced mobilities up to 0.21 cm2/Vs for holes
and 0.18 cm2/Vs for electrons. Increasing the length of the oligothiophene reduces the
electron mobility roughly by an order of magnitude per thiophene, but the hole mobility
remains high. This behavior is explained using DFT calculations by a strong localization of
the electrons on the BDP units. All polymer solar cells with a BDP polymer as acceptor
could be made but maximum efficiencies only reach 0.33%.

*

This chapter is based on G.W.P van Pruissen, E.A. Pidko, M.M. Wienk, and R.A.J. Janssen,
J. Mater. Chem. C, 2014, 2, 731‐735.

Chapter 4

4.1 Introduction
In the dye and pigment industry benzodifuranones (BDF) (Figure 4.1) were developed
as a new colorant for polyester textiles by ICI in the late ‘70s and early ‘80s after
pioneering work by King and Newall on their synthesis.1 The possible synthetic variations
on the BDF theme were fully explored by making asymmetric substitutions,2,3 extending
the benzene core to a naphthalene core4 and substituting the furanone by pyrrolidone to
give benzodipyrrolidone (BDP).2
The BDF and BDP cores are strong electron acceptors due to the withdrawing
carbonyl moieties that are in conjugation with the π‐electron system, making it interesting
candidates to apply in donor acceptor copolymers. In addition, the conjugated π‐electrons
of these molecules have a quinoid electronic ground state. Combining quinoid with
aromatic monomers can reduce the bond length alternation resulting in small band gap
polymers.5,6 In a recent density functional theory (DFT) study it was suggested that besides
smaller band gaps also the reorganization energy upon excitation can be reduced using
the quinoid‐aromatic design principle,7 favoring high charge mobility according to Marcus
theory.8 Figure 4.2 illustrates the role of aromatic and quinoid resonance structures for a
BDP‐based polymer compared to poly(3‐alkylthiophene).
Although BDF was introduced into conjugated polymers like the PBDFPTP in Figure
4.1,

9,10

the lack of solubilizing side chains make it hard to obtain soluble polymers.

Contrary the BDF, BDP has two synthetically easy accessible lactam rings that can be N‐
alkylated and hence give soluble polymers. This was recently shown with two BDP‐based
copolymers with benzene (PBDP3P, Figure 4.1) and thiophene.11

Figure 4.1 ‐ Core structures of benzodifuranone (BDF) and benzodipyrrolidone (BDP) and two of
the first conjugated polymers published incorporating these dyes.
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The classical synthesis route of Greenhalgh2 results in BDPs that are substituted by
two phenyl groups in the 3 and 7 positions and that are twisted by 38° with respect to the
BDP core in crystals of N‐methylated monomers.11 Despite this large twist, BDP‐based
polymers have onsets of absorption between 700 and 800 nm, and can be considered as
small band gap materials.11 Flanking BDP with two five‐membered rings instead of two
phenyl rings can reduce the twisting, thereby improving the conjugation along the
backbone. The synthetically challenging 3,7‐dithienyl‐BDP monomer was recently
reported by McCulloch et al.12 and Wudl et al.13 and used to prepare small band gap
polymers that show onsets of absorption up to 1500 nm. For dithienyl‐BDP‐based
polymers charge carrier mobilities of 0.2 and 0.1 cm2/Vs for holes and electrons in OFETs
with top gate bottom contact architecture have been reported.12 OFETs based on
diphenyl‐BDP‐based polymers have been reported, reaching charge carrier mobilities up
to 0.03 cm2/Vs for holes14 and 0.012 cm2/Vs for electrons, the latter being measured in an
N‐acylated BDP polymer.15
BDP‐based polymers were also used as electron donor in OPV with [6,6]‐phenyl‐C61‐
butyric acid methyl ester (PC60BM) as acceptor to give 2.6% power conversion efficiency.16
The low LUMO and good electron mobilities make it also an interesting candidate for all
polymer bulk heterojunction solar cells. This subclass has been an interesting alternative
for polymer:fullerene bulk heterojunctions for many years now as the synthetic options to
tune the polymer structure and energy levels are virtually endless.17 In addition one can
select two polymers with complementary absorption to maximize the total absorption of
the active layer. All polymer solar cells always suffered from low PCEs (< 1%) until some
recent examples showed significantly higher PCEs18‐22 with a maximum of 5.7% in the
scientific literature so far.23 Together with certified higher efficiencies (6.4%, Polyera) with
undisclosed materials this has revived the interest in all polymer solar cells as it now
seems possible to bridge the gap with the highly efficient polymer:fullerene solar cells.
The development of good acceptor polymers is crucial as until now only a few examples
are known mainly based on naphthalenediimide,21 cyano‐polyphenylenevinylene,17, 24
benzothiadiazole fluorene copolymers25‐27 or more recently with lactam‐based acceptors
such as isoindigo28 and diketopyrrolopyrrole.20,29
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Figure 4.2 – Alternating quinoid (blue) and aromatic (red) segments in resonance structures of
conjugated polymers with BDP in its backbone compared to fully quinoid and aromatic resonance
structures of poly(3‐alkylthiophene) as a conventional conjugated polymer.

4.2 Aim
Based on these recent results it is of interest to understand how extended aromatic
segments affect the hole and electron mobility in these BDP polymers. For the related DPP
polymers it has been suggested that a low lying and widely delocalized LUMO is beneficial
to achieve a high electron mobility. Here we report on the synthesis and properties of
three conjugated polymers consisting of alternating diphenyl‐BDP and oligothiophene
units that afford mobilities for electrons and holes in OFETs that are higher by an order of
magnitude compared to previous values14,15 and that are slightly improved with respect to
the thiophene‐flanked BDP‐based polymers.12 DFT calculations are used to investigate
how the local geometrical properties and the length of the oligothiphene segments
influence the electronic structure and, accordingly, the electron and hole mobility in these
polymers.

4.3 Results and discussion
4.3.1 Synthesis
The phenyl‐flanked BDP monomer 4 (Scheme 4.1) was synthesized according to
known procedures,11,14,15 following the route developed by Greenhalgh et al.2 Starting
from 4‐bromomandelic acid and benzene‐1,4‐diamine the N,N'‐(1,4‐phenylene)bis(2‐(4‐
bromophenyl)‐2‐hydroxyacetamide (1) was synthesized by extensive heating. Consecutive
stirring in concentrated sulfuric acid forms the bislactam by electrophilic aromatic
substitution. The intermediate 2 was readily oxidized under alkaline conditions to give the
quinoid 3,7‐bis(4‐bromophenyl)pyrrolo[2,3‐f]indole‐2,6(1H,5H)‐dione (3). Branched side
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chains were introduced on the amide by reaction of 3 with 9‐(bromomethyl)nonadecane
to give monomer 4. Palladium catalyzed Stille polymerization of 4 with 2,5‐
bis(trimethylstannyl)thiophene afforded PBDPPTP (Mn = 13.9 kg/mol, PDI = 5.2). Because
copolymers with bithiophene show very poor solubility and low molecular weights,14 4
was extended with two 4‐dodecylthiophen‐2‐yl rings via a Suzuki coupling to give 5,
introducing extra solubilizing side chains. Subsequent bromination with NBS resulted in
the extended BDP monomer 6. This extended monomer was polymerized with 2,5‐
bis(trimethylstannyl)thiophene and 5,5'‐bis(trimethylstannyl)‐2,2'‐bithiophene via Stille
coupling to give PBDPP3TP (Mn = 28.9 kg/mol, PDI = 2.3) and PBDPP4TP (Mn = 30.6 kg/mol,
PDI = 2.1).

Scheme 4.1 – Synthesis of BDP‐based polymers. (i) Chlorobenzene, 125 °C, 24 h. (ii) Concentrated
H2SO4, r.t., 15 h. (iii) 2 M KOH, hydrogen peroxide and ethanol, r.t., 2 h. (iv) 9‐
(Bromomethyl)nonadecane, K2CO3, DMF, 125 °C, 15 h. (v) 2‐(4‐Dodecylthiophen‐2‐yl)‐4,4,5,5‐
tetramethyl‐1,3,2‐dioxaborolane, K3PO4, Aliquat 336, PPh3, Pd2dba3, toluene/water (5/1), 110 °C,
15 h. (vi) NBS, DCM, 0 °C to r.t., 15 h. (vii) 2,5‐Bis(trimethylstannyl)thiophene or 5,5'‐
bis(trimethylstannyl)‐2,2'‐bithiophene, Pd2dba3 PPh3, toluene/DMF (10/1), 115 °C, 15 h.
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4.3.2 Optical and electrochemical properties
Optical absorption spectra of these polymers were measured in chloroform solution
and as thin films on glass. All polymers show a broad absorption in the 350 – 800 nm
region (Figure 4.3) with absorption maxima ranging from 580 to 615 nm. A second
maximum is observed in all spectra at higher energy with an intensity that depends on the
number of incorporated thiophenes. For all polymers a red‐shift is observed going from
solution to solid state thin films. This red‐shift of the absorption is smaller for PBDPPTP
(~25 nm) than for PBDPP3TP (~65 nm) and PBDPP4TP (~50 nm). The solubility of the
latter two polymers is slightly better as a result of the extra dodecyl side chains on two
thiophenes whilst PBDPPTP is more aggregated in solution. The steepness of the onset is
also significantly different, both PBDPP3TP and PBDPP4TP show a more gradual increase
of absorption with respect to PBDPPTP, both in solution and in the thin film state. From
the onsets of absorption in the solid state the band gaps of these materials were
estimated to be 1.69, 1.52 and 1.56 eV, respectively. With an increasing number of
thiophenes the optical band gap is initially lowered but going from three to four
thiophenes, the optical band gap moves to higher energy. This is rationalized by
considering that by increasing length of the oligothiophene, the quinoid resonance
structure increases in energy (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.3 – (a) Normalized absorption for PBDPPTP, PBDPP3TP and PBDPP4TP in chloroform
solution (solid lines) and in thin films on glass, spin coated from chloroform solutions (dashed
lines). (b) Cyclic voltammograms of the BDP polymers.
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The frontier orbital energy levels of the polymers were estimated using cyclic
voltammetry. The polymers were dissolved in a 0.1 M TBAPF6 ortho‐dichlorobenzene
(ODCB) electrolyte and measured against an Ag/AgCl reference electrode with
ferrocene/ferrocenium as an internal standard (Figure 4.3). HOMO and LUMO levels were
calculated from the onset of oxidation and reduction, respectively, using EMO = −5.23 −
qEredox. The LUMO levels are nearly identical for all three polymers with ELUMO = −3.96,
−4.04, and −3.99 eV for PBDPPTP, PBDPP3TP, and PBDPP4TP (Table 4.1). The HOMO levels
increase with the number of thiophenes from EHOMO = −5.68, via −5.53, to −5.35 eV.

Table 4.1 – Optical and electrochemical characteristics

Mn

PDI λonsetsol λonsetfilm Egsol a Egfilm a Egcv b EHOMO c ELUMO c

kg/mol

nm

nm

eV

eV

eV

eV

eV

μh sat

μe sat

2

cm /Vs cm2/Vs

13.9

2.3

720

735

1.72 1.69 1.72 ‐5.68 ‐3.96 2.1 × 10‐11.8 × 10‐1

PBDPP3TP 28.9

2.3

737

817

1.68 1.52 1.49 ‐5.53 ‐4.04 1.9 × 10‐15.4 × 10‐2

PBDPP4TP 30.6

2.1

732

796

1.69 1.56 1.35 ‐5.35 ‐3.99 1.0 × 10‐15.8 × 10‐3

PBDPPTP

a

Egsol/film = 1240/λonsetsol/film. b Egcv = q(Eox – Ered). c EFc/Fc+ taken as −5.23 eV.

This corroborates with a simple molecular orbital representation for donor‐acceptor
polymers in which the HOMO is mainly determined by the donor part and the LUMO
mainly by the acceptor. In this case the BDP acceptor is the same in all polymers giving
similar LUMO energies, while the donating character increases from one to four thiophene
rings, resulting in a higher lying HOMO level. The HOMO levels are below −5.25 eV which
can provide stability against oxidation in ambient conditions. The electrochemical band
gaps calculated from the HOMO and LUMO levels are 1.72, 1.49, and 1.35 eV and
resemble the ones measured optically, except for PBDPP4TP where the electrochemical
band gap is 0.2 eV less compared to the optical band gap.

4.3.3 Characterization of OTFT devices
To evaluate charge transport properties of these materials top‐gate bottom‐contact
OFETs were made by evaporating gold source and drain contacts on glass, spin coating the
active layer and a Cytop dielectric layer followed by evaporation of a gold gate electrode.
Transfer curves for all three polymers are shown in Figure 4.4 for positive and negative
source‐drain voltages (VSD) and the mobility data are collected in Table 4.1. The BDP
polymers exhibit ambipolar charge transport in OFETs. Each of the three polymers reaches
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a saturated hole mobility of μh = 1−2 × 10−1 cm2/Vs, but the electron mobilities differ
significantly. For the polymer with the longest oligothiophene, PBDPP4TP, the electron
mobility is low (μe = 5.8 × 10−3 cm2/Vs), but it improves by an order of magnitude (5.4 ×
10−2 cm2/Vs) for PBDPP3TP, which has one thiophene less. The highest and best balanced
mobilities are found for PBDPPTP, which has a single thiophene ring, and has μh = 2.1 ×
10−1 and μe = 1.8 × 10−1 cm2/Vs. These mobilities are the highest reported values for
diphenyl‐BDP‐based polymers to date and similar to those of dithienyl‐BDP‐based
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Figure 4.4 – Transfer curves for BDP polymer OFETs at different source drain voltages (± 60 and
±200 V).

In general charge mobility is affected by molecular weight, purity, morphology,
deposition process, and device architecture. The reason for the higher hole and electron
mobilities of PBDPPTP found here compared to the values reported in Ref. 11 (μh = 3.5 ×
10−3 and μe = 6.4 × 10−3 cm2/Vs) can possibly be related to the higher molecular weight (Mn
= 13.9 kg/mol vs. 8 kg/mol in Ref. 11) and a more optimal device architecture. In the
bottom contact/top gate (staggered) configuration used here the contact resistance is
reduced compared to the bottom contact/bottom gate (coplanar) configuration used in
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Ref. 11. These differences however, do not explain the low μe = 5.3 × 10−3 cm2/Vs for
PBDPPTP reported in Ref. 15, because the reported Mn = 49.0 kg/mol is higher and the
staggered FET configuration is similar to the work presented here.
The correspondence between charge mobility in polymers with diphenyl or dithienyl
substituted BDP units is remarkable (see Ref. 14) and suggests −somewhat counter
intuitively− that, compared to the more planar thiophene rings, the increased torsional
twisting of the phenyl rings with respect to the central BDP unit, does not drastically
decrease the charge mobility of BDP polymers.

4.3.4 Morphology
The morphology of the polymer layers was further investigated with X‐ray diffraction
(XRD) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Figure 4.5). XRD measured on drop cast films
revealed a broad peak at 2θ = 4.20° – 4.55°, corresponding to a lamellar packing with a d‐
spacing distance of 1.94 – 2.10 nm. Upon thermal annealing all peaks sharpen and one
higher order reflection becomes visible indicating increased crystallinity. Concomitantly
the reflections shift slightly to lower angles, indicating that the d‐spacing increases to 2.00
– 2.30 nm (see Table 4.2).
Table 4.2 – Diffraction data and associated distances for lamellar stacking.

As cast

150 °C Annealed

Peakmax

d

Peakmax

d

2θ

nm

2θ

nm

PBDPPTP

4.55

1.94

4.41

2.00

PBDPP3TP

4.20

2.10

3.88

2.28

PBDPP4TP

4.50

1.96

4.20

2.10

AFM reveals very smooth film surfaces that coarsen upon annealing at 150 °C.
Especially the PBDPP3TP and PBDPP4TP layers exhibit an increased height and width of
surface features, consistent the growth of small crystalline domains and the enhanced and
narrowed XRD diffraction. The fact that this effect is the strongest in PBDPP3TP and
PBDPP4TP can be explained by the extra dodecyl side chains allowing for structural
rearrangement of the polymers upon heating.
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Figure 4.5 – In the left column the XRD diffraction of drop casted films of PBDPPTP, PBDPP3TP and
PBDPP4TP on a silicon wafer before (black) and after annealing at 150 °C (red). All curves are
normalized to the intensity at 2θ of 2.0 degrees in order to compare measurements. AFM images
of spin coated layers of PBDPPTP, PBDPP3TP and PBDPP4TP on silicon substrates. In the middle
column as cast and in the right column annealed at 150 °C. Al samples are 1 μm x 1 μm and have
the height scale set between 0 – 4 nm for the as cast samples. The annealed samples differ in
height scale and are 12 nm for PBDPP3TP and 8 nm for the others.

4.3.5 DFT calculations
To further investigate the electronic structures and geometries DFT calculations were
performed at the B3LYP/6‐311G(d) level of theory using the Gaussian 09 program.30
Calculations were performed on acceptor‐donor‐acceptor model structures in which the
long alkyl side chains were replaced by methyl groups because of the low influence of the
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alkyl side‐chains on the electronic structure of the conjugated back‐bone. Figure 4.6
shows a representation of the HOMO and LUMO of the different Ph‐BDP‐Ph‐
oligothiophene‐Ph‐BDP‐Ph molecules. For the shortest molecule, the HOMO is delocalized
over a large part of the molecule, including the BDP units, but with increasing length of
the oligothiophene the HOMO fully localizes on the (oligo)‐thiophene moiety. In all
structures, the HOMO remains delocalized over a significant part of the molecule. In a
polymer thin film this ensures that holes can be transported because interactions
between HOMOs on adjacent chains remain likely. On the other hand, a strong
localization of the LUMO on the BDP units is observed for all models. With increasing
length of the oligothiophene it covers only a small geometric part of the molecule. Such a
strong LUMO localization hampers both intrachain and interchain transport of electrons.
The results in Figure 4.6 suggest that this effect will be more pronounced for the polymers
with longer oligothiopene moieties in line with the experimental observations. By
increasing the donor part in these polymers the sites for electrons are effectively diluted
and the average distance to the next possible site increases, hampering electron
transport.

Figure 4.6 – HOMO and LUMO from DFT calculations for different phenyl‐flanked Ph‐BDP‐Ph‐
oligothiophene‐Ph‐BDP‐Ph systems.
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Figure 4.7 – Two different optimizations for Ph‐BDP‐Ph‐3T‐Ph‐BDP‐Ph. Top image shows HOMO
and LUMO for the fully optimized molecule without any restrictions, bottom picture shows the
results for HOMO and LUMO with fixed dihedral angles of 0° between BDP and phenyl rings.

To make sure that these characteristics correspond to the intrinsic properties of BDP
as a quinoid acceptor rather than result of the hampered conjugation due to the
calculated 30° twist of the phenyl rings with the BDP, the calculations were repeated with
the dihedral angles set to 0° to enforce a planar structure but no significant differences in
HOMO and LUMO were found (Figure 4.7). To further check the relevance of these results
for polymeric systems, an extended BDP‐donor‐BDP‐donor‐BDP molecule with Ph‐3T‐Ph
as donor part, was calculated. The HOMO is distributed over the donor part, while the
LUMO, LUMO+1, and LUMO+2 are nearly degenerate (< 0.06 eV) and carry exclusively
contributions from the three BDP units as can be seen in Figure 4.8. Therefore the HOMO
and LUMO distribution of large polymeric systems are represented well by the molecules
shown in Figure 4.6.
Table 4.3 – Comparison of optical characteristics from experiment and DFT for BDP polymers.

donor block

a

λonsetDFT λonsetsol λonsetfilm Egsol a Egfilm a Egcv b E0→1DFT foscillatorDFT ΔEDFT c
nm

nm

nm

PTP

680

720

735

P2TP

713

‐

‐

P3TP

737

737

P4TP

758

732

Egsol/film/DFT

=1240/λonset

eV

eV

eV

eV
0.92

2.08

1.74

1.36

1.98

817

1.68 1.52 1.49 1.68

1.28

1.92

796

1.69 1.56 1.35 1.64

1.34

1.85

sol/film/DFT b

,

1.72 1.69 1.72 1.82

eV

‐

Egcv =

‐

‐

c

DFT

q(Eox – Ered), ΔE
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Time‐dependent DFT (TD‐DFT) calculations were employed to compute first excitation
energy (E0→1). Besides general overestimation of the excitation energy the calculated
values show similar trends as the observed optical and electrochemical data (Table 4.3).

Figure 4.8 – HOMO and LUMO, LUMO+1, and LUMO+2 for the Ph‐BDP‐Ph‐3T‐Ph‐BDP‐Ph‐3TP‐BDP‐
Ph trimer showing the three nearly degenerate LUMO levels. LUMO+1 and LUMO+2 are
respectively 0.05 and 0.06 eV higher.

4.3.6 Solar cells
4.3.6.1 Polymer:PCBM solar cells
Despite the low offset of the LUMO level of these polymers (−4.00 ± 0.04 eV) with
respect to the LUMO of [6,6]‐phenyl‐C71‐butyric acid methyl ester PC70BM (−4.15 eV) they
were tested as donor material in solar cells. PC70BM was used as acceptor since it has a
stronger absorption coefficient in the visible range of the spectrum compared to PC60BM,
which has a formally forbidden HOMO – LUMO transition due to symmetry restrictions.31
Regular polarity ITO/PEDOT:PSS/active layer/LiF/Al devices were made with active layers
spin coated from chlorobenzene (CB) with 2% v/v diiodooctane (DIO) and a
polymer:PC70BM ratio of 1:2 (12 mg/ml total concentration). The current density – voltage
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(J – V) characteristics of the optimized devices are shown in Figure 4.9 and the relevant
solar cell parameters are collected in Table 4.4. The cells show relatively high open‐circuit
voltage (Voc), but performed poorly because of very low short‐circuit current densities that
varied between Jsc = 0.2 and 1.8 mA/cm2 going from PBDPPTP via PBDPP3TP to PBDPP4TP
(Table 4.4). This is a direct result of the low LUMO of the BDP polymers, which is almost
equal to that of PC60BM (–4.15 eV).32 It has been suggested that a minimum energy
difference of 0.3 eV is required for efficient charge separation and this criterion is not met
in the case of the BDP polymers and PC70BM.33 The spectrally resolved external quantum
efficiency (EQE) of PBDPP4TP:PC70BM solar cells (Figure 4.9b) indicates that the
photocurrent is exclusively generated by photons absorbed by PC70BM, not by the
polymer. In this case a hole transfer from the HOMO of the excited PC70BM to the HOMO
of the PBDPP4TP generates the charges. Energetically this hole transfer will be more
favorable than electron transfer from the polymer, since the HOMO – HOMO offset
estimated by CV measurements is larger (0.55 eV) than the LUMO – LUMO offset (0.16
eV). For the other polymers no EQE data were recorded, but the observed lower Jsc for
these materials might be related to the fact that the HOMO energy levels become deeper
with decreasing number of thiophene rings, which reduces the HOMO – HOMO energy
offset to ~0.4 eV and ~0.2 eV for PBDPP3TP and PBDPPTP, respectively.
Table 4.4 – Solar cell characteristics for BDP polymers

Jsc

Voc

mA/cm

V

CB:DIO 2% (v/v)

0.21

0.954

0.344

0.07

1:2

CB:DIO 2% (v/v)

0.63

0.815

0.578

0.30

PBDPP4TP:PC70BM

1:2

CB:DIO 2% (v/v)

1.82

0.808

0.617

0.91

PDPP5T:PBDPPTP

1:1

CHCl3:ODCB 10% (v/v)

1.17

0.749

0.380

0.37

Polymer

ratio

Solvent

PBDPPTP:PC70BM

1:2

PBDPP3TP:PC70BM
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Figure 4.9 – (a) J – V characteristics of solar cells from BDP polymers with PC70BM. (b) EQE of the
PBDPP4TP:PC70BM solar cell showing exclusive contribution from the PC70BM absorption.

The low LUMO energy levels of the BDP polymers render these materials ineffective
as electron donor, but it may be turned to an advantage if the materials are used as
electron acceptor, for example in all polymer solar cells, combining it with a suitable
polymer as electron donor.

4.3.6.2 Polymer:polymer solar cells
The BDP polymers all show a low LUMO level making it suitable candidates to replace
the fullerene as electron accepting polymer in polymer:polymer solar cells. As also
electrons need to be transported through the acceptor polymer phase, high electron
mobility is a prerequisite. This makes PBDPPTP the polymer of choice to be tested with a
complementary donor polymer. A good complementary polymer should have sufficient
LUMO – LUMO and HOMO – HOMO offsets (> 0.3 eV), and preferably absorb in a different
range of the solar spectrum. PDPP5T20,34 (Figure 4.10) has shown a PCE of up to 5.3% as a
donor polymer in a polymer:PC60BM device. This polymer has a LUMO energy of −3.63 eV
and a HOMO level of −5.23 eV with an optical band gap of 1.44 eV.34 Hence, both offsets
are expected to be sufficient for photoinduced charge generation when PDPP5T and
PBDPPTP are mixed.
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Figure 4.10 – (a) PDPP5T structure and (b) energy level diagram of the materials used in the solar
cells. (c) J – V curve for PDPP5T:PBDPPTP all polymer solar cells under illumination and (d) EQE of
the same solar cell with the absorption spectra of the respective polymers for reference.

Combining these polymers in a 1:1 ratio and spin coating the active layer from a
CHCl3:10%ODCB solution in a regular polarity ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PDPP5T:PBDPPTP/LiF/Al
configuration gave the best results after annealing at 100 °C for 3 min with Jsc = 1.2
mA/cm2, Voc = 0.75 V and FF = 0.38, and a PCE of 0.3%. The recorded photocurrent
effectively proves that generation of charges and therefore exciton splitting does occur
within this material combination. However, when the EQE spectrum is compared to the
absorption spectra of the two polymers (Figure 4.10) it becomes clear that the collected
charges originate exclusively from photons absorbed by the PDPP5T. The LUMO – LUMO
offset is thus probably large enough to enable electron transfer. The fact that there is no
contribution from the PBDPPTP absorption to the photocurrent suggests that there is no
hole transfer from the HOMO of the PBDPPTP to the HOMO of the PDDP5T. This is
somewhat unexpected because the estimated HOMO – HOMO offset is larger than the
LUMO – LUMO offset. One possible alternative explanation is that the excitons in the BDP
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polymers are very short lived and do not reach a donor acceptor interface within their
lifetime.
The field‐dependent photocurrent (Figure 4.10) and consequently moderate fill factor
(FF = 0.38) indicate that charge separation or charge transport are a problem in these
solar cells. As the electron and hole mobility in the pristine materials are sufficiently high
the interpenetrating network of donor and acceptor phase must be sub optimal. This can
lead to poor charge generation and to poor charge transport. Spin coating the active layer
from chloroform solutions with different solvent additives such as DIO and 1‐
chloronaphthalene (CN) showed no improvement, also not with annealing.

4.4 Conclusions
Three soluble, high molecular weight push‐pull polymers incorporating BDP as an
acceptor and oligothiophene as a donor were synthesized via Stille polycondensation. The
polymers possess deep lying HOMO and LUMO levels that are beneficial to the stability of
this class of materials under ambient conditions. DFT calculations show that the HOMO
and LUMO are highly localized on the donor and acceptor and that this is a result of
intrinsic molecular properties rather than twisting in the conjugated backbone. The
polymers show ambipolar charge transport with a high mobility for holes and an electron
mobility that strongly depends on the length of the thiophene segment. Charge carrier
mobility is nicely balanced in PBDPPTP with μh = 0.21 cm2/Vs and μe = 0.18 cm2/Vs. These
values are among the highest charge mobilities for BDP‐based materials to date. Because
both electrons and holes can be conducted BDP materials are able to function both as
electron donor and electron acceptor material in OPV devices, but charge generation and
collection are limited resulting in PCEs below 1%.

4.5 Experimental
4.5.1 General procedures, materials, and instruments
See paragraph 2.5.1. for details on NMR, UV‐vis‐NIR, MALDI‐TOF, and CV equipment.
Molecular weights were determined by GPC using a PL‐GPC 120 High Temperature
Chromatograph with a Mixed‐C (200 ‐ 2.000.000 Da versus polystyrene standards) column
using ODCB at 80 °C as mobile phase. XRD was measured on a Bruker D4 Endeavor
diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation with a wavelength of 0.15406 nm. Scans were done
from 2 – 30 degrees (2θ) with scan speed of 0.2 seconds/step and increments of 0.01
degree/step. Samples for XRD were prepared by drop casting 100 μl of a 10 mg/ml
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polymer solution in chloroform on to a (911) surface of a silicon wafer. Samples were
measured directly as cast and after annealing by placing the samples for 15 min. upside
down on a glass plate that was placed on a 150 °C hot plate. AFM was performed in
tapping mode on a Veeco Multimode SPM equipped with a Nanoscope IIIa SPM controller.
PPPNCH‐50 aluminum coated silicon tips from Nanosensors were used with scan rates of 2
Hz. Sample preparation was done using silicon wafers and a 5 mg/ml chloroform solution
of polymers. Layers were spin coated at 1000 rpm and annealed by placing the samples
directly on a 150 °C hot plate for 15 min.
DFT calculations were performed on the High Performance Computing cluster of the
department of Chemical Engineering and Chemistry of the Eindhoven University of
Technology, The Netherlands. It is equipped with 54 computing nodes each with 2x
Quadcore AMD processors and has Grid Engine installed as the queuing system.

4.5.2 OFET fabrication and characterization
Field‐effect transistors were fabricated on 3 x 3 cm glass substrates in a bottom‐
contact top‐gate configuration. Substrates were cleaned prior to use with soap, demi‐
water and isopropanol. Gold (30 nm) electrodes were then evaporated with a preceding
chromium adhesion layer (3 nm). Active layers were spin coated from a 5 mg/ml polymer
chloroform solution at 1000 rpm to give approximately 30 nm active layers that were
annealed at 200 °C for 30 min. to remove solvent residues. A Cytop dielectric was applied
by spin coating at 1000 rpm and annealing at 120 °C for 45 min. to remove solvent
residues and provide on average a 1350 nm thick layer. Devices were finalized by
evaporation of a gold (50 nm) top gate electrode. Electric characterization was done using
a vacuum probe station connected to a Keithley 2636. Channel length and width were 20
and 1000 μm respectively.

4.5.3 OPV fabrication and characterization
See paragraph 2.5.2 for details of device fabrication and measurement equipment.

4.5.4 Synthesis
N,N'‐(1,4‐phenylene)bis(2‐(4‐bromophenyl)‐2‐hydroxyacetamide) (1).
1,2,4‐Trichlorobenzene (50 ml) was added to 4‐bromo‐DL‐mandelic acid (10.0 g, 43.3
mmol) and benzene‐1,4‐diamine (2.1 g, 19.7 mmol) before heating the solution to 150 °C.
After 2 h the mixture was cooled and poured into methanol. The precipitate was filtered
and washed with methanol to give 4.0 g (7.5 mmol, 38% yield) of the title compound after
drying. 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO‐d6, ppm): δ 9.88 (s, 2H), 7.59 (s, 4H), 7.58 – 7.52 (m, 2H),
7.49 – 7.41 (m, 2H), 6.50 (d, J = 4.7 Hz, 2H), 5.08 (d, J = 4.7 Hz, 2H). 13C NMR (100 MHz,
DMSO‐d6, ppm): δ 170.85, 140.70, 134.60, 131.41, 129.13, 121.17, 120.42, 73.66.
3,7‐Bis(4‐bromophenyl)pyrrolo[2,3‐f]indole‐2,6(1H,5H)‐dione (3).
To 1 (4.0 g, 7.5 mmol) was added concentrated sulfuric acid (100 ml) and the mixture
was stirred at room temperature overnight. The solution was then precipitated in a water
and ice mixture, filtered and dried to give compound 2, which was subsequently used in
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the next reaction without further purification. The residue was re‐dissolved in a mixture of
ethanol, 2 M KOH and hydrogen peroxide (2.5:1:1) and stirred for 2 h at room
temperature. Then water was added and the precipitate filtered off which was dried in
vacuum to give 2.8 g of pale red 3 (5.6 mmol, 75%). The crude product was used in the
next reaction as obtained.
3,7‐Bis(4‐bromophenyl)‐1,5‐bis(2‐octyldodecyl)pyrrolo[2,3‐f]indole‐2,6(1H,5H)‐
dione (4).
Under an argon atmosphere 3 (700 mg, 1.4 mmol), 9‐(bromomethyl)nonadecane (1.5
g, 4.2 mmol) and K2CO3 (0.9 g, 7 mmol) were dissolved in DMF, heated to 125 °C and
stirred at that temperature overnight. After cooling, water was added and the mixture
was extracted with ethyl acetate several times. The combined organic fractions were dried
and concentrated in vacuo. Silica column chromatography with chloroform as mobile
phase was used to isolate product 4, which was subsequently recrystallized from ethanol
(350 mg, 330 μmol, 24%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 7.64 – 7.53 (m, 8H), 6.29 (s,
2H), 3.50 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 4H), 1.76 (s, 2H), 1.41 – 1.15 (m, 64H), 0.87 (dt, J = 6.8, 2.7 Hz,
12H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 169.54, 144.29, 134.47, 132.03, 130.91, 130.00,
126.31, 123.57, 97.14, 75.59, 44.01, 37.08, 31.91, 31.88, 31.74, 29.99, 29.76 – 29.48 (m),
29.43 – 29.21 (m), 26.67, 22.78 – 22.55 (m), 14.11. MALDI‐TOF m/z: 1056.66 (M+, 100%).
3,7‐Bis(4‐(4‐dodecylthiophen‐2‐yl)phenyl)‐1,5‐bis(2‐octyldodecyl)pyrrolo[2,3‐
f]indole‐2,6(1H,5H)‐dione (5).
To 4 (200 mg, 189 μmol) was added 2‐(4‐dodecylthiophen‐2‐yl)‐4,4,5,5‐tetramethyl‐
1,3,2‐dioxaborolane (180 mg, 473 μmol) and K3PO4 (212 mg, 1 mmol) and the mixture was
put under an argon atmosphere. Toluene and water (5:1) were added with Aliquat 336 (1
drop) and argon was bubbled through for 15 min. Then Pd2dba3 (4.3 mg, 4.7 μmol) and
PPh3 (4.9 mg, 18.8 μmol) were added and the mixture was heated to 115 °C for 24 h. After
cooling the mixture was precipitated in methanol and filtrated. Subsequent
recrystallization from chloroform/ethanol mixture gave pure 5 (186 mg, 134 μmol, 71%.
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ: 7.79 – 7.64 (m, 8H), 7.24 (s, 2H), 6.92 (s, 2H), 6.40 (s,
2H), 3.53 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 4H), 2.68 – 2.56 (m, 4H), 1.80 (br, 2H), 1.73 – 1.57 (m, 8H), 1.44 –
1.09 (m, 96H), 0.94 – 0.78 (m, 18H).
3,7‐Bis(4‐(5‐bromo‐4‐dodecylthiophen‐2‐yl)phenyl)‐1,5‐bis(2‐
octyldodecyl)pyrrolo[2,3‐f]indole‐2,6(1H,5H)‐dione (6).
In DCM (20 ml) was dissolved 5 (186 mg, 133 μmol) and subsequently at 0 °C NBS
(47.8 mg, 266 μmol) in portions. After 1 h the mixture was allowed to warm to room
temperature and stirred overnight. Precipitation in methanol and filtration followed by
recrystallization from chloroform/ethanol afforded the title compound (186 mg, 119
μmol, 90%) with high purity. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 7.75 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 4H),
7.60 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 4H), 7.08 (s, 2H), 6.38 (s, 2H), 3.52 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 4H), 1.79 (br, 2H), 2.58
(t, J = 7.8 Hz, 4H), 1.62 (p, J = 7.2 Hz, 4H), 1.45 – 1.13 (m, 100H), 0.86 (p, J = 6.8 Hz, 18H).
13
C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 169.78, 144.10, 143.45, 142.76, 134.25, 133.98, 130.67,
130.04, 126.46, 125.45, 124.55, 109.27, 97.45, 43.96, 37.13, 31.91, 31.87, 31.80, 30.02,
29.73, 29.78 – 29.53 (m), 29.58, 29.43, 29.46 – 29.24 (m), 29.27, 26.74, 22.68, 22.67,
14.11. MALDI‐TOF m/z: 1556.90 (M+, 100%).
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General polymerization procedure; PBDPPTP.
To 4 (50 mg, 47.3 μmol) and 2,5‐bis(trimethylstannyl)thiophene (19.4 mg, 47.3 μmol)
under argon atmosphere was added a toluene/DMF (10/1) mixture (2 ml, anhydrous).
Argon was bubbled through for 15 min. before adding Pd2dba3 (0.65 mg, 0.7 μmol) and
PPh3 (0.74 mg, 2.8 μmol). The mixture was heated in a sealed tube for 24 h and then
precipitated in methanol. The precipitate was subjected to Soxhlet extraction with
acetone, hexanes, and chloroform. The latter fraction was concentrated and precipitated
in methanol again to give the desired polymer as a dark solid (36 mg, 75% yield).
PBDPPTP. GPC (ODCB, 80 °C): Mn = 13.9 kg/mol, PDI = 5.2. λmax = 615 nm.
PBDPP3TP. GPC (ODCB, 80 °C): Mn = 28.9 kg/mol, PDI = 2.3. λmax = 591 nm.
PBDPP4TP. GPC (ODCB, 80 °C): Mn = 30.6 kg/mol, PDI = 2.1. λmax = 582 nm.
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Chapter 5.
The effects of cross conjugation in
copolymers of isoindigo and
thienothiophene*

The influence of introducing cross conjugation on the optical and electrochemical
properties of donor‐acceptor copolymers is investigated. Isoindigo was used as electron‐
deficient unit because it can be conjugated or cross‐conjugated to adjacent units via
substitution at either the 6,6’ or the 5,5’ positions, respectively. Thiophene‐flanked
thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene and thieno[2,3‐b]thiophene were taken as conjugated and cross‐
conjugated electron‐rich building blocks. By combining these donor and acceptor units four
isomeric polymers were synthesized and their optical electrochemical properties were
determined. The study reveals that introducing cross conjugation in isoindigo has only a
small effect on the optical band gap and the HOMO and LUMO levels. The onset of
absorption is always in the near infrared and also the electrochemical band gaps are very
similar. The optical absorption spectra differ, however, strongly because cross conjugation
in the isoindigo unit causes the transition to the lowest excited state to have small
oscillator strength, resulting in a low‐intensity absorption at the band gap. In a series of
copolymers with a varying ratio of conjugated and cross‐conjugated isoindigos, the
intensity of the low energy electronic transition increases linearly with the fraction of
conjugated units. Cross conjugation in thienothiophene exerts a different effect. It causes a
moderate but distinct blue shift of the optical absorption and a deeper HOMO level. The
experimental results are corroborated by DFT calculations.

*

G.W.P. van Pruissen, K.H. Hendriks, M.M. Wienk and R.A.J. Janssen, Manuscript in
preparation, 2014.

Chapter 5

5.1 Introduction
The field of π‐conjugated semiconducting polymers is attracting attention since their
discovery1 as a promising class of materials for flexible and cheap optoelectronic devices,
based on earth‐abundant elements with endless synthetic variety. Specialized conjugated
polymers for organic light‐emitting diodes (OLED), 2 , 3 organic field‐effect transistors
(OFET),4,5 and organic photovoltaics (OPV)6,7 have been developed, each with their optical
and electronic properties tuned to the respective device specific requirements. For bulk
heterojunction polymer‐fullerene solar cells, tuning the band gap of the polymer to match
the solar spectrum and match the LUMO level to that of the fullerene acceptor is one such
example. 8 General design strategies such as reduction of the backbone twists and
enlarging fused ring systems9‐11 are combined with the successful donor (D) – acceptor (A)
approach12,13 or in some cases the aromatic – quinoid design14‐16 to reduce the bond
length alternation. In all cases it concerns conjugated polymers with alternating single and
double bonds along the polymer backbone. Lately also polymers with so called 2D
character, having an extended π‐system perpendicular to the backbone, have been
successfully introduced.7,17‐19

Figure 5.1 – (a) Polyacetylene as example of normal π‐conjugation. (b) 3‐Methylenepenta‐1,4‐
diene, the basic example of a cross conjugation. (c) 6,6’‐Substituted isoindigo (II) where
substituents are fully conjugated and electronically connected to one another. (d) Cross‐
conjugated isoindigo (cII) with substituents on the 5,5’ positions which are meta to the connecting
central double bond. (e) Thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene (TT) a fully conjugated electron rich molecule
when connected on the 2,5 positions. (f) Thieno[2,3‐b]thiophene (cTT) which has the
methylenepenta‐1,4‐diene pattern in it and is a cross‐conjugated analog of thieno[3,2‐
b]thiophene when 2,5 connected.
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Incorporation of cross conjugation can be an interesting additional design principle to
alter both optical and electronic properties without sacrificing planarity. Cross conjugation
can be defined as a point substituted with three unsaturated groups of which two (A and
B, see Figure 5.1) are conjugated to the third (C), but are not conjugated to each other.20
This 3‐methylenepenta‐1,4‐diene pattern can easily be introduced in numerous existing
building blocks for conjugated polymers allowing for good comparison and potentially
having wide applicability. Nevertheless, the influence of cross conjugation has been
investigated mainly in small molecules and oligomeric systems,21‐23 but is seldom applied
in polymeric systems.24,25 In most other cases where cross conjugation is applied it is
either without specific intention26 or cross conjugation arises as a byproduct of the
polymerization mechanism.27 Especially in D‐A conjugated polymers the influence of cross
conjugation is expected to be significant as it might (partially) block electronic
communication between electron rich and poor parts. Although hampered, weak
electronic communication through cross‐conjugated bonds has been shown in donor
acceptor substituted small molecules with different number of cross conjugations28‐30. The
influence of cross conjugation has, to the best of our knowledge, never been investigated
systematically in the important class of materials formed by donor‐acceptor conjugated
copolymers.

5.2 Aim
Here the influence of cross conjugation on donor‐acceptor copolymers is investigated
in relation to the number and the position of the cross conjugations to develop design
guidelines for the tuning of optical and electronic properties. Isoindigo is used as acceptor
block. Several studies have shown high performing isoindigo‐based polymers in OPV31‐34 of
which one analog was taken as basis for this investigation. By changing the substitution
pattern on isoindigo, in particular by changing the para‐substitution in the 6,6’‐isomer to
the meta‐substituted 5,5’‐isomer, cross conjugation is introduced between the isoiondigo
unit (Figure 5.1) and its adjacent aromatic moieties. In this way isoindigo can be in full
conjugation when substituted on the 6,6’‐positions (II) and have two cross conjugation
points when substituted on the 5,5’‐positions (cII) as was investigated in detail for small
molecules.35 Thiophene‐flanked thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene (TT) and thieno[2,3‐b]thiophene
(cTT) were chosen as the donor building block, the latter has a cross‐conjugated central
double bond (Figure 5.1). These were previously used in a polythiophene‐thienothiophene
where a lowering of the HOMO with respect to the conjugated derivative was reported.25
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Figure 5.2 – Structures of the four molecules and four isomeric polymers that incorporate
isoindogo and thienothiophene units in conjugated (II and TT) and cross‐conjugated (cII and cTT)
topologies.

The combination of the four building blocks shown in Figure 5.1 provides an
interesting platform to study the effects of cross conjugation in donor‐acceptor
copolymers on optical band gap and frontier orbital levels by varying the number and
position of cross conjugations with respect to the donor acceptor lattice. Four molecules
were designed and four isomeric polymers with conjugated (II and TT) and cross‐
conjugated (cII and cTT) units as shown in Figure 5.2. The four isomeric polymers are chain
extended combinations of the four molecules and allow investigating the effects of
introducing cross conjugation in the isoindigo and thienothiophene units separately and in
combination. These will first be assessed theoretically by DFT calculations and then be
synthesized to compare with the experimental results.

5.3 Results and discussion
5.3.1 DFT calculations
To assess the influence of cross conjugation on frontier orbital energies and the
optical transitions, DFT calculations were performed on the four molecules shown in
Figure 5.2 at the B3LYP/6‐31g (2d,p) level with the Gaussian09 A.02 package.36 In the
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calculations the long alkyl chains on isoindigo were replaced with methyl groups and the
alkyl chains on the thiophene units were omitted. Following a full unrestricted geometry
optimization time‐dependent DFT (TD‐DFT) was used to investigate the nature of the first
three optical transitions.
Table 5.1 – DFT calculated energy levels and oscillator strengths of molecular building blocks
EHOMO ELUMO
eV
T‐II‐T

eV

Eg

ΔE

eV

eV

‐5.24 ‐2.72 2.52

T‐cII‐T

T‐TT‐T

‐5.28 ‐2.74 2.54

‐5.13 ‐1.70 3.43

f

fexp

2.21 0.59 0.47 HOMO → LUMO (93.8%), HOMO ‐2 → LUMO (5.8%)
2.44 0.00

HOMO ‐1 → LUMO (91.8%), HOMO ‐3 → LUMO (7.1%)

2.84 0.52

HOMO ‐2 → LUMO (92.1%), HOMO → LUMO (5.7%)

2.03 0.03 0.11 HOMO →LUMO (98.1%)
2.04 0.00

HOMO ‐1 →LUMO (98.7%)

2.91 0.26

HOMO ‐2 → LUMO (84.0%), HOMO ‐6 → LUMO (13.6%)

3.21 1.04 0.75 HOMO → LUMO (99.6%)
HOMO → LUMO +1 (77.2%), HOMO‐2 → LUMO (21.2%)

3.93 0.00
4.07 0.03
T‐cTT‐T ‐5.20 ‐1.35 3.85

a

Orbital contributions to vertical transition

3.46 0.56 n.a.

HOMO ‐1→ LUMO (96.9%)
a

HOMO → LUMO (93.7%), HOMO‐1→ LUMO +1 (5.1%)

3.60 0.03

HOMO → LUMO +1 (97.8%)

3.99 0.67

HOMO ‐1 → LUMO +1 (93.8), HOMO → LUMO (5.1%)

Due to peak overlap no reliable integral could be calculated from the molar extinction coefficient.

For T‐II‐T and T‐cII‐T the HOMO (−5.24 vs. −5.28 eV) and LUMO (−2.72 vs. −2.74 eV)
are very similar. In T‐II‐T high oscillator strengths are found for the first electronic
transition at 2.21 eV with f = 0.59 and the third transition at 2.84 eV with f = 0.52 (Table
5.1). In contrast, in T‐cII‐T the first electronic two transitions are very weak (f = 0.03 and f
= 0.00), with only the third electronic transition at 2.91 eV having appreciable oscillator
strength (f = 0.26). These results are very similar to those published recently by Brédas et
al.35
The HOMO orbital levels for T‐TT‐T and T‐cTT‐T are close (−5.13 vs. −5.20 eV) but their
LUMO levels differ considerably (−1.70 vs. −1.35 eV). Also the electronic transitions differ.
For T‐TT‐T the first transition is an almost pure HOMO → LUMO excitation with a large
oscillator strength (f = 1.04), but the second and third transitions are very weak. In T‐cTT‐T
the first transition is predicted to be a mixed HOMO → LUMO and HOMO‐1 → LUMO+1
transition with f = 0.56. The same orbitals also contribute to the third transition that has f
= 0.67.
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The DFT calculations on these four molecules reveal that cross conjugation in
isoindigo strongly reduces the oscillator strength of T‐cII‐T compared to T‐II‐T of the
lowest energy transition but that their frontier orbital levels are very similar. For cross
conjugation in thienothiophene also the oscillator strength reduces, but the main effect is
an increased energy for the first electronic transition.
In a next step DFT calculations were performed on the four isomeric polymers shown
in Figure 5.2. For this purpose, a 1D lattice was constructed containing two repeat units in
the unit cell. This allows for creating a continuous polymer structure without inconsistent
twisting between adjacent rings. In these calculations all alkyl chains (i.e. both on isoindigo
and thiophene) were replaced by methyl groups. The geometry optimization of the
polymers is time intensive and preliminary results showed strongly curved and twisted
polymer structures that failed to converge. To rule out differences in energy levels
because of different twisting, all dihedral angles between adjacent aromatic rings were
frozen and coplanarity was enforced for the aromatic units. To expedite the optimization,
structures were optimized by extending the basis sets from STO‐3G, to 3‐21G, and finally
6‐31G(2d,p). The resulting energy levels are collected in Table 5.2 and represented in
Figure 5.3.

LUMO

PII‐cTT

PII‐TT

PcII‐TT

PcII‐cTT

HOMO

Figure 5.3 – HOMO and LUMO representations of all four isoindigo and thienothiophene
copolymers as calculated with DFT. The red lines represent the repetition vector of the
constructed 1D lattice. Blurred onsets of the next unit cell are shown.
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For PII‐TT and PII‐cTT the HOMOs are rather uniformly distributed over the entire
polymer chain (Figure 5.3) but the HOMO energy level is deeper for PII‐cTT (−4.82 eV) than
for PII‐TT (−4.68 eV), likely as a consequence of the broken conjugation. The same
rationale explains why the LUMO level of PII‐cTT is calculated (−2.83 eV) to be higher than
that of PII‐TT (−2.91 eV). For PcII‐TT and PcII‐cTT, the LUMOs are entirely localized on the
isoindigo unit and as a consequence the LUMO levels are virtually the same (−2.85 vs.
−2.84 eV). The cross conjugation between the isoindigo acceptor and the thiophene donor
hampers electron delocalization. Likewise, the HOMO localizes on the thiophene and
thienothiophene donor with a small contribution of the phenyl ring of the isoindigo. With
the HOMO levels of PcII‐TT and PcII‐cTT at −4.56 and −4.73 eV, respectively, increasing
cross conjugation results in a deeper HOMO level as expected.
At present it is not possible for us to perform TD‐DFT on the constructed open lattice
systems for the polymers and hence the electronic transitions were not assessed
theoretically in a direct way.
Table 5.2 – DFT calculated energy levels of polymers.

PII‐TT

EHOMO
eV
−4.68

ELUMO
eV
−2.91

Eg
eV
1.77

PcII‐TT

−4.56

−2.85

1.71

PII‐cTT

−4.82

−2.83

2.00

PcII‐cTT

−4.73

−2.84

1.88

The prime reason that the donor‐acceptor design is so widely used for controlling the
optical band gap in conjugated polymers is because it succeeds in counteracting the
Peierls distortion via partial charge redistribution from the donor to the acceptor,
therewith reducing the bond length alternation. Depending on the position of the cross
conjugation this charge redistribution is hampered. Cross conjugations can therefore have
significant influence on the bond length alternation. This effect can easily be visualized by
monitoring the relative change in bond length of a number of specific bonds as
determined from the DFT calculations. Figure 5.4 shows the effect for four characteristic
bonds in the polymers: the central double bond of the isoindigos and thienothiophenes
and the single bonds on either side of the thiophene linkers. The fully conjugated PII‐TT is
taken as a reference to show the relative changes in bond lengths. Cross conjugation
increases the bond length alternation as the short double bonds become shorter and the
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longer single bonds are elongated going from II to cII and from TT to cTT. The effect is
strongest in close vicinity of the cross conjugations and is weaker or absent at longer
distance. The central double bond in II and the single bond in II‐T show large changes
when replacing II by cII, while the central double bond in TT or cTT and the single TT ‐T and
cTT‐T bonds exhibit only small changes for the same II → cII modifica on. A similar eﬀect
is found when going from TT to cTT. Here the central TT/cTT double bond becomes
shorter and the single TT/cTT‐T bond elongates, while the other bonds remain similar.
0.006

Relative change

0.004

Single bonds
TT/cTT-T
II/cII-T

0.002
0.000
-0.002
-0.004

Double bonds
TT/cTT
II/cII
PII-TT

PII-cTT

PcII-TT

PcII-cTT

Figure 5.4 – Relative change in bond length of characteristic double and single bonds in cross‐
conjugated donor‐acceptor polymers as inferred from DFT calculations. Specific bonds are color
coded on the left in PII‐TT and PcII‐cTT as example. PII‐TT is taken as reference. Introducing cross
conjugation shortens double bonds and elongates single bonds. The effect is most pronounced for
bonds closer to the point of cross conjugation.

5.3.2 Synthesis
The synthesis of the four molecules and the monomers for the four isomeric polymers
is shown in Scheme 5.1. For the synthesis of T‐II‐T (4a) and T‐cII‐T (4b), a route via 6,6'‐
bisbromo‐II (3a) and 5,5'‐bisbromo‐II (3b) was used. The synthesis of these intermediates
has been adapted from literature procedures31,35 and started with 5‐bromoisatin and 6‐
bromoisatin respectively that were alkylated with 1‐bromo‐2‐hexyldecane using sodium
hydride in DMF. Approximately half of the resulting products 1a/1b were subsequently
reduced with hydrazine in DMSO to give the N‐alkylated 5‐ or 6‐bromoindoles 2a/2b.
Combining the respective indole with the isatin in acetic acid gave isoindigos 3a/3b in
good yield. These isoindigos were extended with 4,4,5,5‐tetramethyl‐2‐(4‐octylthiophen‐
2‐yl)‐1,3,2‐dioxaborolane using palladium catalyzed Suzuki coupling reactions to give 4a
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(T‐II‐T) and 4b (T‐cII‐T). After bromination using NBS in DCM the extended monomers 5a
and 5b were obtained that were used for polymerization reactions.
The route to the other two molecules, T‐TT‐T and T‐cTT‐T, is also shown in Scheme
5.1. The synthesis of 2,5‐bis(3‐dodecylthiophen‐2‐yl)thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene (T‐TT‐T) has
been described before.37 Here we synthesized T‐TT‐T and 2,5‐bis(3‐dodecylthiophen‐2‐
yl)thieno[2,3‐b]thiophene (T‐cTT‐T) via Stille coupling from the bisstannylated TT and cTT
derivatives with 2‐bromo‐3‐dodecylthiophene (Scheme 5.1). The reagent for the first
reaction, 2,5‐bis(trimethylstannyl)thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene, is available from commercial
sources.

2,5‐Bis(trimethylstannyl)thieno[2,3‐b]thiophene

was

synthesized

from

thieno[2,3‐b]thiophene with n‐BuLi and chlorotrimethylstannane.

Scheme 5.1 – Synthesis of T‐II‐T (4a), T‐cII‐T (4b), T‐TT‐T, T‐cTT‐T, and the isoindigo monomers
5a/5b. (i) NaH, DMF, 0 °C to 65 °C, 24 h. (ii) H4N2, DMSO, 140 °C. (iii) AcOH, HCl, 120 °C, 24 h. (iv)
Pd2dba3, PPh3, 2 M K3PO4, toluene, 110 °C, 24 h. (v) NBS, DCM, 0 °C. (vi) Pd(PPh3)4, toluene, 115 °C,
24 h.

The four isomeric donor‐acceptor polymers and a series of copolymers with different
II/cII ratios were synthesized using the Stille cross‐coupling reaction as described in
Scheme 5.2. As a catalytic system Pd2dba3/PPh3 was used in toluene/DMF (9:1 v/v) at 115
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°C. To determine the molecular weight of these polymers a super‐heated chloroform GPC
setup was used because several of these polymers aggregate strongly in solution. On
regular GPC systems, using chloroform at room temperature or heated ODCB at 80 °C,
polymer aggregates were measured or the polymers did not pass through the column at
all. In super‐heated chloroform temperatures up to 145 °C can be used to dissolve most of
the aggregates as was previously shown for PII‐TT.38 Table 5.3 shows that the polymers
have molecular weights (Mn) varying between ~20 and ~45 kg/mol.

Scheme 5.2 – Synthesis of the four isomeric donor acceptor copolymers PII‐TT, PII‐cTT, PcII‐TT, and
PcII‐cTT using Stille coupling reactions. (i) Pd2dba3, PPh3 (1:4), toluene/DMF (9/1), 115 °C, 24 h. In
similar way the P(cII:II)‐TT copolymers with different II:cII ratios were synthesized.
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Table 5.3 – Characteristics of cross‐conjugated polymers
Mn
kg/mol
PII‐TT
38.9
P(cII:II)‐TT 25:75 43.9
P(cII:II)‐TT 50:50 31.5
P(cII:II)‐TT 75:25 30.7
PcII‐TT
21.3
PII‐cTT
38.5
PcII‐cTT
19.0
a

PDI
2.14
2.11
2.18
2.01
1.49
1.94
1.70

sol

λmax
nm
448, 650
439, 640
426, 622
422, 611
429
386, 601
390

film

sol

λmax
λonset
nm
nm
449, 650 825
444, 639 785
438, 639 785
439, 625 785
438
740
364, 613 765
370
720

film

λonset
nm
830±5
790±5
785±5
785±5
795±10
815±10
795±20

sol a

film a

cv b

Eg
Eg
EHOMO
Eg
eV
eV
eV
eV
1.50
1.49
1.71 ‐5.62
1.60
1.57
1.61 ‐5.58
1.64
1.57
1.58 ‐5.56
1.64
1.57
1.60 ‐5.57
1.68 1.56±0.2 1.69 ‐5.59
1.62
1.52
1.89 ‐5.83
1.72 1.56±0.4 1.78 ‐5.77

c

Egsol/film = 1240/λonsetsol/film. bEgcv = q(Eox – Ered). c EFc/Fc+ taken as ‐5.23 eV.

5.3.3 UV‐vis absorption
To evaluate the effect of cross conjugation the four molecules were first analyzed and
compared (Figure 5.2). The absorption spectra of T‐II‐T and T‐cII‐T dissolved in toluene
have been reported previously.35 Because the transitions of T‐TT‐T and T‐cTT‐T are in the
UV, the absorption spectra of all four compounds were recorded in heptane.
The conjugated T‐II‐T molecule exhibits a strong band maximizing at 533 nm with a
molar absorption coefficient of 2 x 104 L/mol/cm (Figure 5.5). Based on the DFT
calculations, this absorption is attributed to the HOMO → LUMO transition with mainly π‐
π* character. From the molar absorption coefficient the oscillator strength for the
transition was calculated to be fexp = 0.47 (Table 5.1). For the cross‐conjugated T‐cII‐T
molecule, the low‐energy absorption band has a more than five‐fold decreased intensity
with maximum molar absorption coefficient of 3.5 x 103 L/mol/cm at 518 nm and a
moderate oscillator strength of fexp = 0.11. The dominant absorption of T‐cII‐T is at higher
energies. The reduced oscillator strength for the HOMO → LUMO transition of T‐cII‐T
compared to T‐II‐T has been predicted by the DFT calculations. Despite the vastly different
absorption spectra, the onsets of optical absorption in heptane are rather similar for both
molecules: 637 nm (1.95 eV) for T‐II‐T and 665 nm (1.86 eV) for T‐cII‐T. Hence, introducing
cross conjugation in the isoindigo unit (i.e. T‐II‐T → T‐cII‐T) has a strong effect on the
oscillator strength, but little or no influence on the optical band gap.
For T‐TT‐T and T‐cTT‐T a clear difference in the onset of absorption is observed of 400
nm versus 360 nm respectively. For T‐TT‐T an oscillator strength of fexp = 0.75 was
determined. For T‐cTT‐T the first absorption band has similar intensity as that of T‐TT‐T,
but it seems composed of three overlapping transitions such that it is not possible to
reliable determine the oscillator strength.
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Figure 5.5 – UV‐vis absorption spectra of T‐II‐T, T‐cII‐T, T‐TT‐T, and T‐cTT‐T in heptane solution.

For conjugated polymers it is common practice to determine the optical band gap as
the onset of optical absorption. With increasing number of cross conjugations in the
polymer backbone the absorption maxima shift to higher energies, from 651 nm for PII‐TT,
via 613 nm for PII‐cTT, to 438 nm for PcII‐TT, and finally 390 nm for PcII‐cTT (Figure 5.6).
Although there is large shift in the wavelength of maximum absorption, the onsets of the
absorption bands are all at long wavelengths as can be seen in a semi‐logarithmic plot
(Figure 5.6b). While the onsets do not coincide, it is clear that all four polymers have
optical absorption up to at least 750 nm. The large tailing of absorption spectra of the PcII‐
TT and PcII‐cTT polymers into the red indicates that their main absorption bands in the
350 – 550 nm region are not due to the HOMO‐LUMO transition but originate from higher
energy transitions, e.g. HOMO − x → LUMO or HOMO → LUMO + y. Best estimates for
the onsets of absorption are collected in Table 5.3. The actual optical band gap is very
similar for all four polymers (~1.55 ± 0.05 eV). We hypothesize, based on the DFT
calculations, that due to the cross conjugation between the donor and acceptor, the
transition dipole moment of the donor‐acceptor charge‐transfer absorption becomes
weaker because the HOMO and LUMO become more localized at the donor and acceptor
blocks, respectively. This would imply that the absorption properties arise essentially
within one repeat unit.
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Figure 5.6 – Normalized UV‐vis absorption spectra of PII‐TT, PII‐cTT, PcII‐TT, and PcII‐cTT in
chloroform solution (dashed lines) and as thin films on glass (solid lines). (a) Linear scale. (b) Semi‐
logarithmic scale.

To investigate if interactions between donor and acceptor are limited to one repeat
unit and not a function of the amount of cross conjugation in the polymer chain, a series
of copolymers with different II:cII monomer ratios were synthesized with TT as a donor. As
can be seen in Figure 5.7 the P(cII:II)‐TT copolymers show two almost independent
absorption bands for the conjugated segments at (~650 nm) and the cross‐conjugated
parts at ~440 nm. The ratio of the peak intensities of the low and high energy band is
increasing almost linearly with the fraction of conjugated II vs. II+cII in the copolymers.
Interestingly, there is only a small (~25 nm) shift of the wavelength of maximum
absorption for the low‐energy band and onset of absorption remains at ~800 nm.

1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0

(b)

P(cII:II)-TT
0:100
25:75
50:50
75:25
100:0

Relative intensity at 651 nm
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(a) 1.8
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Figure 5.7 – (a) Normalized absorption of P(cII:II)‐TT copolymers in chloroform solution (dashed
lines) and in thin films on glass (solid lines). (b) The relative intensity of the band at ~650 nm vs.
that of the band at ~440 nm as function of the fraction of II in the P(cII:II)‐TT polymers.
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Introduction of cTT has a different effect. The absorption spectra of PII‐cTT and PcII‐
TT both shift to the blue when TT is replaced by cTT. This different behavior of the
polymers with TT and cTT are attributed to the different nature of the cross conjugation.
The cross conjugation in cTT does not hamper donor acceptor interaction but splits the
donor block in two, creating two new donor parts with reduced donating strength
interacting with the acceptor block. Because off the weaker donor, the HOMO is lowered
and the charge transfer absorption shifts to higher wavelength.

5.3.4 Cyclic voltammetry
To determine the frontier orbital levels of the cross‐conjugated polymers, the
oxidation and reduction potentials were measured by cyclic voltammetry. As can be seen
in Figure 5.8 and Table 5.3 the reduction potential is very similar for all polymers and the
resulting LUMO levels are in a narrow range (−3.9 to −4.0 eV). This indicates that the
LUMO is localized on the isoindigo units with only minor contributions from the donor
surroundings. For both II and cII an irreversible oxidation takes place as evidenced by an
extra peak at negative bias that has no matching reduction peak. Figure 5.8 shows that the
HOMO levels differ for the TT (−5.56 to −5.62 eV) and cTT polymers (−5.77 to −5.83 eV).
This can be rationalized by considering that in cTT the conjugation is broken compared to
TT, such that the electron rich segment is split in two disconnected units. These results are
qualitatively consistent with the changes in optical band gaps (despite a significant
difference in oscillator strength) and the results of the DFT calculations in Table 5.2.
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PII-TT

Current

(10-4 A)

P(cII:II)-TT 25:75

P(cII:II)-TT 50:50

P(cII:II)-TT 75:25

PcII-TT

PII-cTT

PcII-cTT
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+
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Figure 5.8. Cyclic voltammograms for PII‐TT, P(cII:II)‐TT, PcII‐TT, PII‐cTT, and PcII‐cTT recorded as
thin films on ITO. The vertical dashed lines at ‐1.25 and +0.25 V are guides to the eye. The onsets
for oxidation and reduction potentials are very similar, except for PII‐cTT and PcII‐cTT that have a
higher oxidation potential.
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5.4 Conclusions
We have introduced cross conjugation in alternating donor acceptor copolymers of
bis(2‐thienyl)thienothiophene (T‐TT‐T) and isoindigo (II) via cross‐conjugated cII and cTT
units to investigate the tunability of the optical band gap and frontier orbital energy levels
by adjusting the number and position of cross conjugations in the polymer chain.
Remarkably, the optical band gap of the fully conjugated PII‐TT, the partially cross‐
conjugated PcII‐TT and PII‐cTT, and the fully cross‐conjugated PcII‐cTT showed
comparatively little changes. The onsets of the optical absorption of these four isomeric
polymers are all in the near infrared and the electrochemical band gaps are within 0.2 V
from each other. The optical spectra differ however, significantly as a result of the fact
that the lowest energy transition has a strongly reduced absorption coefficient for
polymers that incorporate cross‐conjugated isoindigo (cII) units. This result is
corroborated by DFT calculations that predict very low oscillator strengths for the lowest
electronic transitions in T‐cII‐T. The effect of cross conjugation in isoindigo on the intensity
of the lowest electronic transition was verified in a series of copolymers in which II and cII
are alternating with T‐TT‐T in different ratios. These P(cII:II)‐TT polymers with cII:II = 0:100,
25:75, 50:50, 75:25, or 100:0 have very similar optical band gaps but show a nearly linear
increase of the intensity of the low‐energy electronic transition with the fraction of
conjugated isoindigo in the polymer chain. Introduction of cTT in the PII and PcII polymers
results in a small but distinct blue shift of the optical absorption and a lowering of the
HOMO levels compared to those with TT.
Summarizing, the tunability of the opto‐electronic properties of semi‐conducting
donor‐acceptor polymers via cross conjugation is moderate, but using cross‐conjugated
isoindigo it is possible to strongly influence the oscillator strength of the π‐π* transition.
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5.5 Experimental
5.5.1 General procedures, materials and instruments
See paragraph 2.5.1. for details on NMR, UV‐vis‐NIR, MALDI‐TOF, and CV equipment.
Molecular weights were determined by GPC using superheated chloroform. This in
home developed equipment is described in detail elsewhere.39 In short it consists of an
FD‐53 oven (Binder, Tuttligen, Germany) a LC‐20 AD pump (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan), a
heater exchanger made from a 1.5 m narrow‐bore stainless steel tubing (1/16 in. (o.d.)
×0.004 in. (i.d.), Alltech‐Grace, Lokeren, Belgium) located in the oven before the PLgel
mixed‐C column linear molecular weight range up to 2,000 kg/mol based on polystyrene
(Agilent Technologies, Amsterdam, the Netherlands). Another piece of 1.2 m of narrow
bore stainless steel tubing (1/16 in. (o.d.) ×0.004 in. (i.d.), Alltech‐Grace) and the UV/Vis
detector (SPD‐20A, Shimadzu).
For details on DFT calculations see paragraph 4.4.1.

5.5.2 Synthesis
5‐bromo‐1‐(2‐hexyldecyl)isatin (1a).
Sodiumhydroxide 60% dispersion in mineral oil (850 mg, 21.4 mmol) was dispersed in
dry DMF (100 ml) at 0 °C before addition of 5‐bromoisatin (4.00 g, 17.7 mmol). After
stirring for 30 minutes 1‐bromo‐2‐hexyldecane (6.10 g, 20.0 mmol) was added and the
mixture heated to 65 °C for 24h. After cooling the mixture was extracted with water and
ethyl acetate and the organic fractions washed with brine and dried over MgSO4. The
crude oil was subjected to column chromatography using a 0% to 100% gradient of
heptanes and chloroform as mobile phase to give 6.60 g of the pure title product in 82.8%
yield. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 7.69 (s, 1H), 7.67 (d, J = 2.3 Hz, 1H), 6.81 – 6.74 (m,
1H), 3.58 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 1.89 – 1.75 (m, 1H), 1.41 – 1.16 (m, 24H), 0.91 – 0.80 (m, 6H).
6‐bromo‐1‐(2‐hexyldecyl)isatin (1b).
Syntheses of 1b was done in a similar fashion as 1a starting from 6‐bromoisatin (2.00
g, 8.85 mmol) and resulting in 3.00 g of a yellow orange oil (75.5%). 1H NMR (200 MHz,
CDCl3, ppm) δ 7.46 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 7.27 (dd, J = 7.9, 1.5 Hz, 1H), 7.03 (d, J = 1.6 Hz, 1H),
3.58 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 3H), 1.84 (s, 1H), 1.41 – 1.16 (m, 24H), 0.96 – 0.79 (m, 6H).
5‐bromo‐1‐(2‐hexyldecyl)indolin‐2‐one (2a).
In a mixture of N2H4 (15 ml) and DMSO (30 ml) 1a (4.0 g, 8.9 mmol) was dissolved and
heated to 140 °C for 40 minutes. After cooling water/HCl (1/1) (50 ml) was added and the
mixture was subsequently extracted with ethyl acetate. Organic fractions were combined
and washed with brine and dried over MgSO4 to give a yellow crude oil that was purified
by silica column chromatography using heptane/chloroform (20/80) as mobile phase. The
pure fractions were concentrated in vacuo to give 3.6 g of yellow oil (yield 93.3%). 1H NMR
(400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 7.40 – 7.29 (m, 2H), 6.67 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H), 3.55 (d, J = 7.4 Hz,
2H), 3.51 (s, 2H), 1.82 (m, 1H), 1.40 – 1.13 (m, 24H), 0.94 – 0.79 (m, 6H). 13C NMR (100
MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 174.51, 144.10, 130.56, 127.53, 126.59, 114.62, 109.86, 65.70, 44.62,
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35.96, 35.49, 31.85, 31.76, 31.56, 31.54, 29.93, 29.62, 29.49, 29.26, 26.45, 26.42, 22.65,
22.61, 14.09, 14.06.
6‐bromo‐1‐(2‐hexyldecyl)indolin‐2‐one (2b).
Synthesis of 2b was done in a similar fashion as 2a starting from 1b (1.1 g, 2.4 mmol)
and resulting in 400 mg of a yellow oil (37.5%). 1H NMR (200 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 7.16 (dd,
J = 7.9, 1.6 Hz, 1H), 7.09 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 6.98 – 6.87 (m, 1H), 3.55 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 3.46
(s, 2H), 1.84 (s, 1H), 1.42 – 1.16 (m, 24H), 0.87 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 6H). 13C NMR (50 MHz, CDCl3,
ppm) δ 175.03, 146.42, 125.56, 124.77, 123.36, 121.25, 111.93, 44.59, 35.86, 35.30, 31.87,
31.79, 31.45, 29.97, 29.65, 29.53, 29.30, 26.35, 22.66, 14.12.
(E)‐5,5'‐dibromo‐1,1'‐bis(2‐hexyldecyl)‐[3,3'‐biindolinylidene]‐2,2'‐dione (3a).
Hydrochloric acid (0.5 ml) was added to a solution of 1a (2.0 g, 4.6 mmol) and 2a (2.1
g, 4.6 mmol) in acetic acid (60 ml). This mixture was reacted at 120 °C for 24 h before
quenching it by pouring the mixture over ice. The mixture was extracted with ethyl
acetate and washed subsequently with a saturated NaHCO3 solution and brine. The ethyl
acetate fraction was dried over MgSO4, filtered and concentrated before purifying by
column chromatography with heptane/DCM (80/20) to give 3.7 g product in 80.4% yield.
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 9.37 (d, J = 2.0 Hz, 2H), 7.45 (dd, J = 8.3, 2.0 Hz, 2H), 6.63
(d, J = 8.6 Hz, 2H), 3.63 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 4H), 1.86 (hept, J = 7.0 Hz, 2H), 1.44 – 1.16 (m, 24H),
0.92 – 0.80 (m, 6H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 167.48, 144.18, 135.03, 133.19,
132.55, 122.86, 114.79, 109.46, 44.61, 36.08, 31.85, 31.79, 31.55, 29.97, 29.64, 29.53,
29.27, 26.46, 26.42, 22.65, 22.61, 14.09, 14.06.
(E)‐6,6'‐dibromo‐1,1'‐bis(2‐hexyldecyl)‐[3,3'‐biindolinylidene]‐2,2'‐dione (3b).
1
HNMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 9.06 (d, J = 8.6, 2H), 7.15 (dd, J = 2.0, 8.6, 2H), 6.88
(d, J = 2.0, 2H), 3.60 (d, J = 7.4, 4H), 1.87 (s, 2H), 1.27 (m, 48H), 0.86 (t, J = 7.4, 12H). 13C
NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3): δ 168.07, 146.18, 132.53, 131.01, 126.64, 125.06, 120.36, 111.51,
44.67, 36.07, 31.85, 31.78, 31.48, 29.96, 29.62, 29.52, 29.27, 26.34, 26.31, 22.65, 22.62,
14.10, 14.07.
(E)‐1,1'‐bis(2‐hexyldecyl)‐5,5'‐bis(4‐octylthiophen‐2‐yl)‐[3,3'‐biindolinylidene]‐2,2'‐
dione (4a).
To 3a (0.94 g, 1.1 mmol) was added 4,4,5,5‐tetramethyl‐2‐(4‐octylthiophen‐2‐yl)‐1,3‐
dioxolane (1.1 g, 3.3 mmol), Pd2dba3 (22.9 mg, 25 μmol) and PPh3 (26.3 mg, 100 μmol) and
put under argon in a Schlenk finger. Toluene (9 ml), 2 M K3PO4 aqueous solution (1 ml,
degassed) and a drop of Aliquat 336 were added and argon was bubbled through the
solution for 15 min. before heating it to 115°C. The reaction progressed slowly and only
after a week all starting material was consumed. The reaction mixture was poured into
methanol and filtered. The residue was taken up in chloroform and used to impregnate
silica for column chromatography using a heptane/chloroform gradient. The product
containing fractions were combined, dried and recrystallized from an ethanol/chloroform
mixture to give 334 mg of pure 4a (yield 27.6%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 9.52 (d,
J = 2.3 Hz, 2H), 7.56 (dd, J = 8.2, 2.3 Hz, 2H), 7.14 (s, 2H), 6.82 (s, 2H), 6.75 (d, J = 8.2 Hz,
2H), 3.69 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 4H), 2.66 – 2.58 (m, 4H), 1.99 – 1.85 (m, 2H), 1.66 (p, J = 7.8 Hz,
2H), 1.45 – 1.15 (m, 68H), 0.92 – 0.79 (m, 18H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 168.10,
144.36, 144.20, 144.08, 133.76, 129.73, 129.07, 127.28, 123.91, 122.04, 118.56, 108.25,
44.54, 36.24, 31.90, 31.85, 31.80, 31.61, 30.69, 30.43, 29.98, 29.65, 29.55, 29.47, 29.39,
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29.28, 26.52, 26.48, 22.78 – 22.57 (m), 22.65, 22.61, 14.10, 14.09, 14.05. MALDI‐TOF:
1099.82 m/z [M+H]+. 100%.
(E)‐1,1'‐bis(2‐hexyldecyl)‐6,6'‐bis(4‐octylthiophen‐2‐yl)‐[3,3'‐biindolinylidene]‐2,2'‐
dione (4b).
The procedure was similar to that of 4a only with a reaction time of 24 h. After
column chromatography and recrystallization 1.2 g of product was obtained in 57.9%
yield. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 9.13 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 2H), 7.26 (dd, J = 10.1 Hz, 2H),
7.23 (d, J = 1.1 Hz, 2H), 6.93 (d, J = 5.5 Hz, 2H), 3.66 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 4H), 2.67 – 2.58 (m, 4H),
1.96 – 1.85 (br, 2H), 1.66 (p, J = 7.6 Hz, 4H), 1.44 – 1.17 (m, 68H), 0.87 (dt, J = 14.4, 6.8 Hz,
18H).13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 168.62, 145.60, 144.66, 143.66, 137.94, 131.86,
130.07, 125.51, 120.89, 120.81, 119.00, 104.85, 44.39, 36.38, 31.88, 31.85, 31.76, 30.62,
30.46, 29.99, 29.66, 29.59, 29.44, 29.38, 29.30, 29.27, 26.63, 22.66, 22.63, 14.09, 14.07.
MALDI‐TOF: 1099.84 m/z [M+H]+. 100%.
(E)‐5,5'‐bis(5‐bromo‐4‐octylthiophen‐2‐yl)‐1,1'‐bis(2‐hexyldecyl)‐[3,3'‐
biindolinylidene]‐2,2'‐dione (5a).
To 4a (499 mg, 454 μmol) in DCM (20 ml) was added NBS (161.5 mg, 907 μmol) at 0
°C. The reaction was followed with TLC to complete conversion. The solution was washed
with water and brine, dried over MgSO4 and filtered. The residue was purified over a short
silica plug and recrystallized from ethanol with a little bit of chloroform to give 565 mg of
monomer in 98.9% yield. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 9.46 (s, 2H), 7.49 (d, J = 8.2 Hz,
2H), 6.98 (s, 2H), 6.76 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 2H), 3.69 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 4H), 2.57 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 4H),
1.91 (dt, J = 11.6, 6.1 Hz, 2H), 1.63 (p, J = 7.2 Hz, 4H), 1.42 – 1.19 (m, 68H), 0.86 (dt, J =
15.2, 6.8 Hz, 18H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 168.04, 144.66, 143.77, 143.01,
133.71, 129.49, 128.28, 127.12, 123.34, 122.05, 108.40, 107.20, 77.31, 76.99, 76.67,
44.57, 36.23, 31.90, 31.84, 31.80, 31.59, 29.97, 29.77, 29.72, 29.65, 29.53, 29.42, 29.28,
29.26, 26.50, 26.46, 22.68, 22.65, 22.61, 14.11, 14.09, 14.06. MALDI‐TOF: 1256.68 m/z M+.
(100%).
(E)‐6,6'‐bis(5‐bromo‐4‐octylthiophen‐2‐yl)‐1,1'‐bis(2‐hexyldecyl)‐[3,3'‐
biindolinylidene]‐2,2'‐dione (5b).
The same procedure as for 5a was used with similar yield. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3,
ppm) δ 9.14 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 2H), 7.17 (dd, J = 8.4, 1.8 Hz, 2H), 7.07 (s, 2H), 6.83 (d, J = 1.9 Hz,
2H), 3.67 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 4H), 2.62 – 2.53 (m, 4H), 1.90 (br, 2H), 1.62 (p, J = 7.2 Hz, 4H), 1.44
– 1.21 (m, 68H), 0.92 – 0.80 (m, 18H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 168.52, 145.74,
143.56, 143.23, 137.05, 131.93, 130.24, 124.94, 121.15, 118.63, 109.90, 104.50, 44.42,
36.37, 31.87, 31.74, 29.99, 29.75, 29.70, 29.66, 29.59, 29.38, 29.30, 29.24, 26.61, 22.65,
22.63, 14.09. MALDI‐TOF: 1256.66 m/z M+. (100%)
2,5‐bis(trimethylstannyl)thieno[2,3‐b]thiophene.
Thieno[2,3‐b]thiophene (1.0 g, 7.13 mmol) was dissolved in anhydrous THF (20 ml)
under argon and cooled to ‐78 °C. Over 15 min. n‐BuLi (6.3 ml, 15.7 mmol) was added
dropwise and the mixture was allowed to warm to room temperature and stir overnight.
Upon cooling to ‐78 °C again chlorotrimethylstannane (3.55 g, 17.8 mmol) was added and
the mixture stirred another 24 h while warming to room temperature. After that the
reaction was quenched with water and extracted with ether twice. The organic fractions
were washed with 1 M K2CO3 aq. twice and brine and eventually dried over MgSO4.
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Filtration and concentration gave the crude product that after two recrystallizations from
acetonitrile afforded 1.3 g of the desired product in 39% yield. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3,
ppm) δ 7.23 (s, 2H), 0.39 (s, 9H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 152.39, 147.72, 142.72,
126.32, 77.31, 76.99, 76.68, ‐8.20.
2,5‐bis(3‐dodecylthiophen‐2‐yl)thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene.
To 2,5‐bis(trimethylstannyl)thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene (49 mg, 105 μmol) and 2‐bromo‐
3‐dodecylthiophene
(77
mg,
230
μmol,
2.2
eq.)
was
added
tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium(0) (Pd(PPh3)4) (11.6 mg, 10 μmol, 10%) and toluene
(2 ml) under argon atmosphere. The reaction was heated to 115 °C and stirred at that
temperature overnight. The crude was precipitated in methanol and filtrated. Subsequent
column chromatography with hexane gave the title compound as yellow‐white solids.
Yield was not determined. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 7.24 (s, 2H), 7.21 (d, J = 5.1
Hz, 2H), 6.96 (d, J = 5.4 Hz, 2H), 2.84 – 2.73 (m, 4H), 1.65 (p, J = 7.8, 7.2 Hz, 4H), 1.44 – 1.17
(m, 36H), 0.87 (t, J = 6.8 Hz, 6H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 140.25, 139.11, 137.58,
130.69, 130.03, 124.31, 118.01, 77.31, 76.99, 76.67, 31.92, 30.81, 29.68, 29.65, 29.64,
29.59, 29.55, 29.47, 29.35, 29.22, 22.68, 14.12.
2,5‐bis(3‐dodecylthiophen‐2‐yl)thieno[2,3‐b]thiophene.
To 2,5‐bis(trimethylstannyl)thieno[2,3‐b]thiophene (49 mg, 105 μmol) and 2‐bromo‐
3‐dodecylthiophene (77 mg, 230 μmol, 2.2 eq.) was added Pd(PPh3)4 (11.6 mg, 10 μmol,
10%) and toluene (2 ml) under argon atmosphere. The reaction was heated to 115 °C and
stirred at that temperature overnight. The crude was precipitated in methanol and
filtrated. Subsequent column chromatography with hexane gave the title compound as
white solids. Yield was not determined. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 7.22 (d, J = 5.1
Hz, 2H), 7.20 (s, 2H), 6.96 (d, J = 5.1 Hz, 2H), 2.82 – 2.73 (m, 4H), 1.65 (p, J = 7.8, 7.2 Hz,
4H), 1.41 – 1.18 (m, 36H), 0.88 (t, J = 7.0 Hz, 6H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 171.30,
146.30, 140.41, 138.45, 136.96, 130.47, 129.83, 128.53, 124.35, 118.96, 77.31, 77.00,
76.68, 31.92, 30.88, 29.68, 29.65, 29.65, 29.59, 29.53, 29.47, 29.35, 29.14, 22.69, 14.12.
General procedure for polymerizations.
Equimolar amounts of 5a or 5b or a combination 5a/5b with 2,5‐
bis(trimethylstannyl)thieno[2,3‐b]thiophene
or
2,5‐bis(trimethylstannyl)thieno[3,2‐
b]thiophene are combined with 2% Pd2dba3 and 8% PPh3 in a toluene/DMF (9/1) mixture
and heated to 115 °C overnight. The polymer was than precipitated in methanol and
filtered through a Soxhlet thimble. Soxhlet extraction with subsequently acetone, hexane,
dichloromethane and chloroform or 1,1,2,2‐tetrachloroethane. After concentration the
final fraction was precipitated in methanol and filtered over a PTFE filter and dried in a
vacuum oven to give the desired polymer.
PII‐TT: GPC(145 °C, chloroform) Mn = 38.9 kg/mol, PDI = 2.14. λmax = 449, 650 nm.
P(cII:II)‐TT 25:75: GPC(145 °C, chloroform) Mn = 43.9 kg/mol, PDI = 2.11. λmax = 444, 639
nm.
P(cII:II)‐TT 50:50: GPC(145 °C, chloroform) Mn = 31.5 kg/mol, PDI = 2.18. λmax = 438, 639
nm.
P(cII:II)‐TT 75:25: GPC(145 °C, chloroform) Mn = 30.7 kg/mol, PDI = 2.01. λmax = 439, 625
nm.
PcII‐TT: GPC(145 °C, chloroform) Mn = 21.3 kg/mol, PDI = 1.49. λmax = 438 nm.
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PII‐cTT: GPC(145 °C, chloroform) Mn = 38.5 kg/mol, PDI = 1.94. λmax = 364, 613 nm.
PcII‐cTT: GPC(145 °C, chloroform) Mn = 19.0 kg/mol, PDI = 1.70. λmax = 370 nm.
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Chapter 6.
Pentacyclic lactam as a building block
for wide band gap materials*

A series of donor – acceptor copolymers was synthesized based on 4,10‐dialkyl‐4,10‐
dihydrothieno[2',3':5,6]pyrido[3,4‐g]thieno[3,2‐c]isoquinoline‐5,11‐dione,

a

pentacyclic

bislactam (PCL) acceptor, alternating with co‐monomers as donor that differ in size and
electron rich character. The PCL‐based copolymers show wide band gaps (Eg), ranging from
1.63 to 2.14 eV in thin films. Efficient wide band gap semiconducting polymers are required
to further advance the performance of multi junction polymer solar cells. In combination
with a fullerene derivative (PC70BM) as electron acceptor the PCL‐based copolymers show
power conversion efficiencies (PCE) up to 5.6% in polymer solar cells. As a result of efficient
charge generation and charge collection, a good performance (PCE = 5.5 ± 0.1 %) was
found for copolymers in which the PCL unit alternates with thiophene, dithiophene,
thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene, or benzo[1,2‐b:4,5‐b']dithiophene. The PCE of these materials is
largely limited by a relatively large energy loss (Eg – qVoc) in the range of 0.78 to 0.97 eV.
This loss seems largely redundant because solar cells with energy losses in the range of 0.6
to 0.7 eV are possible. However, when the energy loss was be reduced to ~0.8 eV by
copolymerizing PCL with benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole, the PCE did not improve because of a
reduced photocurrent.

*

G.W.P. van Pruissen, J.J. van Franeker, M.M. Wienk and R.A.J. Janssen, Manuscript in
preparation, 2014.
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6.1 Introduction
Over the past ten years the development and synthesis of new conjugated polymers
has resulted in increased power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) for bulk heterojunction
polymer solar cells comprising complementary electron donor and acceptor materials. The
present record of PCE = 9.5%, 1 is already approaching the maximum achievable
efficiency for a single junction OPV devices of around 10‐12% that has been predicted
within an empirical approach.2
One of the intrinsic losses is the thermalization of higher excited states to the optical
band gap (Eg) where its excess energy is transferred as heat to the surrounding. For OPV
the energy differences between Eg and the interfacial donor‐acceptor charge‐transfer (CT)
state and between the CT state and the open‐circuit voltage (Voc) represent additional
energetic losses. Overall this has resulted in estimates that at room temperature and
under one sun illumination the energy loss defined as Eg − qVoc must be at least 0.6 eV to
ensure efficient charge generation. In practice this is equivalent to the well‐known
criterion that the minimal offset of the LUMO levels of donor and acceptor in the
photoactive layer is 0.3 eV.3
Tandem and multi‐junction solar cells offer the potential to further increase the PCE
by making more efficient use of the energy in the solar spectrum. In multi junctions
thermalization losses can be reduced when high‐energy photons are collected in a wide
band gap photoactive layer affording current at a high Voc, while the low‐energy photons
are transmitted to a subsequent absorber layer with a small band gap. Similar empirical
estimates for tandem OPV devices show that PCEs of 15% might be possible.4
Key for successful multi‐junction devices is the development of high performing
materials with suitable complementary band gaps that have their LUMO level well aligned
to the LUMO of PCBM. At present the choice for efficient wide band gap materials is
limited but recently a pentacyclic lactam (PCL) unit was developed and introduced in a
donor‐acceptor copolymer.5 The copolymer of PCL alternating with thiophene (T) provides
a relatively large optical band gap (Eg) of 1.86 eV and affords an impressive PCE = 7.8% in
an inverted device configuration.5 Despite the wide band gap this PPCLT polymer provided
a high short‐circuit current density (Jsc) of 13.69 mA/cm2 owing to an external quantum
efficiency (EQE) exceeding 0.7 in the range of 435–640 nm.5 The Voc of 0.87 V is already
high, but might be further increased because the energy loss from the lowest optical band
gap in the blend to qVoc of ~ 0.9 eV (Eg PCBM (1.75 eV) < Eg PPCLT (1.86 eV), so the energy loss
is calculated as 1.75 – 0.87 = 0.88 eV) is significantly larger than the threshold of about 0.6
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eV. The only other reported examples with this PCL unit are polymers with benzo‐[1,2‐
b:4,5‐b’]dithiophene (Eg = 2.02 eV) and dithieno[3,2‐b:2’,3’‐d]silole (Eg = 1.86 eV) that
show a maximum PCE of 5.3% and 3.6% with Voc of 0.90 V and 0.91 V respectively for the
optimized devices.6

6.2 Aim
Since PCL gives access to wide band gap polymers and provides high efficiencies in
OPV devices it is an interesting candidate as electron donor in photoactive layer in the
front cell of tandem and triple junction devices with improved efficiencies. The optical
band gap of the published PPCLT polymer (1.86 eV) is wider than that of the common
fullerene (PCBM) acceptor (1.75 eV) and induces an avoidable loss. Further, there is
relatively large energy loss (Eg − qVoc = 0.88 eV) in PPCLT:PCBM cells. These possible
improvements warrant exploring the prospects of PCL‐based conjugated polymers for OPV
applications. Here a range of new PCL‐based conjugated donor‐acceptor copolymers is
presented. These combine PCL with strong electron donors (thiophene, dithiophene, and
thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene), weaker electron donors (benzene and benzo[1,2‐b:4,5‐
b']dithiophene), and with an electron acceptor (benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole) as shown in
Figure 6.1.
Another approach to improving Voc and reducing the energy loss is using a less
strong acceptor, i.e. raising the LUMO of the fullerene acceptor. It is therefore of interest
to test the PCL‐based polymers with indene‐C60‐bis‐adduct (ICBA). ICBA is a well‐known
fullerene acceptor with a LUMO that is 0.2 eV higher than that of PCBM.7,8

Figure 6.1 – Structure of PCL‐based conjugated polymers studied.
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6.3 Results and discussion
6.3.1 Synthesis
The route to the PCL‐based conjugated polymers is shown in Scheme 6.1 and is based
on the reported synthetic procedure.5 The synthesis of the PCL monomers started with an
Ullmann coupling of 2‐hexyldecylamine or 2‐octyldodecylamine with 3‐bromothiophene
to give N‐(2‐hexyldecyl)thiophen‐3‐amine (1a) or N‐(2‐hexyldecyl)thiophen‐3‐amine (1b).
All subsequent steps are similarly applied for both 1a (HD) and 1b (OD). The secondary
amine was then reacted with 2,5‐dibromoterephthaloyl dichloride to give 2a/b. Ring
closure was achieved via palladium catalyzed direct hetero arylation, forming the
intramolecular benzene‐thiophene bonds to give pentacyclic bislactam (PCL) (3a/b). This
was brominated with NBS and recrystallized from ethanol with addition of small quantities
chloroform to afford (4a/b) as a shiny yellow monomer.
With the PCL dibromo monomers 4a and 4b a series of copolymers (shown in Figure
6.1) was synthesized via Stille and Suzuki coupling with the appropriate aromatic bis‐
stannanes for thiophene derivatives or bis‐pinacolato boronic esters for benzene derived
co‐monomers. The copolymer with thiophene (PPCLT‐HD) as described in Ref. 5 was
synthesized following the published procedure and our own standard protocol. In our
hands only polymerization with Pd2dba3 and PPh3 as catalytic system in concentrated
solutions gave high molecular weight polymers (PPCLT‐HD, Mn = 96.4 kg/mol and PPCLT‐
OD, Mn = 72.0 kg/mol) (Scheme 6.1, Table 6.1).
Fused and extended thiophene units are generally beneficial for charge transport and
as therefore the thiophene donor was replaced with thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene (PPCLTT‐HD,
Mn = 11.3 kg/mol) and with dithiophene (PPCL2T‐HD). The latter turned out to be
insoluble and therefore homolog with the longer 2‐octyldodecyl side chains was
synthesized (PPCL2T‐OD, Mn = 93.3 kg/mol).
Because stronger donors can lower the band gap but raise the HOMO, copolymers
with benzene (PPCLP‐HD, Mn = 27.4 kg/mol) and benzo[1,2‐b:4,5‐b']dithiophene
(PPCLBDT‐OD, Mn = 35.4 kg/mol) were synthesized. These weaker donors tend to give
polymers with deeper HOMO levels. Lowering the HOMO also raises the band gap. To
have a smaller band gap and a deep HOMO a copolymer with the strong acceptor
benzothiadiazole was synthesized that lowers both the HOMO and the LUMO (PPCLBT‐
OD, Mn = 40.7 kg/mol).
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The polydispersity (PDI) measured for these polymers significantly exceeds the
standard polydispersity for a condensation polymerization (PDI = 2 vs. PDI > 3) (Table 6.1).
This is attributed to bimodal distributions and tailing as a result of interaction with the
GPC column despite the high temperature.

Scheme 6.1 – Synthesis of PCL monomers and subsequent PPCLX polymers. (i) 3‐Bromothiophene,
2‐hexyldecylamine or 2‐octyldodecylamine, CuI, K3PO4, dimethylaminoethanol (DMAE), 90 °C, 2 d.
35%. (ii) 2,5‐Dibromoterephthalic acid, SOCl2, DCM, 24 h, then, Et3N, DCM, room temperature,
overnight. (iii) Pd(OAc)2, PCy3HBF4, K2CO3, dimethylamine (DMA), 120 °C, overnight. (iv) NBS,
DCM, 0 °C to room temperature, 2 h. (v) Pd2dba3, PPh3, toluene/DMF (9/1), 115 °C, overnight. (vi)
Pd2dba3, PPh3, toluene/2 M K3PO4 (aq) (9/1) Aliquat 336, 110 °C, overnight.

6.3.2 Optical and electrochemical analysis
The UV‐vis‐NIR absorption spectra of the PPCLX polymers were measured both in thin
film and in chloroform solution (Figure 6.2). The absorption spectra for PPCLT‐HD, PPCLT‐
OD, PPCL2T‐OD, and PPCLTT‐HD are very similar and the optical band gap for the first
three as determined from the onsets of optical absorption in thin films is 1.88 eV. PPCLTT‐
HD shows a slightly higher band gap of 1.93 eV. The polymers with weak electron donors
have significantly higher band gaps of 2.04 eV for PPCLBDT‐OD and 2.14 eV for PPCLP‐HD.
When combined with a strong acceptor like benzothiadiazole a large red‐shift of the
absorption with a corresponding reduced band gap of 1.63 eV is found for PPCLBT‐OD.
Table 6.1 summarizes these results.
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The PPCLX polymers fluorescence when excited at 500 nm (Figure 6.2). PPCLP‐HD
shows a strong orange pink fluorescence that can be observed by eye. The fluorescence
spectra show two vibronic transitions except for PPCLBT‐OD, where the detector limit is
reached.

Table 6.1 ‐ Molecular weight and optical data of PPCLX polymers

Polymer

λonsetsol

λonsetfilm

λmaxabs

λmaxemission

Egsol

Egfilm

nm

nm

nm

nm

eV

eV

4.2

a

574

580

553

620

2.16

2.14

4.4

a

651

660

603

659

1.90

1.88

3.3

a

648

656

603

655

1.91

1.89

4.0

b

655

661

613

657

1.89

1.88

PDI

Mn
kg/mol
27.4

a

96.4

a

72.0

a

PPCL2T‐OD

93.3

b

PPCLTT‐HD

11.3a

6.0a

639

644

602

726

1.94

1.93

PPCLBT‐OD

40.7

a

3.3

a

750

761

700

771

1.65

1.63

35.4

a

5.0

a

605

608

526

696

2.05

2.04

PPCLP‐HD
PPCLT‐HD
PPCLT‐OD

PPCLBDT‐OD
a

b

GPC with ODCB at 140 °C. GPC with ODCB at 80 °C.
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absorption (thin film)
absorption (chloroform)

1.0

fluorescence (thin film)

PPCLP-HD

Normalized absorption/fluorescence (a.u.)

0.5
0.0
1.0

PPCLT-HD

0.5
0.0
1.0

PPCLT-OD

0.5
0.0
1.0

PPCL2T-OD

0.5
0.0
1.0

PPCLTT-HD

0.5
0.0
1.0

PPCLBT-OD

0.5
0.0
1.0

PPCLBDT-OD

0.5
0.0
400

500
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700

800

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 6.2 – UV‐vis‐NIR absorption spectra (black) for PPCLX polymers both in solution (dotted) as
thin films (solid). In grey (solid) the respective normalized fluorescence spectra. The noise at
wavelengths below 800 nm is due to reduced sensibility of the detector in that region.

The oxidation and reduction potentials of the PPCLX polymers were measured using
cyclic voltammetry. The measurements were performed on spin‐coated thin films on ITO
covered glass substrates in acetonitrile containing 0.1 M TBAPF6 as electrolyte. The results
are collected in Table 6.2. The electrochemical band gap is significantly larger than the
optical band gap. The HOMO levels are relevant for the Voc. The HOMO levels of PPCLT‐HD
and PPCLT‐T‐OD are very similar value (−5.72 eV and −5.73 eV) and almost equal to those
of PPCLBT‐OD (−5.76 eV) and PPCLBDT (−5.75 eV). The polymers with extended electron
rich thiophene units, PPCL2T‐OD and PPCLTT‐OD have HOMO levels that are about 100
meV higher (−5.63 and −5.62 eV respectively). Only for PPCLP‐HD the HOMO level is
significantly deeper (−5.80 eV).
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Table 6.2 – Measured oxidation and reduction potentials for PPCLX polymers and calculated
HOMO and LUMO energy thereof.

Ered

Eox

EHOMO a

ELUMO a

EgCV

Egfilm

EgCV‐Egfilm

V

V

eV

eV

eV

eV

eV

PPCLP‐HD

−2.09

0.57

−5.80

−3.14

2.66

2.14

0.52

PPCLT‐HD

−1.99

0.49

−5.72

−3.24

2.48

1.88

0.60

PPCLT‐OD

−2.03

0.50

−5.73

−3.20

2.53

1.89

0.64

PPCL2T‐OD

−2.04

0.40

−5.63

−3.19

2.44

1.88

0.56

PPCLTT‐HD

−2.05

0.39

−5.62

−3.18

2.44

1.93

0.51

PPCLBT‐OD

−1.53

0.53

−5.76

−3.70

2.06

1.63

0.43

PPCLBDT‐OD

−2.04

0.52

−5.75

−3.19

2.56

2.04

0.52

Polymer

a

EHOMO/LUMO = – 5.23 – qEox/red eV

Table 6.3 – Solar cell characteristics for PPCLX:PC70BM solar cells

Solvent
Polymer
PPCLP‐HD
PPCLT‐HD

ratio
1:1.5
1:2

d

additive
a

Voc

Jsc
2

nm

mA/cm

V

FF

PCE

Eg−qVoc

%

eV
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6.15

0.93

0.69

3.9

0.82d

2% DIO

a

80

9.97

0.87

0.64

5.5

0.88d

a

130

6.89

0.78

0.53

2.8

0.97d

10% ODCB

PPCLT‐OD

1:1.5

3% DIO

PPCL2T‐OD

1:1.5 c

10% ODCB b

100

9.33

0.80

0.72

5.4

0.95d

PPCLTT‐HD

1:1.5

10% ODCB a

90

10.82

0.82

0.63

5.6

0.93d

PPCLBT‐OD

1:1

3% DIO a

110

7.45

0.85

0.54

3.4

0.78e

1:1.5

10% ODCB a

90

9.87

0.88

0.65

5.6

0.87d

PPCLBDT‐OD
a

Additive to CHCl3. bAdditive to TCE. cWith PC60BM. dBased on Eg = 1.75 eV for PC70BM. eBased

on Eg = 1.63 eV for PPCLBT‐OD.

6.3.3 Solar cells
6.3.3.1 J‐V characteristics
Solar cells of PPCLX polymers mixed with PC70BM were made in a regular polarity
configuration on glass substrates with ITO(80 nm)/PEDOT:PSS(35 nm)/PPCLX:PC70BM/LiF(1
nm)/Al(150 nm). The active layers of PPCLX:PC70BM were spin coated from chloroform or
1,1,2,2‐tetrachloroetehane with ortho‐dichlorobenzene (ODCB) or diiodooctane (DIO) as
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co‐solvent. The performance of the best cells is summarized in Table 6.3 and the
corresponding current density – voltage (J−V) characteristics and EQE spectra are shown in
Figure 6.3.

5
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Figure 6.3 – (a) J – V characteristics and (b) EQE spectra of the PPCLX:PC70BM solar cells.

PPCLT‐HD for which PCE = 7.8% has been reported in literature5 gives a maximum PCE
= 5.5% in our hands. The Voc (0.87 vs. 087 V) and FF (0.64 vs. 0.66) are similar but the Jsc of
9.97 mA/cm2 is significantly lower than the 13.69 mA/cm2 reported in literature.5 This
difference arises in part from the different layer thicknesses and the different device
configuration. We find optimum performance for photoactive layers of ~80 nm, whereas
the photoactive layers are ~180 nm thick in the study reported by Cao et al.5 This thicker
layer accounts for increased light absorption and higher currents. These devices constitute
an optical cavity for which light absorption is affected by optical interference. For wide
band gap photoactive layers maxima are expected around thicknesses of 80 and 200 nm.9
Attempts to optimize thicker cells did not yield higher efficiencies because the fill factor
decreased for thick layers. All other cells were optimized in the first interference
maximum. Also the regular device configuration may affect the maximum PCE. Cao et al.
find a reduction of the PCE from 7.8% to 7.2% going from inverted to regular polarity
devices.
Elongating the side chains from 2‐hexyldecyl to 2‐octyldodecyl yielded lower
performance; all solar cell parameters for PPCLT‐OD decrease compared to PPCLT‐HD. The
decrease in performance for longer side chains likely results from a reduced tendency of
the polymer to aggregate during processing. For PPCL2T the longer 2‐octyldodecyl side
chains are necessary because PPCL2T‐HD is insoluble. When spin coated from
TCE:10%ODCB (v/v), PPCL2T‐OD:PC61BM cells give a very high fill factor of 0.72, Voc = 0.80
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V, and Jsc = 9.33 mA/cm2 leading to a good PCE of 5.4%. Changing thiophene to thieno[3,2‐
b]thiophene gives a sparingly soluble polymer but provides solar cells with increased Jsc =
10.82 mA/cm2 but lower Voc = 0.82 V and FF = 0.63. The overall PCE of 5.6% is the best for
this series.
For PPCLP‐HD the deeper HOMO level results in a higher Voc of 0.93 V compared to
PPCLT‐HD in combination with PC70BM. As result of the high Voc and high FF, PPCLP‐HD still
provides PCE = 3.9% despite the fact the wide optical band gap of 2.14 eV limits the
photocurrent. PPCLBDT‐OD with good Jsc = 9.87 mA/cm2, Voc = 0.88 V and FF = 0.65
provide PCE = 5.6%. The high photocurrent results from a high EQE of almost 0.7 (Figure
6.3).
Despite the small band gap PPCLBT‐OD shows a moderate Jsc = 7.45 mA/cm2 resulting
in PCE of 3.4%. The EQE shows that the polymer is indeed absorbing up to almost 800 nm
and contributing to the photocurrent, but the EQE is only ~0.3 which is much less than for
the other PPCLX polymers (Figure 6.3). The low EQE is likely a consequence of a reduced
generation of charges in the layer. This can be due to a reduced LUMO – LUMO offset
between PPCLBT‐OD (‐3.70 eV) and PC70BM (‐4.15 eV) that gets below the 0.3 eV that is
necessary for efficient charge separation.

6.3.3.2 Energy loss
For all polymers and the resulting solar cell characteristics an energy loss can be
defined as lowest Eg – qVoc which incorporates all losses due to LUMO – LUMO offset and
charge transport to the contacts (Table 6.3). The latter is empirically found to be 0.3 – 0.4
eV leaving the rest to LUMO – LUMO offset which is ideally 0.3 eV. Consequently ideal
polymers should have an energy loss of around 0.6 – 0.7 eV as lower values will hamper
efficient charge generation and collection while higher values mark unnecessary energy
losses. This makes the energy loss an interesting parameter to easily assess the
significance of the polymers. For all but one polymer the energy loss is found to be larger
than 0.8 eV (Table 6.3). For PPCLBT‐OD:PC70BM the energy loss of 0.78 eV is lowest and
should still be sufficient for efficient charge separation. This contradicts the low EQE and
the LUMO – LUMO offset as determined by CV which both suggest that the LUMO – LUMO
offset is slightly too low.
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6.3.3.3 Morphology
An ideal morphology would consist of two interpenetrating networks of donor and
acceptor material on the 10 nm scale. The optimized morphology of the active layers was
studied by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) show fiber‐like structures for all
polymer:PCBM layers (Figure 7.4). Different coarsening can be distinguished; a fine
morphology for PPCLTT‐HD, PPCL2T‐OD and PPCLBDT‐OD whereas PPCLT‐HD, PPCLT‐OD,
and PPCLBT‐OD show coarser structures with thicker fibers and PPCLP‐HD is in between.
For DPP‐based polymers it has been established that the EQE decreases with the width of
the fibers.10 Such relation is also seen here because the solar cells with high EQE generally
correspond to the samples with finer fiber structure. However for PPCLT‐HD (EQE > 0.6),
shows thicker fibers than PPCLP‐HD or PPCLBT‐OD which both have significantly lower
EQEmax values (~0.45 and ~0.30). This demonstrates that the width of the fibers is not the
only criterion here. From a magnification of PPCLTT‐HD (Figure 7.4 bottom‐right)
crystalline domains can be observed showing the lamellar stacking that is typically
observed for all samples. The crystallinity of these samples can be beneficial for charge
transport which is reflected in the good fill factors observed (Table 6.3).

Figure 6.4 – Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images showing the morphology of the
optimized active layers for all PCL polymers. Bottom‐right a magnification of PPCLTT‐HD shows
lamellar stacking and hence the crystallinity in the sample.
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6.4 Conclusion
By testing PCL with different co‐monomers materials with smaller and wider band gap
could be obtained compared to the previously reported PPCLT‐HD. For the wide band gap
polymers PPCLP‐HD and PPCLBDT‐OD PCEs of 3.9% and 5.6% are obtained which is good
considering the low amount of photons they absorb. Also for the polymers PPCL2T‐OD
and PPCLTT‐HD similar PCEs are found with 5.4% and 5.6% respectively.
All these polymers show a too large band gap for an ideal front cell in tandem solar
cell applications. Additionally their LUMO – LUMO offset is too large leading to high
energy losses. Combining these polymers with IC60BA can reduce the LUMO – LUMO offset
but does not yield devices with higher PCE. Combining PCL with an acceptor can be a
viable way to both reduce the band gap and lower the LUMO – LUMO offset as is shown
by the PPCLBT‐OD polymer. Although the energy loss of 0.78 eV suggests a sufficient
offset the LUMO level of ‐3.91 eV determined by CV suggests it is on the low side of the
limit. The low EQE obtained for solar cells based on PPCLBT‐OD further supports this.
The fact that PPCLBT‐OD is so close to ideal parameters makes it an interesting
candidate to see if minor variations can make this a successful class of polymers in terms
of thermodynamic efficiency and potentially as wide band gap front cells.

6.5 Experimental
6.5.1 General procedures, materials and instruments
See paragraph 2.5.1. for details on NMR, UV‐vis‐NIR, MALDI‐TOF, and CV equipment.

6.5.2 Solar cell device fabrication and characterization
See paragraph 2.5.2 for details of device fabrication and measurement equipment.

6.5.3 Synthesis
N‐(2‐hexyldecyl)thiophen‐3‐amine (1a).
A mixture of 3‐bromothiophene (11.023 g, 67.6 mmol), 2‐hexyldecan‐1‐amine (16.3 g,
67.6 mmol), CuI (1.3 g, 6.8 mmol) and grinded K3PO4 (43.0 g, 200 mmol) in
dimethylaminoethanol (30 ml) was heated to 90 °C for 2 days under an argon atmosphere.
The reaction was cooled to room temperature and filtered. The residue was washed with
ethyl acetate and the filtrate concentrated and subjected to silica column chromatography
(gradient heptane/dichloromethane 0 ‐ 100%) to give 7.7 g (35.5%) of the desired air
sensitive compound. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 7.13 (dd, J = 5.1, 2.9 Hz, 1H), 6.61
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(dd, J = 5.1, 1.5 Hz, 1H), 5.91 (dd, J = 3.0, 1.5 Hz, 2H), 3.56 (s, 1H), 2.97 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 2H),
1.70 – 1.52 (m, 1H), 1.45 – 1.12 (m, 24H), 0.88 (t, J = 6.7 Hz, 6H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3,
ppm): δ 149.10, 124.94, 119.90, 94.76, 49.87, 37.82, 32.22, 32.21, 31.90, 31.88, 30.07,
29.74, 29.60, 29.33, 26.79, 26.76, 22.69, 22.68, 14.10.
N‐(2‐octyldodecyl)thiophen‐3‐amine (1b).
The same procedure as for 1a but using an equivalent amount of 2‐octyldodecan‐1‐
amine instead of 2‐hexyldecan‐1‐amine. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 7.14 (dd, J =
5.1, 3.0 Hz, 1H), 6.61 (dd, J = 5.2, 1.5 Hz, 1H), 5.91 (dd, J = 3.1, 1.5 Hz, 1H), 3.57 (s, 1H),
2.97 (d, J = 6.1 Hz, 2H), 1.59 (p, J = 9.5, 4.6, 4.1 Hz, 1H), 1.37 – 1.15 (m, 32H), 0.88 (t, J = 6.9
Hz, 6H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 149.10, 124.96, 119.91, 94.79, 77.31, 76.99,
76.67, 49.87, 37.80, 32.20, 31.91, 30.05, 29.66, 29.63, 29.60, 29.33, 26.78, 22.68, 14.11.
2,5‐Dibromo‐N1,N4‐di(2‐hexyldecyl)‐N1,N4‐di(thiophen‐3‐yl)terephthalamide (2a).
2,5‐Dibromoterephthalic acid (1.50 g, 4.63 mmol) was dissolved in dichloromethane
(50 ml) with a few drops of DMF and SOCl2 (3 ml) was added dropwise. The reaction was
stirred at r.t. overnight and dried in vacuo to give the acid chloride that was redissolved in
dichloromethane (15 ml). A solution of 1a (3.75 g, 11.6 mmol) and Et3N (2 ml) in
dichloromethane (30 ml) was added dropwise and the reaction stirred overnight at r.t..
After addition of water the organics were extracted with chloroform and washed with
brine, dried over MgSO4 and purified via silica column chromatography to give 1.8 g (2.1
mmol) of the desired product (45% yield). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 7.12 (dd, J =
5.4, 3.1 Hz, 2H), 7.08 (s, 2H), 6.84 (d, J = 3.5 Hz, 2H), 6.75 (dd, J = 5.2, 1.4 Hz, 2H), 3.75 (s,
4H), 1.54 (h, J = 6.1 Hz, 2H), 1.35 – 1.11 (m, 48H), 0.87 (td, J = 6.8, 4.5 Hz, 12H).
2,5‐Dibromo‐N1,N4‐di(2‐octyldodecyl)‐N1,N4‐di(thiophen‐3‐yl)terephthalamide (2b).
The same procedure as for 2a but using an equivalent amount of 1b instead of 1a.
The product was directly continued in the next reaction.
4,10‐Di(2‐hexyldecyl)‐4,10‐dihydrothieno[2',3':5,6]pyrido[3,4‐g]thieno[3,2‐
c]isoquinoline‐5,11‐dione (3a).
The same procedure as for 3b but using an equivalent amount of 2a instead of 2b. 1H
NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 8.88 (s, 2H), 7.49 (d, J = 5.4 Hz, 2H), 7.10 (d, J = 5.4 Hz, 2H),
4.24 (d, J = 4.6 Hz, 4H), 2.09 – 1.96 (m, 1H), 1.42 – 1.19 (m, 48H), 0.84 (t, J = 7.0 Hz, 12H).
4,10‐Di(2‐octyldodecyl)‐4,10‐dihydrothieno[2',3':5,6]pyrido[3,4‐g]thieno[3,2‐
c]isoquinoline‐5,11‐dione (3b).
Compound 2b (8.2 g, 7.8 mmol) was dissolved in dimethylamine (100 ml) with
Pd(OAc)2 (87.5 mg, 390 µmol), PCy3HBF4 (287 mg, 780 µmol) and K2CO3 (1.2 g, 8.6 mmol)
and heated under argon to 120 °C overnight. The reaction was cooled and water was
added. The organics where extracted with chloroform and washed with brine, dried over
MgSO4 and concentrated before column chromatography with chloroform/heptane
gradient (0% to 100%). The product containing fractions were combined, concentrated
and recrystallized form ethanol with a little addition of chloroform. Filtration and drying
gave the title compound as yellow powder (1.47 g) in 21% yield. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3,
ppm) δ 8.86 (s, 2H), 7.48 (d, J = 5.4 Hz, 2H), 7.09 (d, J = 5.4 Hz, 2H), 4.23 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 4H),
2.02 (q, J = 7.4, 6.6 Hz, 2H), 1.22 (d, J = 3.5 Hz, 64H), 0.85 (dt, J = 6.6 Hz, 10H). 13C NMR
(100 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 161.58, 139.43, 129.99, 126.80, 126.09, 123.62, 117.94, 117.73,
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77.31, 76.99, 76.67, 49.71, 37.11, 31.87, 31.84, 31.64, 29.95, 29.58, 29.55, 29.50, 29.30,
29.24, 26.66, 22.65, 22.62, 14.09, 14.06.
2,8‐Dibromo‐4,10‐di(2‐hexyldecyl)‐4,10‐dihydrothieno[2',3':5,6]pyrido[3,4‐
g]thieno[3,2‐c]isoquinoline‐5,11‐dione (4a).
The same procedure as for 4b but using an equivalent amount of 3a instead of 3b. 1H
NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 8.67 (s, 2H), 7.06 (s, 2H), 4.18 – 4.11 (m, 4H), 2.48 – 1.78
(m, 2H), 1.43 – 1.19 (m, 48H), 0.85 (t, J = 6.8 Hz, 12H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ
161.10, 138.82, 129.32, 126.81, 123.38, 120.86, 118.80, 115.13, 77.32, 77.00, 76.68,
49.74, 36.98, 31.85, 31.79, 31.52, 31.48, 29.94, 29.64, 29.51, 29.27, 26.53, 26.51, 22.65,
22.62, 14.09, 14.08. MALDI‐TOF m/z: 930.33 (M+., 100%).
2,8‐Dibromo‐4,10‐di(‐octyldodecyl)‐4,10‐dihydrothieno[2',3':5,6]pyrido[3,4‐
g]thieno[3,2‐c]isoquinoline‐5,11‐dione (4b).
A mixture of 3b (1.0 g, 1.13 mmol) dissolved in dichloromethane (50 ml) was cooled
to 0 °C before adding NBS (402 mg, 22.26 mmol). As a precipitate formed chloroform was
added after 2 h. Small portions of NBS were added until thin layer chromatography (TLC)
showed full conversion. Column chromatography with chloroform/heptane gradient (0%
to 100%) gave the desired product that was subsequently recrystallized from ethanol with
a small amount of chloroform. After filtration and drying a shiny yellow compound was
obtained (980 mg) in 83% yield. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 8.59 (s, 2H), 7.03 (s, 2H),
4.12 (d, J = 4.1 Hz, 4H), 2.05 – 1.87 (m, 2H), 1.44 – 1.12 (m, 64H), 0.85 (dt, J = 6.8 Hz, 12H).
13
C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 160.95, 138.78, 129.21, 126.70, 123.26, 120.82, 118.72,
115.07, 77.32, 77.00, 76.68, 49.71, 36.97, 31.89, 31.85, 31.50, 29.95, 29.61, 29.56, 29.51,
29.32, 29.27, 26.54, 22.66, 22.64, 14.10, 14.08. MALDI‐TOF m/z: 1042.47 (M+., 100%).
2,6‐Bis(trimethylstannyl)benzo[1,2‐b:4,5‐b']dithiophene.
In THF (20 ml) was dissolved benzo[1,2‐b:4,5‐b']dithiophene (250 mg, 1.32 mmol) and
cooled to ‐78 °C. Four equivalents of tert‐buthyllithium (1.6 M in hexanes, 3.30 ml, 5.28
mmol) was added dropwise. After 1 h the reaction was warmed to r.t. for a short period
and cooled to ‐78 °C again before quenching the reaction with chlorotrimethylstannane
(1.0 M in THF, 5.30 ml, 5.28 mmol). After addition the reaction was allowed to warm to r.t.
and stirred for another 2 h. The reaction was than concentrated in vacuo and redissolved
in heptane. The salts were filtered off and the procedure was repeated three times. The
resulting product was than recrystallized from ethanol twice to give 186 mg of white
crystals. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 8.28 (s, 2H), 7.42 (s, 2H), 0.44 (s, 6H). 13C NMR
(100 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 141.71, 141.30, 138.56, 130.92, 115.05, 77.32, 77.00, 76.68, ‐
8.37.
Typical Suzuki polymerization: PPCLBT‐OD.
To a Schlenk tube with 4b (80.9 mg, 77.5 µmol), 4,7‐bis(4,4,5,5‐tetramethyl‐1,3,2‐
dioxaborolan‐2‐yl)benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole (30.1 mg, 77.5 µmol), Pd2dba3 (1.42 mg, 1.55
μmol) and PPh3 (1.63 mg, 6.20 μmol) was added under argon atmosphere toluene (1.8 ml)
and 2 M K3PO4 aqueous solution (0.2 ml) and a drop of Aliquat 336. Argon was bubbled
through the mixture for 15 min. before heating it to 110 °C overnight. After cooling to r.t.
the polymer was precipitated in methanol and filtered through a Soxhlet thimble.
Extraction with acetone, heptane and dichloromethane gave only slightly colored fractions
indicating poor solubility, so the final polymer was collected by cooking the thimble in TCE
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and filter it hot. After concentration the polymer was precipitated in methanol again and
filtered over a PTFE filter to give 57 mg.
PPCLBT‐OD: Yield 57 mg, GPC (ODCB, 140 °C) Mn = 40.7 kg/mol, PDI = 3.3, λmax = 700 nm.
PPCLP‐HD: Yield 69 mg, GPC (ODCB, 140 °C) Mn = 96.4 kg/mol, PDI = 4.4, λmax = 553 nm.
Typical Stille polymerization: PPCLT‐OD.
Equimolar
amounts
of
4b
(80.9
mg,
77.5
µmol)
and
2,5‐
bis(trimethylstannyl)thiophene (31.8 mg, 77.5 µmol) were put in a Schlenk tube with
Pd2dba3 (1.42 mg, 1.55 μmol) and PPh3 (1.63 mg, 6.20 μmol) and put under argon. The
mixture is dissolved in toluene/DMF (9/1) (2 ml) and argon is bubbled through for 15 min.
before heating the reaction to 115 °C overnight. After cooling the polymer is precipitated
in methanol and filtered through a Soxhlet thimble. Soxhlet extraction with acetone,
heptane and dichloromethane was used to wash residual catalyst and lower molecular
weight fractions and the final polymer was extracted with chloroform and again
precipitated in methanol and filtered over a PTFE filter to give 41 mg. GPC (ODCB, 140 °C)
Mn = 72.0 kg/mol, PDI = 3.3, λmax = 603 nm.
PPCLT‐HD: Yield 72 mg, GPC (ODCB, 140 °C) Mn = 27.4 kg/mol, PDI = 4.2, λmax = 603 nm.
PPCLTT‐HD: Yield 51mg, GPC (ODCB, 140 °C) Mn = 11.3 kg/mol, PDI = 6.0, λmax = 602 nm.
PPCL2T‐OD: Yield 68 mg. GPC (ODCB, 80 °C) Mn = 93.3 kg/mol, PDI = 4.0, λmax = 613 nm.
PPCLBDT‐OD: Yield 50 mg. GPC (ODCB, 140 °C) Mn 35.4 kg/mol, PDI = 5.0, λmax = 526 nm.
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Chapter 7.
Wide band gap TPD materials for
tandem solar cells

Efficient wide band gap conjugated polymers are of interest for tandem polymer solar
cells to convert photons from the high‐energy part of the solar spectrum. Here, 4H‐
thieno[3,4‐c]pyrrole‐4,6(5H)‐dione (TPD) is investigated as a moderate electron deficient
unit for wide band gap conjugated polymers. In analogy with previous chapters thiophene‐
flanked TPD monomers were polymerized with benzene (P), thiophene (T), and thieno[3,2‐
b]thiophene (TT) based monomers in Suzuki and Stille reactions to afford PTPDTXT
polymers with band gaps of 2.11, 1.84, and 1.86 eV respectively. The power conversion
efficiencies (PCEs) for these materials in single junction solar cells reached up to 4.7%, but
either the open‐circuit voltage (X = T, TT) or the short‐circuit current density (X = P, T) were
too low to be useful in a tandem cell. A polymer in which TPD alternates with an alkoxy
substituted benzo[1,2‐b:4,5‐b']dithiophene (BDT‐OEH) was found to have deeper HOMO
and LUMO levels and a band gap of 1.84 eV. A PCE of 6.5% in single junction solar cells was
obtained with this PTPDBDT‐OEH polymer. In combination with an efficient small band gap
conjugated polymer a tandem cell was designed with an expected PCE of 9.4%.
Experimentally the best tandem solar cell was found to have a PCE of 7.2%, mainly due to
lower than expected current density.
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7.1 Introduction
Tandem polymer solar cells can enhance the efficiency of single junction cells by
combining wide and small band gap photoactive layers in a stacked device configuration.
For an efficient tandem cell, both the wide and small band gap sub cells must be efficient.
Especially for wide band gap sub cells, the choice of materials is limited and hence it is of
interest to explore new wide band gap materials. In the donor–acceptor approach for
band gap control in conjugated polymers, a wide band gap copolymer can be obtained by
combining moderately electron deficient with moderately electron rich units. For the
former 4H‐thieno[3,4‐c]pyrrole‐4,6(5H)‐dione (TPD) is an interesting candidate because it
fuses an electron rich thiophene with a single electron deficient imide. Thereby TPD
slightly deviates from the acceptor units discussed in the previous chapters, where two
amide bonds are responsible for the electron deficiency of the unit.
TPD was first synthesized just to prove the successful synthesis of thiophene‐3,4‐
dicarboxylic acid 1 and later mainly tested for its biological activity as herbicides or
insecticides. 2 , 3 Zhang et al. were the first to incorporate TPD in donor–acceptor
conjugated polymers in 19974,5 but it would take more than ten years before the first TPD‐
based polymers were used in organic solar cells.6‐11 The good efficiencies achieved with
these first polymers led to a significant increase in the number of studies on TPD‐
containing polymers alternating with various donors. Next to oligothiophenes (nT),12‐16
TPD was combined with different dithieno derivatives (DTX) and with benzodithiophenes
(BDT) (Figure 7.1).
For the dithieno derivatives different hetero atoms have been introduced starting
with nitrogen and then from carbon going down the 14th period of the Periodic Table to
silicon and germanium. 4H‐dithieno[3,2‐b:2',3'‐d]pyrrole (X = N) gives small band gap
materials with moderate performance. 17‐21 Polymers incorporating 4H‐cyclopenta[2,1‐
b:3,4‐b']dithiophene (X = C) have shown promising results22‐25 with a highest PCE of 6.4%
so far,26 while copolymers with 4H‐silolo[3,2‐b:4,5‐b']dithiophene (X = Si)27‐31 show PCE
well over 7%.32,33 Some examples with 4H‐germolo[3,2‐b:4,5‐b']dithiophene (X = Ge)27,34‐36
however, are highly efficient with PCEs > 8%37,38 and a record PCE of 8.5%.39
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Figure 7.1 – The two successful classes of TPD‐based polymers, left with dithieno derivatives and
on the right with benzodithiophene derivatives.

The strong attention for BDT‐TPD copolymers is based on the good PCE of 6.8%
reported already in one of the first publications on this type of copolymer.11 Although
some examples with thiophene branching are reported to deepen the HOMO level,40 most
effort was put in optimization of the side chain length and branching for BDT alkoxy
derivatives.10,41‐43 This led to performances well over 7% PCE for polymers with 2‐
ethylhexyloxy side chains on BDT and a linear n‐octyl side chain on TPD (PBDTTPD‐
OEH).44,45 A significantly higher PCE of 8.5% for the same polymer with n‐heptyl side chains
on the TPD was found after tedious optimization.43

7.2 Aim
The wide band gap (> 1.7 eV) of TPD‐based copolymers and their excellent
performance make them interesting candidates to form the active layer in front cells of
tandem polymers solar cell. Two recent examples show the viability of this idea, providing
PCEs of 7.5%46 and 8.6%.47

Figure 7.2 – Structures of the polymers studied in this chapter.

Here we aim to develop new efficient front cell materials combining TPD with the TXT
donor structure that was successfully tested with lactam‐based acceptors in previous
chapters. By varying X from benzene (TPT) to thiophene (3T) and thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene
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(TTTT) (Figure 7.2) hopefully polymers with suitable band gap, good efficiency for charge
generation with PCBM, and good stacking behavior for improving charge transport are
acquired. Furthermore PTPDBDT‐OEH (Figure 7.2), that showed almost ideal properties for
tandem front cells, was resynthesized according to literature procedure43 to test it with
some of the existing small band gap polymer materials based on diketopyrrolopyrrole
(DPP).48,49

7.3 Results and discussion
7.3.1 Synthesis
The synthesis of the TPD polymers is outlined in Scheme 7.1. To synthesize the
thiophene‐flanked TPD monomer 4 reactions from several different literature procedures
were applied mainly following the scheme as outlined by Guo et al.50 Synthesis of the TPD
monomer starts with thiophene‐3,4‐dicarboxylic acid that is converted into the anhydride
using acetic anhydride and subsequently into the imide using 2‐octyldodecyl‐1‐amine and
4‐DMAP to form the N‐alkylated‐TPD 1 (Scheme 7.1). To brominate 1 with NBS, harsh
conditions using concentrated sulfuric acid and trifluoroacetic acid are needed to give 2.
To extend 2 with thiophenes and to ensure solubility of the final polymers, 2‐(3‐
dodecylthiophen‐2‐yl)‐4,4,5,5‐tetramethyl‐1,3,2‐dioxaborolane was used in a Suzuki type
coupling reaction giving 3 that was reacted with NBS to give TPD monomer 4. After
recrystallization of the monomers polymerization with a Stille reaction for PTPD3T and
PTPDTTTT and a Suzuki reaction for PTPDTPT, was performed with Pd2dba3 and PPh3 as
catalyst. Soluble polymers were obtained with good molecular weights (Table 7.1).
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Scheme 7.1 – Synthesis of TPD monomers and polymers. (i) 1. Ac2O, 75 °C, 2 h. 2. 2‐octyldodecyl‐1‐
amine, 4‐DMAP, dioxane, 55 °C, overnight. 3. Ac2O, 80 °C, 4 h. 19% (ii) NBS, H2SO4/TFA, 1 h. 39%
(iii) 2‐(3‐Dodecylthiophen‐2‐yl)‐4,4,5,5‐tetramethyl‐1,3,2‐dioxaborolane, Pd2dba3, PPh3, 2 M K3PO4
aq., Aliquat 336, toluene, 110 °C, overnight. 47% (iv) NBS, CHCl3/AcOH, 77% (v) 2,5‐
bis(trimethylstannyl)thiophene, 2,5‐bis(trimethylstannyl)thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene, or (4,8‐bis((2‐
ethylhexyl)oxy)benzo[1,2‐b:4,5‐b']dithiophene‐2,6‐diyl)bis(trimethylstannane), Pd2dba3, PPh3,
toluene/DMF (9/1), 115 °C, overnight. (vi) 1,4‐bis(4,4,5,5‐tetramethyl‐1,3,2‐dioxaborolan‐2‐
yl)benzene, Pd2dba3, PPh3, 2 M K3PO4 aq., Aliquat 336, toluene, 110 °C, overnight.

7.3.2 Optical and electrochemical properties
UV‐vis absorption spectroscopy of the PTPDTXT polymers showed some distinct
differences (Figure 7.3). PTPDTPT has a wide band gap of 2.11 eV in thin film. In solution
the absorption onset shows an additional large shift to the blue of almost 100 nm. The
blue shift is the result of twisting of the benzene ring with respect to the conjugated
backbone hampering good conjugation and indicates that PTPDTPT is molecularly
dissolved. In the solid state, however, the polymer aggregates and the benzene and
thiophene rings are forced to become more coplanar due to stacking of the polymers. For
PTPD3T and PTPDTTTT the absorption spectra in solution and in thin films almost overlap,
suggesting strong aggregation already in solution. The optical band gaps of 1.84 eV and
1.86 eV for PTPD3T and PTPDTTTT respectively determined from the onset of the optical
absorption are suited for use in the wide band gap sub cell of a tandem solar cell if the
frontier orbitals are well aligned to those of the PCBM acceptor.
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Table 7.1 – Materials properties for PTPDTXT polymers

Polymer

Mn

PDI

λonsetsol

λonsetfilm

Egsol

Egfilm

nm

nm

eV

eV

kg/mol

EHOMO
eV

ELUMO

EgCV

eV

eV

PTPDTPT

33.2 a

1.9

513

587

2.42

2.11

−5.67

−3.11

2.56

PTPD3T

29.9

2.5

667

673

1.86

1.84

−5.59

−3.30

2.29

2.9

665

667

1.86

1.86

−5.43

−3.51

1.92

PTPDTTTT
a

64.1

a

GPC chloroform, 145 °C.

Cyclic voltammetry was used to determine the oxidation and reduction potentials
versus the ferrocene/ferrocenium redox couple (Table 7.1) HOMO and LUMO levels were
calculated to be –5.67 eV and –3.11 eV for PTPDTPT, –5.59 eV and –3.30 eV for PTPD3T,
and –5.43 eV and –3.51 eV for PTPDTTTT based on EHOMO/LUMO = – 5.23 – qEox/red. The
LUMO levels of these polymers are relatively high which might lead to large LUMO –

Normalized absorption (a.u.)

LUMO offsets with PCBM in OPV devices.
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Figure 7.3 – UV‐vis absorption spectra of PTPDTXT polymers with X = benzene, thiophene and
thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene (solid: thin film on glass, dashed: chloroform solution).
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7.3.3 Solar cells
Solar cells of the three polymers with PC70BM were constructed in a glass/ITO(115
nm)/PEDOT:PSS(35 nm)/PTPDTXT:PC70BM/LiF(1 nm)/Al(100 nm device configuration.
Their performance was optimized with respect to the choice of solvent and co‐solvent.
Coincidentally, this resulted in the same processing conditions with chloroform (CF) and
2% diiodooctane (DIO) for all three polymers. The current density – voltage (J – V)
characteristics and external quantum efficiencies (EQE) are shown in Figure 7.4 and the
data are summarized in Table 7.2. The best performance (PCE = 4.7%) is found for
PTPDTTTT: PC70BM cells, where the short‐circuit current density (Jsc) is 9.9 mA/cm2 and the
open‐circuit voltage (Voc) 0.68 V. The high fill factor (FF = 0.70) and EQE (up to 62%) show
that charge generation and collection are good in this cell. For PTPD3T:PC70BM cells a
much lower PCE = 1.7% was achieved, despite exploring many different processing
conditions. The Voc (0.65 V) is similar to that of the PTPDTTTT:PC70BM cell, but Jsc (4.9
mA/cm2) and FF (0.54) are much less. PTPDTPT:PC70BM cells show a significantly enhanced
Voc of 0.92 eV, but the charge generation is limited as evidenced from a lower EQE,
resulting in a lower Jsc and a PCE of 3.5%. For PTPDTPT:PC70BM cells the EQE shows the
individual contributions of PTPDTPT to ~600 nm and of PC70BM in the 600 – 700 nm
range.
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Figure 7.4 – (a) J – V characteristics of solar cells with PTPDTXT polymers and PC70BM. (b) The
corresponding EQE spectra.
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Table 7.2 – Solar cell characteristics on PTPDTXT polymers with PC70BM as acceptor.

Polymer

ratio

PTPDTPT
PTPD3T
PTDPTTTT
a

Solvent

d

Voc

Jsc
2

FF

PCE

Eg − qVoc

%

eV

additive

nm

mA/cm

V

1:1.5

CF:2% DIO

105

6.4

0.92

0.60

3.5

0.83b

1:2

CF:2% DIO

n.a.

4.9

0.65

0.54

1.7a

1.10b

1:1.5

CF:2% DIO

95

9.9

0.68

0.70

4.7

1.07b

Uncorrected for spectral response. b Based on Eg = 1.75 eV for PC70BM

When looking at these results it can be noted that the Voc of the PTPDTTTT:PC70BM
cell of 0.68 V implies a significant photon energy loss (defined as Eg − qVoc) of 1.07 eV.
Without improving the Voc, the material will not be able to fulfill the requirements for an
efficient wide band gap cell in a tandem configuration. In terms of photon energy loss the
PTPDTPT:PC70BM cell is much better. Here Eg − qVoc = 0.83 eV (taking Eg = 1.75 eV for
PC70BM), but the EQE is lower, especially in the range between 600 and 700 nm.
Table 7.3 – Optimized solar cells of PTPDTTTT:IC60BA (1:1.5), spin
coated from chloroform with different additives.

Solvent

d

Voc

Jsc
2

FF

PCE

Eg − qVoc

%

eV

additive

nm

mA/cm

V

1% DIO

90

7.0

0.96

0.58

3.9

0.74a

2% DIO

110

7.3

0.95

0.56

3.9

0.75a

4% DIO

80

6.8

0.96

0.60

3.9

0.74a

20% ODCB

85

6.1

0.95

0.49

2.9

0.75a

a

Based on Eg = 1.70 eV for IC60BA.

To improve the Voc and reduce the photon energy loss of PTPDTTTT‐based solar cells,
PC70BM was replaced by indene‐C60‐bis‐adduct (IC60BA, Eg = 1.70 eV51). Optimizing the
processing conditions of PTPDTTTT:IC60BA solar cells for solvent additive (testing different
concentrations of ODCB and DIO in chloroform, Table 7.3), led to the same optimum
conditions as for devices with PC70BM. The Voc of devices spin coated from chloroform
with 2% DIO (v/v) showed a strong increase in Voc from 0.68 V with PC70BM up to 0.95 V
with IC60BA and had Jsc = 7.3 mA/cm2 with FF = 0.56, and PCE = 3.9% (Figure 7.5). Devices
from 1% and 4% DIO showed virtually the same PCE with minor differences in current and
fill factor. For a device processed with 4% DIO a fill factor of even 0.60 was achieved
showing that it is possible to get reasonable fill factors with IC60BA and PTPDTTTT.
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Comparison of the EQE spectra revealed that the decrease in Jsc going from PC70BM to
IC60BA is mainly the result of a lower EQE in the region where PC70BM absorbs.
Summarizing, the combination of IC60BA with PTPDTTTT results in an enhanced Voc
but a reduced Jsc and no net improvement of the PCE.
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Figure 7.5 – J – V characteristics (a) and EQE spectra (b) of PTPDTTTT with ICBA processed from
chloroform with 2% DIO (solid grey) and 20% ODCB (solid black) as additive to chloroform. The J –
V characteristics and EQE of the best PTPDTTTT:PC70BM device is added for reference (light grey).

7.3.4 PTPDBDT‐OEH for tandem solar cells
The TPD derived materials synthesized so far failed to give a good voltage with
PC70BM or a high current density when combined with IC60BA. A TPD‐based copolymer
with 4,8‐bis((2‐ethylhexyl)oxy)benzo[1,2‐b:4,5‐b']dithiophene (PTPDBDT‐OEH) was shown
to have ideal energy levels and showed a record 8.5% PCE with a linear heptyl side chain
on the TPD and 7.5% PCE with an n‐octyl side chain.43 As the n‐octyl TPD monomer was
available it was combined with the commercial (4,8‐bis((2‐ethylhexyl)oxy)benzo[1,2‐b:4,5‐
b']dithiophene‐2,6‐diyl)bis(trimethylstannane) to give the PTPDBDT‐OEH polymer
(Scheme 7.2). The Stille polymerization was done under slightly different conditions with
Pd2dba3 and P(o‐tolyl)3 in chlorobenzene as compared to the standard procedure
employed in this thesis with Pd2dba3 with PPh3 in toluene/DMF. Polymers with reasonable
molecular weight (Mn = 17.6 kg/mol) were obtained and a band gap of 1.84 eV as
determined from the onset of absorption (Table 7.4 and Figure 7.6).
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Scheme 7.2 – Synthesis of PTPDBDT‐OEH. (i) Pd2dba3, P(o‐tolyl)3, chlorobenzene, 115 °C,
overnight.

The performance of PTPDBDT‐OEH was tested in glass/ITO(115 nm)/PEDOT:PSS(35
nm)/PTPDBDT‐OEH:PC70BM (110 nm)/LiF(1 nm)/Al(100 nm) solar cells. The photoactive
layer was spin coated from chlorobenzene with 5% 1‐chloronaphthalene (CN) as co‐
solvent. Due to the strong aggregation behavior of PTPDBDT‐OEH it had to be processed
from 115 °C hot solutions. Optimization led to a cell with Jsc = 10.6 mA/cm2, Voc = 0.93 V,
and FF = 0.67, giving PCE = 6.5% (Table 7.5 and Figure 7.6) with a 1:1.5 ratio (w/w) of
PTPDBDT‐OEH vs. PC70BM. With PCE = 6.5%, the performance is significantly better than
with either of the PTPDTXT:PC70BM layers. Although the photon energy loss has been
reduced to Eg − qVoc = 0.82 eV, further tailoring of Eg and Voc can still be beneficial. While
PCE = 6.5% was obtained for the best device, the variance in the results was very large.
From nine series of device fabrication under optimized conditions the average
performance of the best cell in each series is shown in Table 7.5. Significant variations in
short‐current and fill factor demonstrate that it is hard to control the processing in a
reproducible way. This is most likely due to the high temperature of the solution that
leads to quick and difficult to control cooling during the layer deposition.
Table 7.4 – Materials properties for PTPDBDT‐OEH
Polymer
PTPDBDT‐OEH

Mn
kg/mol
17.6

PDI
3.3

λonsetfilm

Egsol

Egfilm

EHOMO

ELUMO

EgCV

nm

nm

eV

eV

eV

eV

eV

666

673

1.86

1.84

‐5.83

‐3.37

2.46

λonset

sol
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Figure 7.6 – (a) Absorption spectrum of PTPDBDT‐OEH (red) and PDPP3T (green) as thin film on
glass. (b) J – V characteristic of PTPDBDT‐OEH:PC70BM (1:1.5) from chlorobenzene with 5% 1‐
chloronaphthalene.
Table 7.5 – Single junction solar cells with PTPDBDT‐OEH:PC70BM as active layer.

d

Voc

Jsc
2

FF

PCE

Eg − qVoc

%

eV

ratio

nm

mA/cm

V

Best cell

1:1.5

110

10.59

0.93

0.67

6.5

0.82a

Average b

1:1.5

‐

10.03

0.92

0.61

5.6

‐

a

b

Based on Eg = 1.75 eV for PC70BM. Average of the best cells out of nine series

7.3.4.1 Tandem solar cells
To construct the tandem solar cell several different small band gap materials were
considered as a back cell with PTPDBDT‐OEH:PC70BM as front cell. To predict the J – V
characteristics of a tandem solar cell the refractive index and extinction coefficient for all
layers in the device stack (Figure 7.7) were combined with the electrical behavior of the
single junction solar cells at different thicknesses, following the procedure previously
published by Gilot et al.

52

For this optimization the cell configuration was

glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PTPDBDT‐OEH:PC70BM/ZnO/n‐PEDOT/small band gap layer/LiF/Al.
The best result was expected for a back cell with PDPP3T:PC60BM with a thickness of
170 nm. The structure of PDPP3T is shown in Figure 7.7b and has an optical band gap Eg =
1.30 eV (Figure 7.6).53 The front cell with PTPDBDT‐OEH:PC70BM is preferably 150 nm
thick. The predicted J – V characteristics are shown in Figure 7.7c (dashed curves) for both
the single junction sub cells and the tandem cell. A PCE of 9.4% is predicted for this
tandem device with Jsc = 9.3 mA/cm2, Voc = 1.58 V, and FF = 0.64 (Table 7.6).
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Figure 7.7 – (a) Schematic device stack for the tandem solar cell. (b) PDPP3T. (c) Modeled (dashed)
and experimental (solid) J – V characteristics for the single junctions and tandem solar cell. (d) EQE
of the tandem solar cell, sub cells measured under red or green bias light.

Tandem

solar

cells

were

made

with

a

glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PTPDBDT‐

OEH:PC70BM/ZnO/n‐PEDOT/PDPP3T:PC60BM/LiF/Al stack. Along with the tandem solar cell
also both sub cells were fabricated as a single junction device with the same processing
conditions. The J–V characteristics for both sub cells and tandem solar cell are shown in
Figure 7.7c (solid lines). The EQE for the tandem solar cell was measured according to a
procedure previously outlined by Gilot et al. using a red and green laser to provide bias
illumination and provide voltage bias compensation to maintain short circuit conditions.54
The maximum PCE achieved was 7.2% for a tandem with Jsc = 7.4 mA/cm2, Voc = 1.60 V
and FF = 0.61. The Voc of 1.60 V corresponds to the sum of the Vocs of the two sub cells
and reveals that the intermediate contact forms good Ohmic contacts. Compared to the
predictions both Jsc and FF are lower. As can be seen from the single junctions the fill
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factor of the front cell was low in this run and for both the front and back cells a
significant lower Jsc was achieved than predicted. For the front cell, the variance between
similar processed cells make it difficult to achieve tandem devices that are up to par with
predictions based on the best cells with this material. The slight deviations in thickness
compared to the modeled thicknesses would only give rise to a minor deviation of 0.2%
and cannot be the reason for the underperformance.
Table 7.6 – Modeled and experimental solar cell characteristics for PTPDBDT‐
OEH:PC70BM/PDPP3T:PC60BM tandem solar cells and single junction sub
cells.

Experime

Modeled

d

Voc

Jsc
2

FF

PCE

ratio

nm

mA/cm

V

Front cell

1:1.5

155

9.8

0.91

0.64

5.7

Back cell

1:2

170

14.0

0.67

0.67

6.3

9.3

1.58

0.64

9.4

Tandem

%

Front cell

1:1.5

150

9.0

0.90

0.50

4.0

Back cell

1:2

140

12.1

0.68

0.62

5.1

7.4

1.60

0.61

7.2

Tandem

7.4 Conclusions
Three donor‐acceptor conjugated polymers with a TPD acceptor unit and a TXT (X = P,
T, or TT) donor unit were synthesized as wide band gap materials for use as a front cell in
tandem polymer solar cells. A maximum efficiency of PCE = 4.7% was achieved for
PTPDTTTT:PC70BM solar cells. The performance was mainly limited by the low open‐circuit
voltage compared to the optical band gap (Voc = 0.68 V, Eg = 1.84 eV). Using IC60BA instead
of PC70BM as a less strong electron acceptor resulted in a higher open‐circuit voltage (Voc =
0.95 V) but a lower short‐circuit current density due to a loss of absorption going from a
C70 to a C60 fullerene derivative, and an overall reduced performance with a PCE = 3.9%.
Both photocurrent and voltage can be improved when using PTPDBDT‐OEH:PC70BM
solar cells. PTPDBDT‐OEH:PC70BM solar cells combine an Eg = 1.84 eV band gap with high
Voc = 0.93 V. As a result single junction cells with PCE = 6.5% have been achieved, but due
to the high temperatures needed for processing this polymer it is difficult to reproduce
this value, and the average PCE of 5.6% is less.
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Combined optical‐electrical modeling of tandem solar cells based on a PTPDBDT‐
OEH:PC70BM front cell and a PDPP3T:PC60BM back cell predicts tandem solar cell with PCE
= 9.4%. Construction of the device resulted in a tandem with PCE = 7.2%. The tandem cell
shows the expected Voc but has Jsc and FF lower than predicted, in consequence of the
difficulties encountered with processing PTPDBDT‐OEH:PC70BM cells.
Summarizing, TPD polymers remain interesting candidates as wide band gap solar
cells. Future research directions could involve combining PTPDTTTT with IC70BA or
addressing the processing of PTPDBDT‐OEH cells via modification of side chains or tuning
the molecular weight.

7.5 Experimental
7.5.1 General
See paragraph 2.5.1. for details on NMR, UV‐vis‐NIR, MALDI‐TOF, and CV equipment.

7.5.2 OPV fabrication and characterization
See paragraph 2.5.2 for details of single junction device fabrication and measurement
equipment.
PTPDTXT devices were spin coated from solutions with 3 – 6 mg/ml polymer
concentration with the appropriate amount of PC70BM or IC60BA added. Active layers were
spin coated both in air as in inert atmosphere. PTPDBDT‐OEH devices were made from a
10 mg/ml polymer solution of CB with 5% (v/v) CN and PC70BM added in a 1:1.5 ratio to
the polymer. Solutions were stirred at 115 °C and spin coated hot under inert atmosphere.
PDPP3T devices were made from 4 mg/ml solution of chloroform with 7.5% ODCB (v/v)
and PC60BM in a 1:2 ratio. Solutions were stirred at 90 °C and cooled for 10 minutes before
spin coating. Tandem solar cells were made by spin coating ZnO nanoparticles55 from a 10
mg/ml solution in isopropanol on top of the front cell active layer. A pH neutral PEDOT:PSS
(Orgacon, AGFA) was diluted 1:1 with ultra‐pure water. Then isopropanol was added up to
0.2 mg/ml concentration to improve wetting on the ZnO layer that is was sin coated on.
Than the back cell active layer was spin coated and the device was finished similar to
single junction devices.
External quantum efficiency was measured on a home‐built set‐up with modulated
monochromatic probe light (Oriel Cornerstone 130 1/8 m, Newport) from a halogen lamp
(Osram 64610) that was mechanically chopped at a frequency of 165 Hz with an optical
chopper (SR 540, Stanford Research) and illuminated the sample via a 2 mm aperture.
Illumination with a green (532 nm B&W, Tek Inc., 30 mW) and red (780 nm (B&W, Tek
Inc., 21 mW) solid state laser was used to bias each sub cell independently. A lock‐in‐
amplifier (SR 830, Stanford Research) with a load of 50 Ω was used to record all data via a
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Labview program on a computer. The electrical bias over the tandem cell was provided by
the lock‐in‐amplifier.
Optical modeling was performed with SETFOS 3 (Fluxim, Switzerland) and a home‐
built Python script in a way previously described.52 The optical constants were obtained
via reflection and transmission measurements on a Perkin‐Elmer Lambda 900
spectrometer equipped with and integrating sphere.

7.5.3 Synthesis
2‐(3‐Dodecylthiophen‐2‐yl)‐4,4,5,5‐tetramethyl‐1,3,2‐dioxaborolane.
To a solution of 2‐bromo‐3‐dodecylthiophene (2.50 g, 7.54 mmol) in THF (60 ml) at
−50 °C was added n‐BuLi (10 M in hexane, 0.75 ml, 7.54 mmol) dropwise. After 10 min. of
stirring at this temperature, 2‐isopropoxy‐4,4,5,5‐tetramethyl‐1,3,2‐dioxaborolane (1.84
ml, 9.05 mmol) was added and the reaction was allowed to warm to room temperature.
After 1 h the reaction was quenched with water and extracted with diethyl ether. The
combined organic phases were washed with water, brine and dried over MgSO4 before
concentrating under reduced pressure to give a colorless oil (2.93 g, full conversion). 1H
NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 7.49 (, J = 7 Hz, 1H), 7.02 (d, J = 4.7 Hz, 1H), 2.90 (m, 2H),
1.59 (m, 2H), 1.34 (m, 18H), 1.27 (m, 12H), 0.89 (t, J = 6.8 Hz, 3H).
5‐(2‐Octyldodecyl)‐4H‐thieno[3,4‐c]pyrrole‐4,6(5H)‐dione (1).
A solution of thiophene‐3,4‐dicarboxylic acid (2.63 g, 15.3 mmol) in acetic anhydride
(150 ml) was stirred at 75 °C for 2 h. After cooling to room temperature, the solvent was
evaporated and 4‐DMAP (2.05 g, 16.8 mmol), 2‐octyldodecylamine (5.00 g, 16.8 mmol)
and dioxane (138 ml) were added to the residue. This mixture was stirred at 55 °C for 20 h
before adding acetic anhydride (88 ml). After stirring for 4 more hours at 80 °C, the
mixture was cooled to room temperature, quenched with water and extracted with
dichloromethane. The combined organic phases were washed with water, brine and dried
over MgSO4. After evaporation of the solvent in vacuo, the crude mixture was purified by
silica column chromatography (dichloromethane/hexane 7/3) and the compound was
obtained as a pale yellow solid (1.23 g, 19%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 7.80 (s,
2H), 3.51 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 1.84 (m, 1H), 1.26 (m, 32H), 0.87 (m, 6H).
1,3‐Dibromo‐5‐(2‐octyldodecyl)‐4H‐thieno[3,4‐c]pyrrole‐4,6(5H)‐dione (2).
To a solution of 1 (1.03 g, 2.37 mmol) in TFA (13 ml) and concentrated sulfuric acid
(4.3 ml) was added NBS (2.08 g, 11.84 mmol) over a course of 10 min. at room
temperature. The reaction was quenched with ice water after one hour of stirring. The
mixture was extracted with dichloromethane and the combined organic phases were
washed with a saturated NaHCO3‐solution and dried over MgSO4. After evaporation of the
solvent under reduced pressure, the residue was purified by column chromatography
(dichloromethane/heptane 7/3) and yielded a pale orange solid (0.55 g, 39%). 1H NMR
(400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 3.45 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 1.79 (m, 1H), 1.22 (m, 32H), 0.84 (t, J =
6.6 Hz, 6H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 160.49, 134.73, 112.79, 43.03, 36.81,
31.91, 31.88, 31.43, 29.89, 29.62, 29.59, 29.54, 29.34, 29.28, 26.26, 22.68, 22.67, 14.12.
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1,3‐Bis(3‐dodecylthiophen‐2‐yl)‐5‐(2‐octyldodecyl)‐4H‐thieno[3,4‐c]pyrrole‐4,6(5H)‐
dione (3).
A solution of 2 (0.55 g, 0.92 mmol) and 2‐(3‐dodecylthiophen‐2‐yl)‐4,4,5,5‐
tetramethyl‐1,3,2‐dioxaborolane (1.05 g, 2.76 mmol) in toluene (10 ml) was degassed for
20 min. After adding K3PO4 (2 M, 2.31 ml, degassed), Aliquat 336, Pd2dba3 (2%, 16.5 mg 18
µmol) and PPh3 (8%, 19.4 mg, 74 µmol), the mixture was stirred at 115 °C for 48 h,
quenched with water, and extracted with dichloromethane. The combined organic phases
were washed with water, brine and dried over MgSO4. After evaporation of the solvent
under reduced pressure, the residue was purified by column chromatography
(chloroform/heptane 1/1) and yielded an orange solid (410 mg, 47%). 1H NMR (400 MHz,
CDCl3, ppm): δ 7.40 (d, J = 5.2 Hz, 2H), 7.01 (d, J = 5.2 Hz 2H), 3.50 (d, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H), 2.79
(m, 4H), 1.85 (m, 1H), 1.65 (m, 4H), 1.24 (m, 68 H), 0.87 (m, 12H). MALDI‐TOF m/z: 933.65
(M+., 100%).
1,3‐Bis(5‐bromo‐3‐dodecylthiophen‐2‐yl)‐5‐(2‐octyldodecyl)‐4H‐thieno[3,4‐
c]pyrrole‐4,6(5H)‐dione (4).
To a solution of 3 (0.38 g, 0.41 mmol) in chloroform/acetic acid (1/1) (14 ml) at 0 °C
was added NBS (0.14 g, 0.81 mmol) in small portions. After stirring for 10 min. at 0 °C, the
solution was warmed to room temperature and was stirred for 4 days. The mixture was
quenched with saturated NaHCO3‐solution and extracted with dichloromethane. The
combined organic phases were washed with water, brine and dried over MgSO4. After
evaporation of the solvent, the residue was purified by column chromatography
(chloroform/heptane 3/7) followed by recrystallization from ethanol to give yellow
crystals (343 mg, 77%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 6.97 (s, 2H), 3.49 (d, J = 7.4 Hz,
2H), 2.73 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 4H), 1.83 (m, 1H), 1.61 (m, 4H), 1.24 (m, 68H), 0.87 (t, J = 6.6 Hz,
12H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 162.34, 144.90, 135.39, 132.57, 130.65, 126.31,
115.40, 36.95, 31.91, 31.89, 31.56, 30.32, 30.00, 29.78, 29.68, 29.66, 29.65, 29.62, 29.56,
29.46, 29.40, 29.35, 26.35, 26.33, 22.68, 22.67, 14.10.
PTPDTPT.
1,4‐Bis(4,4,5,5‐tetramethyl‐1,3,2‐dioxaborolan‐2‐yl)benzene (21.2 mg, 64.1 µmol),
1,3‐bis(5‐bromo‐3‐dodecylthiophen‐2‐yl)‐5‐(2‐octyldodecyl)‐4H‐thieno[3,4‐c]pyrrole‐
4,6(5H)‐dione (70.0 mg, 64.1 µmol) (4), toluene (1.4 ml) and Aliquat 336 were put
together in a flask which was degassed for 20 minutes. Then, a degassed K3PO4 solution (2
M, 320.5 µmol) was added to the mixture. After degassing for 5 more minutes, Pd2dba3 (2
mol%, 1.17 mg, 1.3 µmol) and PPh3 (8 mol%, 1.35 mg, 5.1 µmol,) were added and the
mixture was stirred overnight at 115 °C. Then, 4,4,5,5‐tetramethyl‐2‐(thiophen‐2‐yl)‐1,3,2‐
dioxaborolane (152.5 mg, 256.4 µmol) was added to end cap the formed polymer for 1 h
at 115 °C. Afterwards, 2‐bromothiophene (0.082 ml, 513 µmol) was added, after which the
reaction was again stirred for 1 h at 115 °C, precipitated in methanol, and filtered through
a Soxhlet thimble. The precipitate was purified via Soxhlet extraction with acetone,
hexane and chloroform. The chloroform fraction was concentrated and precipitated in
methanol. GPC (145 °C, chloroform): Mn = 33.2 kg/mol, PDI=1.9, λmax = 511 nm. (59 mg,
91%).
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PTPDTTTT & PTPD3T.
1,3‐Bis(5‐bromo‐3‐dodecylthiophen‐2‐yl)‐5‐(2‐octyldodecyl)‐4H‐thieno[3,4‐c]pyrrole‐
4,6(5H)‐dione (70.0 mg, 64.1 µmol), 2,5‐bis(trimethylstannyl)thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene (29.9
mg, 64.1 µmol) or 2,5‐bis(trimethylstannyl)thiophene (26.2 mg, 64.1 μmol) and
toluene/DMF (10/1) (2 ml) were put in a flask and were degassed for 20 minutes. Pd2dba3
(2%, 1.17 mg, 1.3 µmol) and PPh3 (8%, 1.35 mg, 5.1 µmol) were added and the mixture
was stirred overnight at 115 °C. Then, tributyl(thiophen‐2‐yl)stannane (80 µl,
256 µmol) was added to end cap the formed polymer for 1 h at 115 °C. Afterwards, 2‐
bromothiophene (50 ml, 512 µmol) was added, after which the reaction was again stirred
for 1 h at 115 °C, precipitated in methanol, and filtered through a Soxhlet thimble. The
precipitate was purified via Soxhlet extraction with acetone, hexane, dichloromethane,
and chloroform. The leftover in the thimble was boiled in TCE or ODCB to dissolve it and
filtered before it was precipitated in methanol. The chloroform fraction was concentrated
by evaporation under reduced pressure and precipitated in methanol as well.
PTPDTTTT: GPC (145 °C, chloroform): Mn = 64.1 kg/mol, PDI = 2.9 (chloroform
fraction, 47 mg, 69%). GPC (145 °C, chloroform): Mn = 106.2 kg/mol, PDI = 2.1, λmax = 576
nm. (TCE fraction, 13 mg, 19%).
PTPD3T: GPC (145 °C, chloroform): Mn = 29.9 kg/mol, PDI = 2.5, λmax = 581 nm. (ODCB
fraction, 38 mg, 59%).
PTPDBDT‐OEH.
To freshly recrystallized 4,8‐bis((2‐ethylhexyl)oxy)benzo[1,2‐b:4,5‐b']dithiophene‐2,6‐
diyl)bis(trimethylstannane) (643.3 mg, 833 μmol) and 1,3‐dibromo‐5‐octyl‐4H‐thieno[3,4‐
c]pyrrole‐4,6(5H)‐dione (363 mg, 858 μmol) were added chlorobenzene (13 ml) under an
argon atmosphere. Pd2dba3 (22.9 mg, 25 μmol) and P(o‐tolyl)3 (30.4 mg, 100 μmol) were
added and argon was bubbled through the solution for 30 min. The reaction was heated
to 110 °C for 2 days. After cooling diethyldithiiocarbamic acid sodium salt (112.6 mg, 500
μmol) was added in chloroform with a drop of methanol. The polymer was than
precipitated in methanol and filtered through a Soxhlet thimble. Soxhlet extraction with
methanol, dichloromethane, chlorobenzene, and TCE yielded two fractions. Both the
chlorobenzene fraction and the TCE fraction were precipitated in methanol, filtered, and
dried. The chlorobenzene fraction is used in the experiments in this work. GPC (145 °C,
chloroform): Mn = 17.6 kg/mol, PDI=3.3, λmax = 627 nm. (CB fraction, 506 mg). GPC (145 °C,
chloroform): Mn = 20.5 kg/mol, PDI=3.3, λmax = 627 nm. (TCE fraction, 57 mg).
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Summary
In the past decade diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP) based conjugated polymers were
successfully developed for organic photovoltaic (OPV) and organic field‐effect transistor
(OFET) applications. The cyclic amide structures, i.e. lactams, that define DPP, are highly
colored due to the push‐pull interaction of the nitrogen and carbonyl moieties with the
conjugated π‐electrons, are electron deficient, are flat and, are likely enhancing stacking
via dipole interactions. Inspired by the good performance DPP and the fundamental
benefits of lactam‐based materials a number of derivatives is explored in this thesis. The
highlights are summarized here.
Isoindigo (II) based materials were shown to have ideal positioned energy levels for
application in organic photovoltaics (OPV). Chapter 2 assesses the influence of
incorporating fused aromatic ring systems (X = thiophene, thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene, or
benzo[1,2‐b:4,5‐b']dithiophene) as electron rich unit in alternating copolymers with II as
electron deficient unit. An increased aggregation behavior, decreased solubility, and lower
molecular weight is found when increasing the fused ring system. The polymers were used
as electron donor in polymer solar cells in combination with a fullerene derivative and
power conversion efficiencies up to 5.6% were achieved for a polymer with thieno[3,2‐
b]thiophene, displaying the most balanced solubility; sufficiently poor to enhance π‐π
stacking, improve the electronic properties of the material, and generate a favorable
morphology; yet sufficiently good to allow processing from hot 1,1,2,2‐tetrachloroethane.
In Chapter 3 a structural derivative of isoindigo is synthesized with an electron rich
thiophene moiety replacing the benzene ring enhancing intermolecular donor acceptor
interactions. At the same time planarity is enhanced by elimination of the steric hindrance
of the benzene proton with the carbonyl of the lactam. Copolymers alternating with
combinations of benzene, thiophene, and carbazole show extremely small band gaps from
1.52 eV to 0.87 eV. The semiconducting properties of these TII copolymers were
established in bottom‐gate bottom‐contact field‐effect transistors that provide exclusively
hole mobilities in the range of 10‐3 to 10‐2 cm2/Vs.
A series of alternating donor‐acceptor polymers, consisting of diphenyl‐
benzodipyrrolidone (BDP) and oligothiophene (nT) was synthesized and used in top‐gate
bottom‐contact organic field‐effect transistors and solar cells in Chapter 4. The BDP
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polymers exhibit ambipolar charge transport with high and balanced mobilities up to 0.21
cm2/Vs for holes and 0.18 cm2/Vs for electrons. Increasing the length of the
oligothiophene reduces the electron mobility roughly by an order of magnitude per
thiophene, but the hole mobility remains high. This behavior is explained using DFT
calculations by a strong localization of the electrons on the BDP units, hence the similar
low LUMO level observed for all three polymers (~−4.0 eV). For polymer:PC70BM solar
cells results in low LUMO – LUMO offset and only hole transfer from PC70BM absorption
contributing to the photocurrent and hence very low efficiency (PCE < 1%). The low LUMO
and high electron mobility however make these materials suitable candidates for acceptor
polymers in all polymer solar cells. A solar cell with a BDP polymer as acceptor and a DPP
polymer as donor could be made but maximum efficiencies only reached 0.33%.
In Chapter 5 the influence of cross conjugation on the optical and electrochemical
properties of donor‐acceptor copolymers is investigated. Electron‐deficient isoindigo was
combined with electron‐rich thiophene‐flanked thienothiophenes. By substituting the
isoindigo at either the 6,6’ or the 5,5’ positions, and using thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene or
thieno[2,3‐b]thiophene cross conjugations were introduced. Optical and electrochemical
analysis of the four combinatorial polymers reveals that introducing cross conjugation in
isoindigo has only a small effect on the optical band gap and the HOMO and LUMO levels.
The onset of absorption is always in the near infrared and also the electrochemical band
gaps are very similar. The optical absorption spectra differ, however, strongly because
cross conjugation in the isoindigo unit causes the transition to the lowest excited state to
have small oscillator strength, resulting in a low‐intensity absorption at the band gap. In a
series of copolymers with a varying ratio of conjugated and cross‐conjugated isoindigos,
the intensity of the low energy electronic transition increases linearly with the fraction of
conjugated units. Cross conjugation in thienothiophene exerts a different effect. It causes
a moderate but distinct blue shift of the optical absorption and a deeper HOMO level. The
experimental results are corroborated by DFT calculations.
Chapter 6 addresses a series of donor – acceptor copolymers based on 4,10‐dialkyl‐
4,10‐dihydrothieno[2',3':5,6]pyrido[3,4‐g]thieno[3,2‐c]isoquinoline‐5,11‐dione,

a

pentacyclic bislactam (PCL) acceptor. Copolymers alternating with donors that differ in
size and electron rich character show wide band gaps ranging from 1.63 to 2.14 eV.
Efficient wide band gap semiconducting polymers are required to further advance the
performance of multi junction polymer solar cells. In combination with PC70BM as electron
acceptor PCL‐based copolymers with thiophene, dithiophene, thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene, or
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benzo[1,2‐b:4,5‐b']dithiophene, show PCEs up to 5.5 ± 0.1% in polymer solar cells. The PCE
of these materials is largely limited by a relatively large energy loss (Eg – qVoc) in the range
of 0.78 to 0.97 eV. This loss seems largely redundant because solar cells with energy losses
in the range of 0.6 to 0.7 eV are possible. However, when the energy loss was reduced to
~0.8 eV by copolymerizing PCL with benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole, the PCE did not improve
because of a reduced photocurrent.
Finally, 4H‐thieno[3,4‐c]pyrrole‐4,6(5H)‐dione (TPD) is investigated as a moderate
electron deficient unit for wide band gap conjugated polymers in Chapter 7. In analogy
with previous chapters thiophene‐flanked TPD monomers were polymerized with
benzene, thiophene, and thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene in Suzuki and Stille reactions. Band gaps
of 2.11 eV, 1.84 eV, and 1.86 eV were respectively obtained. The PCEs for these materials
in single junction solar cells with PC70BM acceptor, reached up to 4.7%, but either the
open‐circuit voltage (thiophene and thieno[3,2‐b]thiophene) or the short‐circuit current
density (benzene and thiophene) were too low to be useful in a tandem cell. A polymer in
which TPD alternates with an alkoxy substituted benzo[1,2‐b:4,5‐b']dithiophene (BDT‐
OEH) was found to have deeper HOMO and LUMO levels and a band gap of 1.84 eV giving
a PCE of 6.5% in a single junction solar cell. In combination with an efficient small band
gap conjugated polymer a tandem cell was designed with an expected PCE of 9.4%.
Experimentally the best tandem solar cell was found to have a PCE of 7.2%, mainly due to
lower than expected current density.
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Samenvatting
In het afgelopen decennium zijn geconjugeerde polymeren met diketopyrrolopyrrool
(DPP) met succes ontwikkeld voor toepassingen in organische zonnecellen (organic
photovoltaic ‐ OPV) en organische veldafhankelijke transistoren (organic field‐effect
transistors ‐ OFET). DPP wordt gevormd door twee cyclische amidestructuren ofwel
lactams. De sterke lichtabsorptie van DPP is een gevolg van de elektronenstuwende en
elektronenzuigende interacties van het stikstofatoom en de carbonylgroep met de
geconjugeerde π‐elektronen. De lactamring maakt DPP elektronenarm, plat en versterkt
de pakking via dipoolinteracties. Geïnspireerd door de uitstekende prestaties van DPP
materialen in OPV en OFET applicaties en de te verwachten fundamentele voordelen van
lactams, worden een aantal structurele variaties verkend in dit proefschrift. De
belangrijkste resultaten zijn hier samengevat.
Het was reeds bekend dat op isoindigo (II) gebaseerde materialen ideale
energieniveaus kunnen hebben voor toepassing in OPV. Hoofdstuk 2 onderzoekt de
invloed van het invoegen van gefuseerde aromatische ringen (thiofeen, thieno[3,2‐
b]thiofeen,

en

benzo[1,2‐b:4,5‐b']dithiofeen)

als elektronenrijk comonomeer in

alternerende copolymeren met II als elektronenarme groep. Met het vergroten van het
aantal gefuseerde ringen werden een toename van de aggregatie, een afname van de
oplosbaarheid en lagere molgewichten gevonden. Deze polymeren zijn vervolgens
gebruikt als elektronendonor in combinatie met een fullereen in OPV en lieten een
maximale efficiëntie van 5.6% zien voor het polymeer met thieno[3,2‐b]thiofeen. Deze is
nog net genoeg oplosbaar om uit 1,1,2,2‐tetrachloorethaan verwerkt te worden, de π‐π
stapeling te bevorderen, de elektronische eigenschappen van het materiaal te verbeteren
en een goede morfologie te vormen.
In hoofdstuk 3 wordt een structuurafgeleide van isoindigo gesynthetiseerd waarbij de
benzeenring is vervangen door een elektronenrijke thiofeenring die de intermoleculaire
donor‐acceptor interacties versterkt. Dit molecuul is platter doordat de sterische hinder
tussen het waterstofatoom van de benzeenring en de carbonyl van de lactam is
verdwenen. Copolymeren met combinaties van benzeen, thiofeen en carbazool laten
extreem smalle bandafstanden zien van 1.52 eV tot 0.87 eV. De halfgeleidende
eigenschappen van deze thienoisoindigo‐copolymeren zijn vervolgens vastgesteld met
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behulp van veldafhankelijke transistoren en laten gatenmobiliteiten in de orde van 10‐3 tot
10‐2 cm2/Vs zien.
Een serie van alternerende donor‐acceptor polymeren, bestaande uit dibenzeen‐
benzodipyrrolidon (BDP) en oligothiofeen (nT) werd gesynthetiseerd en gebruikt in
organische veldeffect transistoren in hoofdstuk 4. De BDP polymeren laten een ambipolair
ladingstransport zien met hoge mobiliteiten die vergelijkbaar zijn voor gaten (0.21 cm2/Vs)
en elektronen (0.18 cm2/Vs). Met elke verlenging van het oligothiofeensegment neemt de
elektronenmobiliteit af terwijl de gatenmobiliteit onveranderd hoog blijft. Dit gedrag
wordt verklaard met behulp van DFT‐berekeningen die een sterke lokalisatie van
elektronendichtheid laat zien op de BDP, wat de lage en vergelijkbare LUMO‐niveaus
(~−4.0 eV) van alle polymeren verklaard. Voor polymeer:PC70BM zonnecellen geeft dit
een laag LUMO – LUMO verschil waardoor alleen gatenoverdracht van PC70BM tot stroom
leidt bij belichting en dientengevolge de efficiëntie laag blijft (PCE < 1%). De lage LUMO en
hoge mobiliteit voor elektronen maken deze polymeren echter geschikte kandidaten als
acceptorpolymeer in polymeer:polymeer zonnecellen. Een zonnecel met een BDP‐
polymeer als acceptor en een DPP‐polymeer als donor geeft uiteindelijk een maximale
efficiëntie van 0.33%.
In hoofdstuk 5 wordt de invloed van kruisconjugatie onderzocht op de optische en
elektrochemische eigenschappen van donor‐acceptor polymeren. Elektronenarm isoindigo
wordt hierin gecombineerd met elektronenrijk thienothiofeen. Door isoindigo op de 6,6’
of de 5,5’ posities te substitueren en thieno[3,2‐b]thiofeen of thieno[2,3‐b]thiofeen te
gebruiken worden kruisconjugaties in de polymeerketen geïntroduceerd. Optische en
elektrochemische analyse van de vier mogelijke combinaties van monomeren laat zien dat
de introductie van kruisconjugatie slechts een minimaal effect heeft op de bandafstand en
de HOMO‐ en LUMO‐niveaus. Absorptie begint altijd in het nabije infrarood en
elektrochemisch worden vergelijkbare oxidatie‐ en reductiepotentialen gevonden. De
absorptiespectra verschillen echter wel degelijk sterk van elkaar omdat kruisconjugatie
ervoor zorgt dat de overgang van de laagste aangeslagen toestand in isoindigo slechts een
lage oscillatorsterkte heeft, wat resulteert in een lage absorptie rond de bandafstand. In
een serie van copolymeren met variabele ratio van geconjugeerd en kruisgeconjugeerd
isoindigo varieert de intensiteit van de laag energetische overgang lineair met de
hoeveelheid geconjugeerd isonindigo in het polymeer. Kruisconjugatie in de
thienothiofeen sorteert een heel ander effect, het geeft een matige maar duidelijk
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waarneembare blauwverschuiving in de absorptie en een dieper liggend HOMO‐niveau.
Deze experimentele resultaten worden ondersteund door de DFT‐berekeningen.
In hoofdstuk 6 staat een serie van donor‐acceptor polymeren met 4,10‐dialkyl‐4,10‐
dihydrothieno[2',3':5,6]pyrido[3,4‐g]thieno[3,2‐c]isoquinoline‐5,11‐dion,

een

pentacyclische bislactam acceptor (PCL), centraal. Copolymeren met alternerende
donoren met verschillende grootte en elektronenrijkheid laten bandafstanden zien van
1.63 eV tot 2.14 eV. Efficiënte polymeren met brede bandafstand zijn nodig om de
efficiëntie van multi‐junctie zonnecellen verder te verhogen. In combinatie met PC70BM
als elektronenacceptor laten op PCL‐gebaseerde copolymeren met thiofeen, dithiofeen,
thieno[3,2‐b]thiofeen en benzo[1,2‐b:4,5‐b']dithiofeen, efficiënties zien van 5.5 ± 0.1% in
OPV. De efficiëntie van deze materialen wordt beperkt door een relatief hoog
energieverlies (Eg – qVoc) van ongeveer 0.78 tot 0.97 eV. Dit verlies is grotendeels onnodig
aangezien succesvolle zonnecellen met een energieverlies van 0.6 tot 0.7 eV mogelijk zijn.
Met benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazol werd het energieverlies beperkt tot ~0.8 eV, echter ging de
efficiëntie niet omhoog omdat de fotostroom flink lager werd.
In het laatste hoofdstuk 7 wordt 4H‐thieno[3,4‐c]pyrrool‐4,6(5H)‐dion (TPD)
onderzocht als elektronenarm monomeer voor polymeren met een brede bandafstand. In
analogie met vorige hoofdstukken wordt TPD geflankeerd met thiofenen en
gecopolymeriseerd met thiofeen, benzeen en thieno[3,2‐b]thiofeen met Suzuki en Stille
reacties. Bandafstanden van 2.11, 1.84, and 1.86 eV zijn het resultaat. De efficiëntie van
deze materialen in zonnecellen met een enkele junctie en PC70BM als acceptor bereikt
maximaal 4.7%, maar ofwel de open‐klemspanning (thiofeen en thieno[3,2‐b]thiofeen)
ofwel de kortsluitstroomdichtheid (benzeen and thiofeen) waren te laag om van
toegevoegde waarde in tandem zonnecellen te zijn. Een polymeer met TPD alternerend
met een alkoxy gesubstitueerde benzo[1,2‐b:4,5‐b']dithiophene (BDT‐OEH) liet een veel
dieper HOMO‐ en LUMO‐niveau zien bij een bandafstand van 1.84 eV wat leidde tot een
efficiëntie van 6.5% in een enkele junctie zonnecel. In combinatie met een efficiënt
polymeer met een smalle bandafstand lukte het om een goede tandem zonnecel te maken
met een verwachtte efficiëntie van 9.4%. De beste experimenteel gerealiseerde zonnecel
had echter een lagere efficiëntie van 7.2%, voornamelijk door een lager dan verwachte
stroomdichtheid.
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